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Urban salmon 
A study says the city should 
tighten development rules to 
protect fish\NEWS AIO 
Looking upwards 
Students here get a trip to the 
stars courtesy of a roving 
planetarium\COMMUNITY B1 
Down to the wire 
A Games crisis is averted as 
locals open up their homes to 
athletes\SPORTS B4 
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Hospital can't staunch flow of red ink 
MILLS MEMORIAL hospital is staring haven't worked out. granted minuscule increases, pediatrics section and create one main 
at a deficit for the third year in a row 
despite an ambitious plan which cut jobs 
by re-organizing its nursing service. 
Although there are two months yet to 
go in the hospital's financial year, it's al- 
ready $200,000 in the hole. 
The re-organized nursing service, 
brought in last fall, has combined 
specialties and shifted and cut jobs in 
hopes of saving $400,000 a year. 
But budgeted goals of having an aver- 
age 25 patients a day in the hospital's 32 
beds on its main medical services floor, 
in combinat!on with the re?organization, 
Instead, the hospital is averaging 30-31 
patients a day, almost 100 per cent ca- 
pacity, commented Michael Leisinger, 
chief executive officer of the Terrace 
Regional Health Care Society which 
runs Mills. 
"We lost $6(3,000 in a recent period," 
he said. 
The hospital tracks expenditures by pe- 
riods, each one representing 28 days. 
Leisinger said some large expenditures 
were contained in the $60,000 figure and 
he doesn't expect hat to repeat itself. 
Still, Mills is expected to have to dip 
[] Maternity changes haven't 
cut costs, Page A8 
into its surplus bank account o cover the 
gap between income and expense when 
its financial year ends. 
And there's more bad news for the 
next budget year because the hospital has 
already been told not to expect an in- 
crease in the operating rant it receives 
from the provincial government. 
This'II be the fifth year in a row Mills 
has either had its budget frozen or been 
All of this comes at a time when Mills 
has been turned down for a third time for 
approval to renovate its main medical 
services floor in the expectation it'll lead 
to better patient care and staffing ef- 
fieieneies. 
The hospital fwst wanted to spend $1 
million-plus to centralize its nursing ser- 
vices at one station, improve patient 
rooms and move its pediatrics section 
closer to the main nursing station. 
That request for money was turned 
down as was a more modest request for 
$400,000 to simply modernize its 
nursing station. 
The third request would have used 
money from the regional hospital district 
and from the hospital's own surplus for 
the $400,000 project. 
But the health ministry isn't convinced 
that renovations will lead to lower staff 
costs. 
And unfortunately Mills can't tell the 
health ministry specifically how much' 
money it'll save in wages by undertaking 
the renovations, aid Leisinger. 
Continued Pg. A8 
Second arena 
I i i  Moose burgers ACCIDENTS INVOLVING moose are all too common during north- west winters. In the Terrace area, the animals are routinely killed by both cars and lTains. But one man refuses to let the meat rot in woods. Instead, he spends his winters picking up the hefty creatures and delivering them to needy local families. For more on this un- usual volunteer, see page A5. 
Dump expansion okayed 
Thornhill site could 
take more garbage 
By DAVE TAYLOR 
THE CONTROVERSIAL Thornhill 
dump would be a good location for a 
new sub-regional landfill, according to a 
recently released environmental study. 
A hydrogeotechnieal investigation con- 
dueled by Sperling Hanson Associates 
found the site could expand to include 
waste from all Greater Terrace without 
significant environmental impact. 
While the year-long study will not be 
completed until June, results so far indi- 
'c ate that discharge from the dump does 
not have much effect on area water sup- 
plies, including nearby Thornhili Creek. 
However, the study also says leachate 
management will be critical should the 
regional district expand the site. 
That's why it recommends rigorous 
testing, and the building of a leachate 
treatment system if an expanded ump is 
to be used there for an extended period. 
But even though the site has an en- 
vironmental thumbs up, regional district 
manager of development services Roger 
Tooms says that's just the beginning. 
"We still have to look at costa, techni- 
cal and public concerns," he says. "No 
decisions have been made yet and we are 
still looking at other sites." 
The other likely candidate for the new 
la,dfill is south of Onion Lake, on the 
east side of Highway 16. 
That site has undergone preliminary 
testing and the regional district has ap- 
plied to the lands ministry ft,, ~ a notifica- 
tion of interest, which will allow test 
wells to be installed. 
Referrals to other agencies on that site 
should be completed by June, which is 
also when the environmental study of the 
Thornhill dump will be finished. 
"Then we will have a site in each 
hand," says Tooms. "So we can weigh 
the costs and benefits of each." 
One advantage of the Thomhill site is 
that it has a natural clay base. It funnels 
ieachate from the dump into a nearby 
swamp, where it naturally decomposes. 
The Onion Lake site does not have a 
natural clay base, so some sort of liner 
would have to be built. However, the site 
has a big plus in tenns of geography. 
" I t  has the preferred location, which is 
between here and Kitimat, away from 
homes," Tooms says. "Kitimat could 
use the site as well." 
Kitimat has not decided if they wunt to 
get involved in regional dump project 
with Terrace. If the Thornhill location it 
chosen, the landfill would only serve 
Greater Terrace. "I  don't think the RD 
would ever accept Kitimat refuse at that 
site," Tooms says. 
Meanwhile, some Thonlhill residents 
may have trouble accepting the idea of 
an expanded ump in their backyards. 
" I  personally would favour a regional 
dump between here and Kitimat," says 
Thomhill director Lea Watmough. "The 
Thomhill dump may be cleared as far as 
effluent discharge goes, but there are 
other things to consider - -  like the 
volume of garbage and the number of 
residents in the immediate area." 
Rape victim escapes attacker 
A TERRACE woman says she was raped 
and imprisoned in her own home for 
more than 24 hours last week. 
Staff Sergeant Doug Wheler of the 
Terrace detachment says the victim said 
she and her two-year-old child were bar- 
ricaded in her Thornhiil residence from 
about 11 a.m, January 15, until about he 
same time the next day. 
The victim told police she was sexually 
assaulted uring that time. The 22-year- 
old woman apparently knew her attacker. 
Terrace RCMP first heard the story 
when they attended what they thought 
was a domestic dispute at a gas station in 
Thornhill at noon on January 16. 
The victim told police she had con- 
vinced her attacker to go out with her to 
get food and money. Once the couple 
reached the gas station, she secretly ap- 
proached the management and requested 
help. They called the police. 
RCMP arrested a suspect at the scene. 
The victim's two.year-old child was 
found by police alone at her home. 
A 36-year-old Thornhill man is 
charged with forcible eonfinment, sexual 
assault with a weapon and sexual assault 
causing bodily harm. Other charges are 
pending. 
plan dropped 
By JEFF NAGEL 
CITY COUNCIL has given up on negotiations with an 
Alberta firm to build a privately operated second sheet of ice. 
Mayor Jack Talstra told second sheet proponents Monday 
night that council feels uncomfortable both with the hidden 
costs associated with the proposal by Community Facilities 
Development Inc. and with the company itself. 
He said council doesn't hink the firm's proposal would get 
the approval of voters in a referendum either. 
"I think it kind of puts us back to square one,"Talstra said. 
The only hope Talstra was able to offer demoralized second 
sheet proponents i a promise that the Terrace Advisory Parks 
and Recreation Commission will be expanded and directed to 
hold hearings and determine the city's recreation.needs- for the 
next 10or 15 years. 
Talstra said he hopes thai process will unify the community 
about what's needed for the future. 
Several councillors uggested that perhaps what's needed is a 
proposal for a multi-use facility that combines a second sheet 
with other possibilities- perhaps acommunity centre or a youth 
centre. 
Talstra said the facility may have to appeal to a broader por- 
tion of the public- and that more money may have to be spent- 
than was proposed in the 1995 referendum. 
"It might lead to a higher cost proposal but it might be more 
acceptable and easier to get through a referendum than a second 
sheet of ice alone," councillor Val George added. 
Council's decision was based on new analysis of the CFDI bid 
by city economic development officer Ken Veldman. Veldman 
found a series of hidden costs in CFDrs proposals that would 
have cost the city millions more over a number of years. 
The largest of those was that B.C. labour law likely would not 
allow the new operator to carry out its plan to eliminate the 
existing union from the arena operation and then cut wages by 
nearly 50 per cent. The union would have what's called "succes- 
sion rights" to the new facility, and that would increase annual 
labour costs by $I00,000. 
Continued on Page A2 
£;¢,unting down the days 
THE COUNTDOWN to the 
1997 Northern B.C. Winter 
Games officially began Sunday 
evening with a torch lighting cere- 
mony at City Hall. 
The weather cooperated and 
about 100 people turned out for 
the lighting, which saw local black 
powder shooter Peter Nicholson 
light the six-metre Northern 
Games torch. 
Nicholson and several young 
athletes jogged down Lakelse 
Avenue with a police escort 
before lighting the torch in front of 
a cheering crowd. 
Games chairpersons Rod Cox 
and Steve Scott thanked volun- 
teers and the community for pull- 
ing together for the event, espe- 
cially for finding enough beds to 
billet the 1,000 youth athletes 
who will be competing at the 
Games, February 7-9. 
Mayor Jack Talstra, Skeena 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht, and 
Skeena MP Mike Scott were also 
on hand to start the countdown. 
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Tax rates pondered 
SOME PEQPLE are going to face higher property tax- 
es this year, but mayor Jack Talstra says council is trying to 
keep that o a minimum. 
Council was debating on Monday night what levels 
tax rates should be set at to get the money the city needs. 
Talstra said residential assessments have jumped an 
average of seven per cent, so the average homeowner 
would pay seven per cent higher property taxes if the rate 
was left at last year's level. 
Councillors agree the rate should be lowered some- 
what, so the average homeowner pays no more than three 
or four per cent extra in 1997 . . . . . . .  
But even if oouneil does that, the tax rate affects all 
residences equally, while there's wide variation in the 
assessments of individual homes. 
People whose homes have increased in assessment by 
20 or 30 per cent will be facing higher taxes, said Talstra. 
Councillor Tim Down said lower-valued homes have 
seen their assessments increase the most, adding he's con- 
cemed the tax hike could hit south side homeowners and 
those who can afford it least he hardest: 
Council wants to be able to go ahead with a capital 
projects budget of around $2 million to ensure roads don't 
deteriorate further. 
That's down from the extraordinary $3 million they 
budgetted in 1996. 
But getting that cash is a problem because the provin- 
cial government cut grants worth a total of $500,000 to the 
city last year. 
No to recycling 
THE CITY can't afford to carry out its share of the 
Regional Solid Waste Management Plan this year. 
Terrace agreed to contribute one-third of the $400,000 
startup cost for a regional recycling centre this year, and 
was supposed to commit a share of the facility's annual 
$200,000 operating cost in subsequent years. 
City staff asked Mayor Jack Talstra Monday night 
what they should tell the local committee in charge of 
implementing the plan. 
'"Tell that body that when the provincial government 
restores its money to us we may have some money avail- 
able," Talstra replied. He was referring to the $500,000 the 
province has cut from its grants to the city. 
Talstra noted that the city agreed to the plan in princi- 
ple and would work towards it "as dollars permit." 
He noted the city is having difficulty getting the dol- 
lars to keep road reconstruction  pace and that it just had 
to reject a proposal tbr a second sheet of ice. 
"We just don't hink we have the money," he said. 
Thin ice accident 
A MAN accidentally crashed through thin ice on the 
Skeena River last Friday and had to be rescued by the Fire 
Department. 
Terrace RCMP responded to a suspicious occurrence 
at 8 p.m. January 17, near the old bridge. They found a 19- 
year-old male floating in the ri~,,er. 
- .... ~l'he"I'errace Water' Rescue Team and the Terrace Fire 
Department were both called and the man was rescued and 
transferred to a waiting ambulance. He is listed in stable 
condition at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
This incident is still under investigation. Anyone with 
any information is asked to contact Terrace RCMP. 
Gitnadoix charges 
THREE PRINCE Rupert men have been charged with 
Wildlife Act offences, stemming from an October 20 hunt- 
ing trip up the Gitnadoix River. 
Bill Flaten, his brother Colin John Flaten and Douglas 
Alfred Dyer were all charged last week with unlawful pos- 
session of wildlife last week. 
Colin Flaten also faces charges of exceeding his quota, 
unlawfully using another person's licence and hunting 
without a valid moose licence. 
Douglas Dyer also faces charges of allowing another 
person to use his hunting licence. All three have their first 
court appearance on February 7 in Terrace. 
FROM FRONT 
P fiva- ice 
plan dropped 
Once the series of additional costs are taken into account. 
Veldman concluded, the total cost over 25 years to the city 
of CFDI's proposal rises from $5.85 million to $9.8 million. 
That's almost identical to the $9.92 million the second sheet 
proposal defeated in the 1995 referendum would have cost 
taxpayers over 25 years. 
"There is not an appreciable cost advantage," Veldman 
concluded. '~l'he city would be exposing itself to a signifi- 
cant level of uncertainty and risk without a corresponding 
expectation of significant cost savings." 
He also noted the failure of CFDI's similar operation in 
Wbitecourt, Alberta, where the local municipality was left 
holding the bag. 
The ne~s came in the middle of Minor Hockey Week and 
on the eve of the Northern B.C. Winter Games - at which 
second sheet organizers had originally hoped to be opening 
a new second sheet of ice. 
"We're frustrated," said Brian Downie. "I was hopeful we 
would get a little more idea of the direction council wants to 
take." 
He said they had followed the city's direction to first pre- 
pare a bare bones second sheet- which was defeated by the 
voters-and then to explore a private-public partnership 
idea. 
"We're a little confused," he said, adding the need for an 
arena expansion continues to grow. 
"Within the next year or so people will be camping out to 
get their kids enrolled in hockey," added Warren Garten. 
He said all the councillors identified the second sheet of 
ice as a priority in their election campaign. 
"I have to question how much eta priority it is if they're 
putting the decision over to a recreation commission." 
Garten said. 
Mayor Talstra said the commission will likely take a cou- 
ple of months to get set up and then will likely take the rest 
of the year to listen to the people and formulate a
recommendation. 
Student crisis 
support 'vital' 
says school 
TOO MUCH DEMAND on the school district's spe- 
cial education money has left at least one elementary 
school without what it considers a vital service. 
Staff at Kiti K 'Shan elementary school wrote to the 
school board last week to complain about the reduc- 
tion in elementary school counsellors. 
Last year the Terrace school district had two 
elementary counsellors. They offered short-term 
counselling services to children in crisis. For exam- 
ple, the crisis could be due to a family separation, 
depression, family illness or death. The counsellors 
also offered in-class support, and co-taught violence 
prevention programs, among others. 
" I f  a child is in crisis, the first line of support 
should be at the school," wrote Kiti K'Shan staff. 
Other community support services, such as mental 
health workers are sometimes not easily accessible. 
"Our  staff considers it vital that the board hire an 
additional elementary counsellor." 
Andrew Scruton, who heads up student support ser- 
vices for the district, said the reduction in counsellors 
was due to an increased emand on the special educa- 
tion budget. 
"The demand is b ig,"  said Scruton. "The board 
had to decide where resources would go . "  
And this school year the board decided to spend the 
money on the Teen Learning Centre, located on Park 
Ave. It's an alternative school, for students who can't 
fit in anywhere lse in the school system. 
Enrollment increased dramatically there this year, 
said Scruton, and another teacher was needed. If stu- 
denis weren't attending the Teen Learning Centre, 
they'd be dropouts, he explained. 
But since money for the centre comes out of the 
same pot as elementary counsellors, that meant some- 
thing had to go. 
So staff at Kiti K'Shan have asked the school board 
to try and find money for another counsellor from an- 
other area. 
The school board is considering the request, and 
referred the matter to its budget committee at last 
week's board meeting. 
Fishy story nets 
an elderly victim 
A COMPLAINT from an elderly Terrace man early last 
Thursday morning brought RCMP out to investigate a
fishy tale. 
Police say an 83-year-old man in the 4700 Block of Tuck 
Avenue was woken up at about 4:30 a.m. January 16 when 
a female came his door, requesting to use the phone. 
The gentleman let the woman inside his house, 
whereupon she proceeded to try to sel ! ,him some fish. 
When he declined, the woman grabbed a pair of the man's 
pants and ran. " : ......... " ' 
The pants contained a wallet and some keys. It is 
believed that the female departed in a 1980's yellowish 
pick-up truck being driven by a male accomplice. 
The RCMP are requesting that the public exercise cau- 
tion when dealing with strangers at the door and to not let 
such persons into their homes. 
Crime crackdown debated 
RCMP crime stats have prompted one councillor to sug- 
gest a major crackdown on drug enforcement would be 
misguided. 
Tim Down noted drug-related offences declined in 1996, 
while break-and-enters have soared 50 per cent in two 
years. 
He suggested if more resources are put to any one area it 
should be break-and-enters. 
Councillor David Hull, who ran on a campaign that par- 
tially called for more drag enforcement, responded that 
break-and-enters are often the product of drug use, as a 
result of the need for fast cash. 
By the end of November, the number of break-ins had 
reached 210 - -  up dramatically from 146 to the same point 
in 1994. 
( lllkV/l-" 
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your 
assistance in solving the break, enter and theft 
from the Workers Compensation Board offices at 
4550 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C., on the night of 
December 6, 1996, between 7:30 pm and 9:00 
am the following morning. 
During this time, unknown culprit(s) enterred 
the business through a side entrance, and pro- 
ceeded to steal front office equipment, as well 
as items from the company staff room. 
The following is a list of items that were stolen 
from the residence: 
1. AST computer - model 'PS/2 77 pc 
$2780.00 
2. Hewlett-Packard laser jet printer - model 4L 
$500.00 (est.) 
3. Computer monitor $1000.00(est.) 
4. Microwave oven $200.00 
5. Sony AM/FM stereo cassette deck $200.00 
If you know anything about this incident, or if 
you know the identity of the person or persons 
responsible for this theft of a motor vehicle, 
Crime Stoppers would like to hear from you. 
Cr ime Stoppers  of fers a cash reward of  
up to $1.000.00 for in format ion  leading to 
an arrest and charges being laid against  an 
Individual in this or other  unso lved crime. If 
you have any  in format ion  call Cr ime 
Stoppers  at 635-T ips  that's 635-8477.  
Cal lers will not  be requi red to reveal their 
Identity nor  test i fy in court ,  
Call 635.1r iPs  
Environmental Health Issues 
and predominolly negative outcry. 
Complaints range from, "Tastes like 
*#^@Ill" to "Soap wan'l lather" fo 
"What is that disgusting ring around 
• Da-ve.Quibell'. :" 
.: ::CP.HJ.~I R'.E.H.O;::::.I 
:i E nvir Ofimen'tal:"H epiih :: 
• ~,: Officer tar Skeena J~ 
~.,:, Heallh Unit ': .. :,~ 
i 
my teacup?" Uke I said, a very con- 
lroversial topic. 
There is an imporlant reason why, 
from a public health standpoint, lho 
well is o preferrabh source It Ihe riv- 
er. Firsl, lhe new supply is micr0bio- 
logically safer. As we found wilh the 
This is the first d whal I hope will 
be o long and mulually beneficial 
relationship. As on Environmenlol 
Ihollh Officer and lhe Communicable 
Disease Specialist for the Skeena 
Heollh Unil I Irack, and olhmpl to 
limit the spread of disease. Almost 
daily I inlerview people suffering 
from infeclious diseases Ihal could 
have been prevented. Many of these 
microorganisms are highly communi- 
cable. When Ihey spread to Ihe 
young, old or lhe immunocompro- 
mised the consequences can be tragic. 
Ullimalely Ihe mast effeclive 
means of controlling oulbreoks is to 
stop Ihem before they take hold. So 
here I am. The articles to follow will 
laugh on some of the bugs thal have 
been plaguing our region, their 
means of transmission, and what yea 
con do to prated your families. 
To begin I'd like Io address a local 
hal topic, (hopefully wilhoul gelling 
scaled). Terrace's new drilled well 
waler supply has sparked a large, 
Kehwna Cryplasporidium outbreak, 
normal trnalmenl of surface walor 
may nol effedivdy protect us from 
certain pathogens. It's very likely 
lhal our elevated incidence rates for 
Beaver Fever and Cryptosoporidium 
will drop significanlly with lha new 
well. There ~11 no longer be a need 
to add more and mare chlorine to 
compensate for the effeds of did in 
the water during Iho times of runoff 
and high water. 
What about the taste and sedi- 
ment? The culprils are Calcium and 
Magnesium, Iwo minerals vilal for 
heahhy teeth and bones. Think of it 
as faking a daily vitamin in a glass, 
yum. The only viable allernalive is 
softening Ihe walnr chemically. This 
procedure exlrods the good guys, 
and in their place subslJlules sodium 
which can be harmful to lhese suffer- 
ing from hypedension a d heart dis- 
ease. If you lhink about il and give il 
some time I'm sure the new water 
will grow on you. 
@ 
SHOPPERS 
DRUG MAFTI"  
4635 Lakelse Ave Phone: 635-7261 
Note: Shoppers flyers deliverd in the Terrace/Kitimat Weekend 
Advertiser on Saturday have a sale start date of Monday. 
Knox United Church 
4907 Lazeile Ave., Terrace 
Tuesday 7:00 p.m. 
Offer valid for a limited time only. GST not included. Cannot be combined with any 
other offer and is not available for "At Work" or Community Meetings. As people vary so do results. 
© 1997 Weight Watchers International Inc., owner of the Registered Trademark, all rights reserved. 
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We would like to thank all merchants who participaled in the first Chrislmas baby and first New Year's baby 
girls. 
Sight & Sound - Xmas Baby & New Years Baby 351h Anniversary Mug & pen 
Do it Cenlre. Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby 1 smoke alarm each. 
Icon Business Machines- Xmas Baby & Hew Year's Baby 1 baby journal each 
Terrace Co-up- Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby 1 nighl light each 
Keenhyside Insurance. Xmas Baby & Hew Year,'s Baby 1pen and 1 pocket calendar each 
Golden Pond Pet Shop. Xmas Baby & New Year s Baby 1 carloon calendar each 
McEwan GM- Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby 1 men's hat each 
First Choice Travel- Xmos Baby & New Year's Baby 1 lravel hag & 1 holiday magazine each 
Norlhern Photo. Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby 1 picture frame each 
Norlhern Drugs- Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby 1 girl bag each 
Terrace Inleriors- Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby I girl certificate for SIO.OO and 1 calendar each 
Chapman Office Supplies- Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby I ink eraser each 
(lass Act Consignment- Xmas Baby & flew Year's Baby 1 gift certificate for $10.00 
Welcome Wagon- Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby 1 basket each 
Sunlife of Canada- Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby l cahndar each 
Glass Slipper- Xmos Baby & New Year's Baby 1 gift certificate furS15 each 
Cohs Books- Xmas Baby I baby book 
Pet World- Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby I girl certificate for $15 each 
Kid's Boutique - Xmas Baby & New Year's Bnbyl girl certificate for S10.00 each 
Kmart - Xmas Baby & New Year's BabySlO girl certificate & $20.00 girl certificate 
Jusl Legs- Xmas Baby 2 pairs socks, New Year's Baby 1 set booties 
Mary Kay (Rose Mason) - Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby1 hand cream and free facial each 
Mantique. Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby1 pair of socks each 
A Buck or Two- Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby 1 girl pack each 
Hairbusters - Xmas Baby & New Year's Bebyl free shampoo 1 free conditioner 
Carter's Jewellers- New Year's Baby 1 free engraving certified for plaque only 
Hair Gallery- Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby 1 free calendar and comb (styling) 
Mead Johnson- New Year's Baby I Teddy bear 
Pfizer Ltd- New Year's Baby I large destin cream 
Guardian Angle's- Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby 1 knitted outfit each 
Terrace Standard- Advertisement of Xmas Baby & New Year's Baby of 97 
A special lhonks from the Welcome Wagon hostess of Terrace to all the sponsors thai donated Io the Xmas 
Baby Program and New Year's Baby Programl 
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Housing registry loses grant 
TERRACE ANTI-Poverty Group Society has lost a 
$50,000 grant from the provincial government. 
The grant, which was used to run the housing registry, 
runs out at the end of February. 
The grant paid the wages for advocate Roseanne Pearce 
and also part of the wages for secretarial support and ad- 
ministration. 
With the money the society ran a housing registry, which 
helped link up landlords and perspective tenants. The 
society also helped tenants who felt they were being 
treated unjustly by their landlords. 
In a recent case Pearce presided over a group complaint 
by a number of tenants at the Woodlands Apartments on 
Kalum. Tenants wanted repairs done to their units. Pearce 
was able to settle the case without going to arbitration, and 
now tenants are pleased that repairs are being made. 
"A lot more mediation was going on," said Gerry King, 
an advocate for the anti-poverty society, about Pearce's ad- 
vocacy work. "Communication was much more positive." 
Now Pearce will be gone at the end of February. Secre- 
tary Marlene Davis-Robinson will also see her hours cut 
back, and Helga Kenny, who helped run the housing 
registry program, will have her hours reduced. 
That means the society will be relying primarily on bingo 
money to keep running. King also plans to hold raffles oc- 
casionally, to help raise money. 
His job will get a lot more demanding with the loss of 
the grant, as will Kenny's job. 
Kenny recently wrote a letter to the premier, complaining 
about he cut. 
"What this means to clients is a decrease in the level of 
services provided and a long wait in the office," she 
wrote. 
Anti-poverty will continue to provide registration and 
tenancy advocacy services, but Kenny warns service will 
be minimal. 
She wonders about he government's commitment to the 
homeless, and renters who are being unjustly treated by 
landlords. 
In a rhetorical question to the premier, she asks, "What 
will we do? The same thing we have always done. We will 
do the best we can with what we have." 
FOUR-YEAR-OLD Thomas Dennis was drafted to make a raffle draw for the Ter- 
race Anti-Poverty Group Society. The society raised over $1,000 for general oper- 
ations by raffling off a $200 grocery certificate, a pair of muk-luks, a vest, a spice 
rack and native art plaques. Cindy Brown was the first place winner and Carol 
Clayton won second place. (Anti-poverty head Gerry King helped Dennis make 
the draw.) The society plans more raffles now that it's lost a major grant. 
Democrac  
THE SKELETON'S been put in 
place but there's no meat on the 
bones yet in the new, more demo- 
cratic structure for the amal- 
gamated school district. 
Coast Mountain school district 
trustees, along with teachers, stu- 
dents, administration, and union 
reps, spent Jan. 11 constructing a 
democratic model for the district. 
Each community - -  Terrace, 
Thomhiil, Stewart, Hazelton and 
Kith-nat - -  will have an advisory 
committee. Members will con- 
centrate-on giving input for local 
education matters. Then there will 
be a district advisory committee, 
made up of representatives from 
growing at school board 
each community advisory com- 
mittee. 
But board vice-chair Roger 
Leclerc said trustees haven't de- 
cided yet what the mandate of these 
new committees will be. Aald 
whether people will be appointed 
or elected to them is still up in the 
air. 
During the Jan. meeting trustees 
and representatives did a dry run of 
a possible advisory committee 
meeting and what type of issues 
might be dealt with there. 
Trustees are also discussing 
whether they should have outside 
interests on school board standing 
committees, such as finatiee and 
personnel. 
The new democratic process 
brought a favourabe response from 
interest groups, said Leclerc. 
He said there's no date yet for 
when the advisory committees 
should start up, saying the trustees 
have been busy wrangling out 
details of who was going to the run 
the district. 
Negotiations on the contracts of 
many of the top administrators are 
still on-going. However, those of 
the superintendent and assistant su- 
perintendents have been finalized. 
The school district is still looking 
at the contracts of the existing as- 
sistant secretary-treasurers in Ter- 
race and Kitimat. It's not sure 
whether there will be room for both 
of them in the new district. 
That's because the school district 
has to save some money in the 
amalgamation of the two districts. 
Trustees are also looking at some 
clerical and mid-level administra- 
tive jobs. 
The school district has until mid 
February to decide what jobs will 
stay and which will go in the new 
district. That's when trustees 
shou!d be able to turn their full at- 
tention to fleshing out the mandate 
of the advisory committees. 
News in Brief 
Fire damages trailer 
A FIRE in the Woodland Heights trailer court on Old 
Lakeise Lake Rd. on Jan. 11 left one trailer damaged 
but salvageable. 
Passersby might have wondered at the commotion 
over one trailer, since at one point that afternoon three 
trucks were attending, 
However, the trailer court has no fire hydrant. The 
nearest one is across the road and down nearby Hem- 
lock St. That meant the Thomhill Fire Dept. had to 
respond with two fire trucks and a tanker for the initial 
burst of water. Then police officers were called in to 
coordinate traffic, which had to travel very slowly over 
the fire hose lines. 
In the end, trailer owner Dan Hamel lost part of his 
addition attd laundry room. But the remainder of the 
trailer suffered only smoke damage. 
Treaty talks get fishy 
THE FISHERIES provisions of  the future Nisga'a 
treaty will be thrashed out in public view here on Fri- 
day. 
A working group that is part of the Nisga'a treaty ne- 
gotiations will hold an open session working on 
fisheries operational guidelines. 
That's supposed to be the nuts and bolts that 
determine how a Nisga'a commercial fishery would 
work under the final treaty. 
The session starts at 9:00 a.m. on Friday at the Ter- 
race Inn. 
Also coming up is a full meeting of the Kitimat 
Skeena Regional Advisory Committee on treaty- 
making issues. 
That's scheduled for Jan. 29 and may be held by 
vidcoconference, according to federal treaty negotia- 
tion office spokesman Joseph Whiteside. 
Photo radar demo 
THE LOCAL RCMP detachment will be having its 
monthly community consultative meeting at the 
detachment on January 29 at 7:30 p.m.. 
The Photo Radar section from Prince George will be 
on hand to make a presentation and answer questions. 
The meeting is open to the public and citizens are wel- 
come to attend to discuss policing in their community. 
For more information, contact Inspector Steve Leach 
at 638-7415. 
Jackpine bridge squeeze 
TWO VEHICLES were damaged in Jackpine Flats 
last Wednesday when the two drivers tried to cross a 
one-lane bridge at the same time. 
Shortly after noon, January 15, the Terrace Fire De- 
partment received a call about an accident on the 
bridge over Williams Creek. 
Chief Randy Smith says damage to the vehicles was 
minor, as were the injuries, which were treated at the 
scene. 
Smith says road conditions leading up to the bridge 
were good, but the bridge itself may have been slip- 
pery, making it difficult to stop. 
B[  ' . . . .  
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R's Our Annual Big Bob's Away Sale . . . .  
© Jan. 22 -  Feb. 1 
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Figure 
Skates 
All Sierra 50/0 Designs Gore-Tex 
Jackets 
[ ~ ~ d ~ ~  ~ • Dynastar '96 Skis ADV 2.8 
• Dynastar '96 
Skis ADV 4 
• Kastle Skis 
TCX07 
All Discounts on 
In-Store Items 
Only --No 
Special Orders j
© 
• All T-Shirts 
• All Ski Gloves 
• All Ski Toques 
• Mens/Ladies/Kids Tracksuits 
• Mens & Ladies Nylon Pants 
• '95 Snowboard/Boots/Bindings 
• '95 Adult Skis/Bindings/Boots 
• All Aerobic Wear 
• All Ski Pants 
• All Ski Jackets 
• Figure Skating Dresses 
• All Winter Vests 
• All Turtlenecks 
• All Bike Accessories 
~ ~ !~ ~i ExOficio Casual Mens & Ladies Wear 
All N.B.A., M.L.B. & N.H.L. Crested Hats 
(~.~.j • Champion Reece Tops & Pants 
• All Ski & Boot Bags 
• All Hockey Skates 
• All Hockey Shoulder Pads 
• All Hockey Gloves 
• All North Face Gore-Tex Jackets 
• All Farwest Dri.Zone Jackets 
S • All Vasque Hiking Boots 
m ~  
I [ I f t ! • All 1996 Footwear 
........ • All Hockey Bbow Pads 
l l p# • All Hockey Pants 
• All Hockey ShinPads 
• All North Face Daypacks 
• All Goal Equipment 
• All 
[ ~ \~ • All Crested Jerseys 
..... • All 
\ 
ALL  SEASONS 
Source  fo r  Spor  
• All Ski Waxes 
Mens, Ladles & Kids Turtlenecks 
Risport & Don Jackson Figure Skates 
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Equity 
FIVE WEEKS. 
That's how much time is left to contribute as 
much as possible to a Registered Retirement 
Savings Plan (RRSP) this year and save a big 
chunk off income taxes. 
It's the last great widely accessible tax shelter, 
and everyone should be taking full advantage of 
it. 
The RRSP system has been an ingenious way to 
entice Canadians into becoming a nation of 
savers. 
That's important because the demographic 
bulge of the baby boomers is still yet to hit the 
golden years, and nobody's absolutely sure 
what's going to be left of the Canada Pension 
Plan once they are through with it. 
Unfortunately, the people the RRSP system 
benefits most are the ones who need it least. 
Everyone gets to contribute 18 per cent of their 
income each year to their RRSP. 
That's capped at $13,500 ~ meaning you have 
to be earning more than $75,000 a year before 
the limit is triggered. 
People at that level are also in the upper tax 
bracket, and gain the greatest reduction from 
their income tax bill. A 50 per cent tax bracket 
means the maximum contribution of $13,500 
generates a $6,750 tax credit. 
Meanwhile many lower income earners aren't 
contributing at all. Those who do contribute face 
a tougher struggle to hit their limit usually a 
much lower number. And the return generated 
reflects their lower tax bracket: a $4,000 contri- 
bution in a 20 per cent tax bracket generates a 
tax credit of just $800. 
There are hints afoot that the government has 
plans to reduce the maximum RRSP contribution 
limit below the present $13,500 limit. 
That could be good news --~ i f  it Comes :along 
with some plan to encourage young people to 
start contributing earlier. 
Even a tiny monthly contribution started in a 
person's mid-20s can mean a secure retirement 
later on ~ or money to finance a house pur- 
chase. 
Some kind of bonus tax credit for first-time 
RRSP contributors would be the ideal use of 
some of the money saved by lowering the cap. 
TV bonanza 
"WHAT'S ON "IV tonight?" 
That familiar household refrain will get a boost 
here very soon should ExpressVu TV make its 
appearance as promised this summer. 
The system offers a great whack of channels 
through a federally-licensed irect to home satel- 
lite enterprise. It'll bring strong competition to 
earth-bound cable systems and to those who al- 
ready have dishes through the so-called grey 
market bringing in American signals. 
To dedicated TV watchers, it means more 
choice. And given that ExpressVu will carry a 
healthy selection of Canadian channels, it should 
provide another avenue of spreading news and 
information about our country to all of its 
corners .  
TV already fractures an increasingly compli- 
cated society. Systems such as ExpressVu just 
mighthelp our identity as Canadians. 
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Red tape stifles log salvage 
VICTORIA - Meet Brian 
Beresford, ' a Cranbrook 
helicopter logging operator 
whose brushes with a sluggish 
and reluctant-to-change Forest 
Service cost him $200,000. 
Beresford wasn't in the busi- 
ness of cutting down healthy 
trees. He was in the salvage 
business, harvesting trees that 
would otherwise rot. 
I'd also like you to meet 
Lawrence Shubert, owner of a 
Cranbrook saw mill that is idle 
because he can't get his hands 
on timber. Shubert could use 
all the salvage wood Beresford 
might be able to supply. 
The Cranbrook Daily 
Townsman recently publicized 
the plight of the two in particu- 
lar and the need for 
bureaucrats to make things a 
little easier for people with 
good ideas in general. I 
thought it might be a good idea 
to add to the impact of the 
story by giving it province- 
wide exposure. 
Beresford employed 14 
people in a salvage logging 
show at Matthew Creek, near 
Kimberley. All the timber he 
took out was left over from a 
fire that had ravaged the area. 
Beresford would have made 
money on the operation and 
provided badly-needed timber 
for small independent saw 
mills in the area, had it not 
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HUBERT BEYER 
been for excessive red tape. 
Last winter his operation was 
shut down because, on orders 
from the Workers' Compensa- 
tion Board, his crew cut down 
trees outside the prescription 
area. The WCB said leaving 
the trees in question would 
pose a safety hazard. The 
Forest Service called it a 
trespass. 
Eventually, the Forest Ser- 
vice agreed with the WCB and 
expanded the area Beresford 
was allowed to log, but two 
weeks had been lost. 
Last spring, he was shut 
down again, this time because 
a consultant hired by the Forest 
Service said the ground was 
unstable due to run-off condi- 
tions in the watershed. Again, 
Beresford was eventually al- 
lowed to go ahead, but again, 
he had lost time and money, 
He's still an enthusiastic 
proponent of salvage logging. 
At Matthew Creek alone, it is 
estimated, there are still some 
80,000 metres of burnt timber 
left, much of it salvageable. 
Ironically, while Beresford 
was losing money on salvaging 
trees because of bureaucratic 
interference, and Shubert 
would give his eye teeth for 
salvaged timber, a similar ex- 
ercise is going ahead full- 
steam in the Cariboo. 
Last November, Forest Min- 
ister David Zirnhelt announced 
that that seven companies in 
the Cariboo - -  his home tiding 
- -  had been awarded 3.5 mil- 
lion metres of beetle-killed 
timber. In a press release, the 
minister expressed ownright 
pride over the massive salvage 
program. 
Now, what's good for the 
goose ought o he good for the 
gander. If salvage harvesting 
of timber can go ahead in the 
Cariboo, why not in the 
Kootenays, and I mean without 
the bureaucrats getting in the 
way? 
Beresford says the large 
companies aren't interested in 
salvage timber. 
Their mills are computerized 
to produce dimension lumber 
in the most efficient way. And 
for that, they need green tim- 
ber. 
A small, independent opera- 
tor, on the other hand, can turn 
burnt wood into anything from 
kitchen cabinets to house logs, 
from furniture to two-by-fours. 
Forestry is still the pro- 
vince's most important indus- 
try, and not just for the people 
employed by it. If British 
Columbians working in the 
forests and the related 
secondary industries don't earn 
a livelihood, the stream of tax 
dollars to Victoria will dry up 
and the cappuccino-sueking 
city slickers can kiss their stan- 
dard of living goodbye, too. 
At a time when annual allow- 
able cuts in most regions are 
being drastically reduced, sal- 
vaging timber destroyed by 
fire or insects is one way to 
ease the transition to a more 
sustainable forestry. 
All that's needed is some 
streamlining of the 
bureaucracy which, in this 
case, is not so much mean- 
spirited as it is slow to move. 
People like Beresford and 
Shubert will do the rest. Over 
to you, minister. 
Beyer can be reached at Tel: 
920-9300; Fax: 385-6783; E- 
mail: hubert@coolcom.com 
Good to appreciate authors 
"'Nobody ever committed 
suicide whUe reading a good 
book, but many have while 
trying to write one."--Robert 
Byrne 
Men can't be too rich, 
women too thin, or authors too 
praised. 
How can you get in touch 
with authors? Write to them in 
care of their book's publisher, 
or the radio or TV station 
where you heard or saw them 
being interviewed. 
If the author is on tour 
promoting book sales through 
interviews and book signing 
sessions you may have to wait 
six weeks or more for a reply, 
but rest assured, you will hear 
back. 
Last week I received a 
printed postcard form Margaret 
Atwood after a five month 
wait. I had written to let her 
know how much my grand- 
daughters and I enjoy reading 
her latest kids' book, Princess 
Prunella and the Purple Peanut. 
I addressed by letter to her at 
Key Porter Books Ltd., 
Toronto. 
-. ., 
CLAUDETI 'E  SANDECKI 
The postcard's picture is the 
cover illustration from 
Atwood's earlier novel, The 
Cat's Eye, a shrouded woman 
carrying a huge marble. Her 
return address is that of her 
main publisher, McClelland 
and Stewart, Toronto. 
Atwood's postcard reads, 
"Thank you for your kind let- 
ter, and please excuse the 
postcard you are getting in 
return. I read all the letters 
people write to me, though be- 
cause of the numbers of them 
I've been receiving, it's no 
longer possible for me to reply 
to each one as individually as I 
would like. However, please 
be assured that I very much ap- 
preciate your having taken the 
time to write. At~er all, where 
would writers be without 
readers?" 
Using a fountain pen Atwood 
added, "So glad you and your 
granddaughters l ike Princess 
pV'  
Six weeks before wr i t ing to 
Atwood,  ] wrote to Charlotte 
Vale Al len,  a Hartford, Con- 
necticut author of Claudia's 
Shadow and fourteen other 
novels. I addressed my letter in 
ears of the publisher Mira 
Books of Don Mills, Ontario. 
After saying how much I 
liked Claudia's Shadow - I had 
put my life on hold until I fin- 
ished reading it one Sunday - I 
asked Vale Allen why her 
main character, Rowena, 
smoked every time she ran into 
trouble, needed to think, or 
wasn't sure what to do. "Sure- 
l y , "  I said, "a t  a time when so 
many of  us are encouraging 
particularly young women not 
to start smoking, or to quit 
smoking, why do you 
glamorize smoking as a vital 
way of dealing with life's 
downs?" 
Inside of a month I was fold 
why. " I  suspect," Vale Allen 
typed, "you are a non-smoker 
and therefore don't appreciate 
how a smoker falls victim to 
the urge whenever there's 
pressure. It's not a matter of 
my glamorizing the issue but 
rather a case of presenting 
what I know to be the facts.'" 
Whether authors well mil- 
lions of books and rake in re- 
spectable royalties or succeed 
less spectacularly, readers' 
words of support give authors 
renewed confid,)nce and ener- 
gy. What better way to assure 
your favorite author,writes an- 
other book worth reading? 
Brenda Silsbe, Terrace au- 
thor of four childrens books, 
looks forward to kids drawings 
and notes. Says Siisbe, 
"They're terrificJ'" 
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War st 
Local volunteer helps feed the needy 
By DAVID TAYLOR 
ON GOOD days he can put 
several months worth of 
food on the supper tables of 
local families. 
Sometimes that job simply 
involves a short drive and a 
little hard work. 
Other times it involves 
. . . .  dodging locomotives on 
long snowmobile rides in 
minus 40-degree weather. 
A road paver in the sum- 
mer months, Rex Rema has 
the unique winter job of 
picking up moose that have 
been killed by trains. He 
then delivers the meat to 
needy local families. 
The 53-year-old has been 
collecting moose for seven 
years. This winter alone 
he's delivered 11 animals to 
people who might otherwise 
not be able to afford meat. 
And he does it for free. 
"There are a lot of hungry 
people out there," Rema 
says. " I  like to help them 
outwhen I can. Plus, I don't 
like to see these moose suf- 
fer, Nothing should have to 
suffer." 
When moose are struck by 
cars on the highway, Con- 
servation Officers usually 
ENOUGH MEAT to last until next Fall. That's Rex Lang. Rema picks up moose off the tracks and 
Rema unloading a train-killed moose for Gordon delivers them to needy families in the Terrace area. 
pick them up. l fnoCO'sare  animal. Th~n he tows it 
available, Rema will gather back to his truck and loads it 
the roadkill himself, onto a moose-sized trailer. 
However ,  he's the only Train operators know to 
person who goes out to look out for Rema when 
fetch train-killed animals, he's on the tracks, but he 
In a moose-train encounter carries a CN radio just in 
the moose always lose, ai- case. 
though they often get away " I  have to keep my eyes 
with just a broken leg. Un- open," he says. " I  don't 
fortunately, Rema says a want to butt heads with an 
broken leg is a death engine going 50 miles an 
sentence in the deep snow hour." 
and cold of winter. The number of moose 
That's why he has a spe- Rema gets in a season 
cial permit from the on- depends on how active the 
vironment ministry which animals are and what 
allows him to put down in- weather conditions are like. 
jured moose and haul away Sometimes Rema says 
the carcasses, there will be spells where he 
When a call comes in doesn't get a minute's rest 
about a moose-hit, Rema for a month ~ but then 
heads out on the U'ain tracks there will be two weeks 
either by snowmobile or when he doesn't get a single 
ATV to look for the injured phone call. 
Aald since the job is 
entirely voluntary, Rema 
doesn't get any compen:a- 
tion for his work. He eve~s 
has to pay for all the gas and 
maintenance on his pickup 
and snowmobile out of his 
own pocket. Still, he insists 
his efforts pay off in the 
end. 
" I t 's  worth it," he says. 
" I  delivered a moose to one 
family on the 23rd of De- 
cember, and the lady literal- 
ly cried because they had no 
idea what they were going 
to eat for their Christmas 
dinner." 
Last Wednesday, he 
Roadkiil meat t 
NOT JUST anybody can 
grab a road-killed moose, 
toss it into the back of a 
pick-up and take off. 
That's illegal. 
" I f  you see one, or hit one 
yourself, call it in," says 
Conservation Officer Doug 
Forsdick. "We will deal 
with it." 
Forsdick says stealing 
madkill is against the law, 
and people can be fated if 
they are caught making off 
with moose. 
"We have guidelines 
covering who gets the 
meat," he says. "We sal- 
vage as much of it as pos- 
sible and make sure it gets 
to people who need it the pccially 
most." 
Conservation Officers 
pick up dead or badly in- 
jured moose from roadways 
"It 's really an ex- 
cellent meat ~ ve~. 
lean amt low m 
cholesterol." 
.Conservation Officer 
Doug Forsdick- 
all winter long. The worst 
area in the region tends to 
be the Kitimat-Terrace cor- 
ridor along Highway 37, us- 
around Williams 
Creek, where there are 
plenty of moose. 
Those moose like to travel 
along our plowed roads be- 
cause tile deep snow in the 
bush cau make walking dif- 
ficult. Unfortunately, their 
wanderings are also a 
hazard for themselves and 
for area drivers. 
Forsdick says 90 per cent 
of the aninrals are killed at 
night, when driver's 
visibility is limited. The 
moose also tend to freeze up 
in car headlights and might 
not try to get out of tile way 
until it's too late. 
When CO's can't get to an 
"It 's a Godsend for us condition that prevents them 
really," says Lang. "This from eating commercial 
makes the difference be- beef. Moose meat is also 
tween eating well and eating delivered to community 
Kraft Dinner for the last half groups who help out the 
of every month." hungry. 
Lung says the 450 ib And while the job is only 
moose they received will voluntary, Rema doesn't 
provide the couple with take it lightly. Last year 
enough meat to last until the while picking up a moose, 
Fall. Hc has to cut and wrap Rema slipped on the ice and 
the meat himself, but he hit his head on the bumper 
says that's not a big deal. of his pickup. That sent him 
" I f  the meat's tender I cut to the hospital with a broken 
it for steaks or chops," he jaw and cheekbone. 
says. "And if it's tough, I The next day he got a call 
grind it into hamburger, that three moose were 
Plus we do lots of canning." down. In spite of his in- 
The Langs are just one of ju.r!es,. Rema went out, 
ree-f 
auimat, they are grateful to 
have Rex Rema's help. He 
has their permission to pick 
up the moose. 
"He provides us with a 
valuable service," says 
Forsdick. "A  lot of people 
out there can be thankful to 
him for their meat." 
Forsdick points out that 
the meat the officers distrib- 
ute is never spoiled, and can 
be quite tasty. 
"The animals don't sit out 
there for long, and the cold 
weather helps them stay 
fresh," he says. " It 's really 
an excellent meat - -very  
lean and low in 
cholesterol." 
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Doug Forsdick 
Moose population unknown 
THE MOOSE population in 
the Skecna region is not 
likely being decimated by 
car and train accidents. But 
just how many of the 
animals are living here is 
anybody's guess. 
The last count was done 
ahnost a decade ago, and 
biologists aren't especially 
confident with those num- 
bers. 
"We've done two moose 
surveys in the Terrace 
area," says Smithers wild- 
life biologist Rick Marshall. 
"But those were eight years 
ago. The population could 
have done anything in that 
g i l l i e .  ' ' 
Thc last study surveyed 
some 800 moose in the 
Terracc-Kitimat corridor. 
Back then, the bull to cow 
-atio was quite good, which 
means the bulls weren't 
being dramatically over har- 
vested. 
"We hope to do a new 
survcy next year, but that 
might not happcn," Mar- 
shall says. " I[ 's really tough 
to do inventory survcys 
today because of a lack of 
funding." 
This year biologists ex- 
pected a high road and train 
kill count because of the 
deep snow, but that didn't 
happen. 
LOADING A road-killed moose onto a truck In dackpine Flats. That's John 
Trewhitt and Rob Seaton of BC Parks with Conservation Officer Ken Fujlno. 
"It tarns out that moose 
tend to move around a lot 
less when the snow is 
deep," Marshall says. 
And Marshall points out 
the number of moose run 
down by trains and cars in 
the Terrace area is only a 
small percentage of the total 
number killed. 
He estimates about 50 
moose are hit by trains each 
winter west of Smithers and 
close to the same number 
are killed by vehicles on 
roads. Meanwhile, hunters 
take about 900 of the 
animals. 
Marshall also says that al- 
though his office has a good 
idea of how many moose 
are bagged by licenced 
hunters, they have ahnost no 
idea how many are shot by 
unlicenced hunters. Those 
hunters include both First 
Nations peoples and 
poachers. 
"We hope to get native 
hmrters to monitor their har- 
vests in the future," Mar- 
shall says. "The potential is 
there to damage a herd be- 
cause a lot of native hunting 
takes place in the winter 
when bulls have dropped 
their antlers. And that 
makes them hard to tell 
apart from cows." 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Angler misinformed 
Dear Sir:. 
I am writing this letter in response to Rob Brown and 
his column, the Skeeua Angler of Jan 8, 1997. It was of 
great interest o me to read your reflections on the last 
Sport Fish Advisory Board (SFAB) meeting that you 
attended in Terrace. 
At one point during the meeting Elmer Fast of DFO 
proposed a gear restriction (flyfishing only) as a solu- 
tion to a poaching problem on a small section of the 
Gitnadoix river. He was of the opinion that this would 
be preferable to a closure. These means were proposed 
by DFO to prevent people from illegally fishing for 
chinook salmon. 
Unfortunately all that a flyfishing only regulation 
would accomplish is to have these poachers keep a 
flyrod on board and retrieve it when they heard a boat 
approaching. This is an enforcement issue. Perhaps 
DFO should step up their presence in this area rather 
than applying more restrictions to an already saturated 
fishing synopsis. 
As you so duly noted, I do believe that there is an 
elitist core of flyrmhermen lobbying for their cause. I
also flyfish, and have since they imposed this regula- 
tion on the Lakelse river 20 years ago. Now these same 
anglers are causing problems in this system by 
repeatedly catching and releasing steelhcad and stomp- 
ing all over the spawning beds while they fish. Their 
claim is that this is a less harmful method of fishing 
than all of the others. 
What is wrong with casting a spoon of spinner fiom 
the beach without crushing fry underfoot? Is a single 
barbless fly less harmful than a single barbless poon? 
As to how we wooly thinking, inexperienced, self- 
interested anglers at large gather input fiom out con- 
stituents, we do our best to discuss these issues with the 
many anglers that we meet. We hang out in the tackle 
shops, in restaurants, at boat launches and in many 
other venues. 
You say that the other members "represent organized 
interests". I certainly know whom you represent. Un- 
fortunately ou obviously do not understand that the 
vast majority of anglers do not belong to any 
"organized interest groups". 
For the record Bobby, I represent the Terrace Rod & 
Gun Club which boasts a far larger and more diver- 
sifted membership than the local chapter of the Steel- 
head Society and the local feather jerking club cam- 
bitted. 
I also found very interesting your depth of knowledge 
of the Terrace SFAB and its members, considering in 
my 6 or so odd years with this board this is the first 
time that I have been graced by your presence at one of 
our meetings. 
I think that you owe an apology to all those members 
who contribute so much time & energy to protect fish- 
ing opportunities for all anglers. 
In closing Bobby, I suggest hat maybe you should 
spend a little more of your energy on protecting 0P '~ 
portunities for all people. If  you can't,~en y.ou should, 
put your:head back in your wade~. " '  ":~ " '~: ~ n *~ t 
Fred Straw 
Terrace, B.C. 
About more than losers 
Dear Sir:. 
On Dec. 30, 1996-I read an editorial in this paper 
entitled "Spare Us" which I found disappointing. The 
editorial dealt with the issues of vandalism and 
violence at Caledonia, more specifically, during spares. 
As a student at Cal, I know that there are still a small 
group of students who have yet to learn the difference 
between right and wrong, and their actions have caused 
numerous problems in the school. 
However, students at Cal with spares should not be 
targeted as the culprits. As more research into the arti- 
cle would have uncovered, a fair number of the prob- 
lems occurred either during lunch or during a break, 
not during spares, and the students are also fed up with 
the pranks of our peers. 
Contrary to popular belief, most students with spares 
don't have a time management problem, and are quite 
capable of occupying themselves with something use- 
ful. As mentioned in a previous letter, sometimes stu- 
dents have spares because of conflicts in their schedule 
and this problem is unavoidable. 
I suppose, in a way it is good to see a local newspa- 
per taking an interest in the school. But why do a few 
losers make front page news while a major undertaking 
like Fiddler On The Roof gets buried in the back? 
Lea Langille 
Terrace, B.C. 
Wreath will be missed 
Dear Sir:. 
This letter is directed to the grinch or grinches who 
stole the beautiful Christmas wreath from our front 
door in December. 
You were not aware of this at the time, but my pine 
cone wreath with the large red velvet bow was hand- 
made for me 10 years ago. In the years to come I hope 
you enjoy displaying my wreath on your front door as 
much as I did every Christmas eason. 
Linda Ashbaugh 
Terrace, B.C. 
Time to go nuclear 
Dear Sir:. 
My 1997 congratulations go to the "Focus North 
Society" for asking questions about the high natural 
gas prices in the north. 
Eleven years ago somebody from Dease Lake could 
not get a licence to sell firewood for domestic use and 
ended up in the Terrace Correctional Centre chopping 
firewood instead. 
When cheap natural gas arrived it was no wonder 
everybody jumped on that band wagon. 
Such disparity can be attributed to the laws passed in 
the last 15 years to stop burning wood. 
That's monopoly - -  you pay now for what only I sell 
you, because all other forms of cheap heating has been 
eliminated through democratically passed environmen- 
tsl laws. Since oil, coal, natural gas and wood are all 
hydrocarbons aud pollute the atmosphere, perhaps 
nuclear power Is the best source for the future if a safe 
way can be found to store the waste, 
Manfrml Bader 
Terrace, B.C. 
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College looks to FRBC 
Natural resources program threatened by $800,000 deficit 
By JENNIFER 
McCLARTY 
NORTHWEST Community 
College is hoping a partner- 
ship with Forest Renewal 
B.C. will save its natural 
resources programs. 
Facing an accumulated 
deficit of $800,000, N'AVCC 
has adopted a four year 
cost-saving plan that will 
mean a 25 per cent cut in 
university credit courses, a 
30 per cent drop in pro- 
grams to train health and so- 
cial service workers, and the 
loss of 16 positions to be 
split between faculty and 
clerical staff. 
Adntinistrators were also 
considering paring down the 
college's popular natural 
resources program, but de- 
cided to hold back on cuts in 
the hope that alternative 
funding sources could be 
found in time to save the 
courses .  
"This program is clearly a 
winner, so we were fully 
prepared to take the risk of 
finding other funding 
sources and not make cuts 
now," college president 
Michael Hill said in 
Smithers. "The program is 
in jeopardy, however, if we 
can't colue up with the 
money." 
Hill met with staff at the 
Smit~ers FRBC regional 
head~luarters last week to 
begin work on securing 
funding. Most likely, he 
says, Forest Renewal money 
would be doled out over 
multiple projects, not hand- 
ed over to the college in a 
students the option of work- 
ing in the forestry sector 
right away after graduation, 
or transferring to a univer- 
sity with full credit. 
"Our top priority right 
now is making sure enrolled 
students will be able to f'm- 
ish their programs," says 
Hill. 
The cut in university 
transfer courses shouldn't 
affect the Smithers campus 
too much, since most base 
courses such as English, 
Yip Chi Restaurant 
Is Now Under New Management 
The Orie  
auF 
:~ ~.~ (~f_. , 
is now Open "~'" ~ '~ ~ 
Dine In. 
Take O I i t ; '~ '~ t~ ~ 
" , . ,  
- ... ~ ~ .<'.' ~ :'71DTK 
LAKELSE LAKE'S Fur- first," says B.C. Parks' Jim "We've tried to address take reservations. 
long Bay campground will Haas. public concerns," Haas Haas says there will 
be one of two northwest Haas says those people says. "The people in the definitely be a fee for the 
provincial parks to go on surveyed indicated they northwest clearly see the reservation service. Last 
B.C.'s new campsite reser- would not oppose such a parks as their own, and we year the fee was $6.00, but 
vation system this summer, system ~ so long as it didn't want to take that that could change. Campers 
The popular campground, didn't take away too many away from them." can pay the service fees and 
along with the Tyhee Lake sites from local campers. Lakelse Lake park opera- camp costs with a credit 
site near Smithers, will join That's why parks officials tom will receive a daily list card over the phone. 
42 other provincial camp- decided to set aside only 15- of reservations by fax to a Last summer, the centre 
grounds currently on the 20 per cent of Lakelse gatehouse currently under was swamped with phone 
reservation system. Lake's sites for the reserva- construction at Furlong Bay. calls. 
The program, which began lion program. In contrast, To make a reservation, "They underestimated 
a year ago in many southern some of the parks in campers call a 1-800 hum- how popular it would be and 
B.C. parks, allows campers southern 13(2 have up to 50 ber to BC Tel's Discover there weren't enough opera- 
to book campsites in ad- per cent of their sites dedi- Camping Centre. Operators tors," Haas says. "That's 
vance of their vacations. Al- cared to reservations, at the centre are able to de- one of the bugs that will be 
though the system could The reserved sites at Fur- scribe different parks and fixed this season." 
have been started here last long Bay will not be their facilities, as well as 
summer, northwest park premium spots close to the 
managers resisted the temp- lake either ~ just generic 
ration to jmnp right in. campsites. Plus, if the spots 
~".Wg.wanted to ask local don't get reserved, they will 
people who use the parks be opened up on a first 
what they thought of it eome, first servebasis. 
LAKELSE LAKE .v, personal expression. 
~,I~" Personal, private, 
professional Park fakes reservations = photography. 
big chunk. At least half-a- 
million dollars would be 
needed ~ either from 
FRBC directly or through 
industry partnerships ~ to 
carry the program through 
next year, 
"We've been asked by 
Forest Renewal to prove 
that the courses offered are 
relevant o the forest sector 
and displaced workers," 
says Hill. " I  am positive 
that we can do that." 
The college has also ap- 
plied to the education minis- 
try for a share of $8 million 
recently freed up to enhance 
Michael Hill 
forestry programs across the 
province. If approved 
NWCC would get $535,000 
enough to provide 60 
more seats in the program to 
be shared between full and 
part-time students. 
Currently there are 129 
full time equivalents carried 
by the program, done on 
funding for only 59 FTEs. 
The two year natural 
resources program gives 
lege between Houston and 
Queen Charlotte Islands 
each year. ~ 
Under the college's • " 
savings plan, cuts will take 
place over four years start- 
ing in the new year. The 
goal is to cut $891,000 from 
college programs. 
Images by Karlene 
and 
Z Custom Video & 
Photography 
~.~G" now offers 
Boudoir Photography. 
~I~ The ultimate gift in 
Z 
-X 
If you spend anytime in the outdoors - 
boating, yachting, commercial or sport fishing, 
hunting, mountaineering, snowmobil ing - and 
have been caught by darkness, then ITr 's  Night 
Vision products are for yon. ITI" is the choice of 
search & rescue, law enforcement and security 
professionals.True Generation 2 & 3 night 
vision technol 
lightweight 
construction - 
water resistant 
& floatable - 
highest 
resolution & 
clarity. 
For information or demonst~ttion cal l  
Anne Houghton  @ 250-638-1472,  
agent forThe Current Sales Corporation. 
iI-r's technology is the choice of professionals. 
, k . !ir~'l~'!~, ~. )  ! - . : - . , , 
Groun Sc ool 
Classes for the Private Pilots' Licence, and 
Recreational Pilots' Permit Begin: 
February 20, 1997 
Course Cost: $250.00 
Study Kit: $100.00 
To register, or for more information please 
call: 
Kent at 635-9181 Or 
Paul at 635-4552 
Kermode Flyers' Association 
I Im l l  
W~ A husband and wife 
professional team. 
D~, Call for your 
free consultation 
LEVOLOR ° 
Decorate early in '97 and enjoy 
Huge Savings on Canada's Most 
famous Window Fashions! 
RIVIER/  
HORIZONTAL BLINDS 
& 
EXCALIBUR" 
VERTICAL BLINDS 
A Leveler 
"President's Club" 
Association Member 
Your Decor 
Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd. 
3202 Munroe St. at Hwy, 16 W,, Terrace 
635-2976 " 1-800-665"1657 
Z 4652 Lazelle Ave. -9. Terrace 
l l '~' ~ii" w ' ,  ~db- v . , 'w  ~i i"  w ' ,  ,di~ Iv ,  
635-4997 
You BE THE JUDGE 
by Claire Bernstein 
Morning Star is Prohibited Weapon 
Angelina was disdainfully waving 
among suits of armor in the Paris 
antique store, trying to keep her sable 
away from the dust. Her husband was 
considering a purchase. 
"Darling Maxwell, I'm madly in love 
with you. And I know what a collector you 
are of 17th century weapons. But 
Based On Actual Court Cases frankly, I would rather be spending our 
money at Bergdorff's in New York. 
Wouldn't you much rather be buying 
something pretty than that ridiculous 
weapon thing." 
Maxwell, 70, looked lovingly at his 
26-year-old wife, 
"Darling, why don't you go back to 
our suite in the Ritz. I'm just going to 
finish the details of the purchase and for 
the shipping to our penthouse in B.C. I'll 
join you there for tea." 
Angelina hugged her sable close to 
her and swept out of the store. 
Maxwell carefully watched two clerks 
lift two heavy balls joined to a handle by 
two lengths of chain. 
The urbane antique dealer hovered 
over Maxwell. 
"Wonderful purchase, Mr. Roberts. 
Can you imagine the damage it did when 
it knocked down people wearing armor. It 
will look wonderful hanging In your study 
in British Columbia." 
A week later Maxwell and Angelina 
flew home. 
At Customs they had a surprise 
waiting for them. 
"You're confiscating it? It's a 
prohibited weapon? I knew the 
government was out of its mind. But you, 
sirs, re an extreme example of madness. 
lam not going to use it to rob a bank." 
The customs officials ignored the 
insulting comments of a man who looked 
like he had lots of influence. 
"Sorry, Sir, the item you are trying to 
import is commonly known as a morning 
star, which is a prohibited weapon." 
Roberts didn't waste anytime. 
He and his lawyer took the matter 
before the Canadian International Trade 
Tribunal. 
Roberts argued persuasively. 
"The law describes a morning star 
as ' , ,a  all of metal ;..studded with 
spikes and connected toa handle bya 
length of chain.' My 400-year-old antique 
consists of two balls and two chains 
connected to a handle. It is not a 
morning star as described by the law. 
Don't let them take my antique away.,' 
Customs stuck to its guns. "Your 
honor, one ball two balls, what does it 
matter? The law states that a morning 
star or similar device is a prohibited 
weapon,' Roberts has tried to Import a 
prohibited weapon. Forbid it." 
Is Robert's antique a prohibited 
weapon? YOU BE THE JUDGE. Then look 
below for the tribunal's decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
& GREI .op " 
,v% LAWYERS 
"Helping People ~Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Chi ld Custody  
• Personal  In jury 
• Adopt ions  
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigrat ion 
• Wrongful  D ismissa l  
• Wil ls 
• Smal l  C la ims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE TilE JUDGE - DECISION 
"IT I S NOT A PROHIBITED WEAPON" ruled the trade tribunal, but the FEDERAL 
COURT OVERTURNED THIS DECISION. 
' ROBERTS WENT TO THE MINISTER OF REVENUE. 
"Please, Mr. Minister. The law allows for a special import permit In these 
circumstances. Would you let me have one? And If the answer is no, then would you 
allow me to donate the weapon to a museum, since It's a shame to have it destroyed? 
Roberts Is still waiting for the reply, 
Today's decision Is based on the facts of the case and the law of B.C. Claire Bernsteln ts e 
lawyer and syndicated columnist, Copyright 1996 Halka Enterprises, b6j-10 
psychology and anthropoi- ~ 
ogy arc built into bigger 
programs. FOR YOUR SPECIAL 
Taking in full and part- 
offered by the college over ~. t~ ~I  ~ 
the school term, Hill 
estimates that close to ~ 
10,000 people use the col- "~ ~'a~  ' 
="FI RST .  C 'LA  S S -F  O R-LESS"  
BUSINESS; REVIEW 
Out & 
,About 
Copperside 
to rebuild 
PLANS ARE un- 
derway for a brand new 
Copperside Foods store 
to replace the old Cop- 
perside II at Hwy 16 and 
Kenney. 
The new store will be 
significantly larger at 
about 4,000 square feet 
and will include a 
laundromat and gas bar, 
says Copperside Foods' 
Chris Cormler. 
They hope to break 
ground later this year. 
The new building will 
be where the old correc- 
tional centre is. 
That will allow them 
to operate the old store 
while construction is un- 
derway, and then move 
into the new outlet. 
The rest of the old cor- 
rectional centre land will 
be held in reserve for fu- 
ture development, 
Cormier said. 
They're considering 
various possibilities, in- 
cluding a hotel or a fast 
food restaurant. 
He coufirmed they'd 
had talks with a local 
businessman seeking to 
bring in a Wendy's 
Hamburgers franchise. 
That type of idea fits 
plans for future expan- 
sion. "Any new devel- 
opments that we do will 
incorporate branded fast 
food outlets," he said. 
New name 
THE FORMER Roast- 
mastir's coffee house 
has changed its name to 
the Ground Works 
Coffee Company. 
Owner Mike Parker 
said he ended his affilia- 
,ion with Roastmastir's 
last month. A new sign 
with the new name is to 
go up later this week. 
" I  got the name from a 
customer," Parker said. 
He's secured the same 
suppliers, but a ceramic 
Roastmastir's symbol 
still has to be removed 
from the middle of the 
floor. 
Starts up 
TERRACE produced 
the most housing starts 
in northwestern B.C. in 
1996 and was second 
only to Prince George in 
all of the north. 
Canada Mortgage 
and Housing Corp. re- 
corded 142 starts in Ter- 
race, up more than 50 
per cent. 
That compared to 441 
in Prince George, 113 in 
Quesnel, and 72 in Wil- 
liams Lake. 
Starts in Prince Rupert 
fell 41 per cent to 24 
units in '96, and Kitimat 
starts also declined to 
nine units. 
Hotels turf tax idea 
Extra licence 
fee may now 
replace 2 per 
cent solution 
LOCAL HOTEL operators 
have fiat-out rejected a 
proposal to bring in a local 
two-per cent room tax. 
The tax would have raised 
an estimated $60,000 a year 
to finance the new Terrace 
Tourism Council's market- 
ing plan. 
The tourism council was 
formed in the wake of city 
council's decision to push 
the job of tourism marketing 
off onto the businesses that 
benefit from iL 
But a meeting of the coun- 
cil last Wednesday saw lo- 
cal accomodations owners 
overwhehningly oppose the 
tax proposal. 
Now the council is 
proposing that all businesses 
pay an annual fee to support 
the job of selling Terrace to 
tourists. 
Since there's 1,200 busi- 
ness licences to share the 
burden, that would reduce 
the cost to about $50 per 
business. 
And it could be less than 
that if memberships in the 
tourism council are sold, ac- 
cording to council member 
and city economic develop- 
ment officer Ken Veldman. 
"Tourism is not just 
hotels, motels, restaurants 
and attractions," Veldman 
said. "It 's also the air con- 
ditioning guys who work on 
the hotels, the plumbing 
guys who work on the 
restaurants." 
"Tourism filters down 
through the general business 
community." 
Veldman said most hotel 
operators didn't think the 
PETITION POWER: Ed Johnson of the Costa 
Lessa Motel in Thornhill led the fight by local hotel 
operators to defeat the Terrace Tourism Council's 
original plan for a two-per-cent room tax. 
fairness: everyone would Veldman said the tax 
benefit, while the hotels seemed like a good idea, be- 
would serve as the only tax cause the money would 
collectors, come primarily from out- 
"Our customers and Ca- siders and it would cover 
nadians in general are sick Thomhill attd rural opera- 
and tired of taxes," said tors as well. 
Jacqui Munson, of Bear "But we're not going to 
Country Inn. put together a proposal 
"We didn't want to be the where the funding source is 
only tax collectors," added looked upon very un- 
Costa Lessa Motel owner favourably by a major seg- 
Ed Johnson. "Everybody in ment of the people we're 
town profits from this - -  supposed to be working 
not just the hotels and for." 
motels." He said the tourism coun- 
Johnson said he's still cil will formula,ca proposal 
concented Terrace city based on a business licence 
council might still try to surcharge, and take it to city 
steamroll the tax over hotel council for consideration. 
owners. Veldman said that on the 
"We're going to continue up side the local hotel oper- 
tax would affect demand, the petiiton and put it to ators end0rsedlthe council's 
but said it was a question of council," he said. ~ tourism]narket'[ng plan.  
Poor snow  earing said to 
have hurt C r tstmas sales 
THE CHAMBER of commerce says Christ- Terrace's $317,000. 
mas business uffered because of poor city Hull said that budget would have to be 
snow clearing, more than doubled before residents would 
Chamber president Skip Bates said streets 
were in very poor condition on Dec. 14-15 
- -  the second-last shopping weekend be- 
fore Christmas - -  and people were afraid to 
venture downtown. 
"The Chamber office has received calls 
about this, many of them stating it was one 
of the worst days for sales during the 
Christmas eason," Bates said. 
The complaint was referred for discussion 
to the council's committee-of-the-whole. 
The incumbent councillors ay there are 
always complaints when there's a major 
snowfall, but noted those large dumps 
simply exceed the ability of the available 
machinery to deal with iL 
Councillor David Hull said the city can 
pour more money into snow clearing - -  if 
taxpayers are willing to pay a lot more for 
it. 
He said comparisons to Kitimat aren't ap- 
plicable because industries there are more 
dependent on workers getting to work, and 
said Kitimat spends "upwards of $2 mil- 
lion a year" snow clearing, compared to 
LTD. 
begin to notice a significant difference. 
"When you get two feet at once it's near 
impossible," he said. 
Meanwhile, city director of engineering 
Stew Christensen says the city spent just 
about every nickel it budgetted for snow 
clearing in 1996. 
He estimates about $315,000 was spent 
out of the overall snow clearing budget of 
$31%000 for the 1996 calendar year. 
We've had an exceptional amount of 
snowfall so far this year, Christensen said, 
and the oldy reason that didn't blow the 
budget is that there was unusually little 
snow early in 1996. 
"There was no snow after the 8th of Jan- 
uary last winter that was significant enough 
that we had to plow it," Christensen said. 
But if we continue at the present pace, the 
city's snow dumps on Davis Ave. attd near 
the curling club will soon rival last year's. 
Christensen said winter sidewalk 
maintenance was significantly over budget, 
coming in at $39,000 instead of the 
budgetted $32,000. 
Parking Lot Sanding 
Snow Removal- Excavating 
GIL BEINTEMA Box 836 
Ph. & Fax 638-7277 Terrace, BC 
Cellular 638-2860 V8G 4R1 
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How are. 
we doing?. 
When we fall short o f  )~ur 
expectation, please tell us. 
When a newspaper story does 
dot seem to reflect fairly what 
was said. let our editors know. 
~/3eP! we art, unable to solve 
jvmr complaint, we encourage 
)v,u to submll tt to the: 
B. C Press Counci l  
900  - 1281 W.Georgta St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3]7 
Tel/Fa~ (604) 683-2571 
7he B.C. Press Council was 
created In 198.7 as an 
independent review board to 
protect in, publlc frYml press 
Ina¢o~rac~ or tmfairness and to 
1 prvJmote quallO~ t~,,~ 
How to turn this ad 
into a free breakfast. 
Step I : Clip on aotted line. 
Step 2: Take co any Stay 'n Save, located in five of BC's most 
popular desrinations, between Oct I, 1996 and Feb 28, 1997, 
Step 3: Enioy Beautyrest r~ mattresses, 
free sports and movie channels, free 
local c~lls and extra frlencllyse~ce. A q ~ k X  
Step 4:VVake up and enjoy a free 5mg'rl 
cont,nental breakfast for two in 5ave 
ou," restaurant, 
Step 5: Save with r.he lowest rates 
of the year (Victoria. Kelowna or 
Kamloops $65:Vancouver Airport $75: 
Vancouver Burnaby $79). It's coo easy! 
Cdn. dollars, single or double occupancy, per 
.igr, c. 5ublect to taxes and avadabifity. 
Cou0on must be presencea at cneck in, 
Victoria 
Vancouver Airport 
Vancouver Burnaby 
Kamloops 
Kelowna 
1-800-663.-0298 
r~m I~}  Dbfll i  
tl~l,I i l l ,  n ilYt@n( etP.¢t/~l (0/fi 
_ J  
T'~me-Rock" &Roll ~' byibis popular recording artist. The'evenings 
entertainment also features warm-up by Dance Express. Doors 
open at 8:00 p.m. 
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!!! 
At The Terrace Inn Front Desk 
1~~ ~J ' S8.OO',,0-.,, 
Gi~o i' • $10 .O0 at lhe door 
4553 Grei 9 Ave., Terroce, B.C., Ph: 635-0083 
STANDARD 
Presents In Concert 
Farmer's Daughter 
January 24, 1997 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Tickets: $20,00 available at Uniglobe Travel 
4718 A Lazelle Ave, Terrace 
1st Prize: 2 Tickets, CD's, Back Stage Pass 
Secondary Prizi~s: 3 Sets of Tickets for 2 
r" "1 
I Name I 
I Address I 
Ii Phone (H). ON) I 
Bring or mail you entry to: 
I - , ,~1__  3210 Clinton Street l 
S r 'ANDARD Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 I I 
!: Winners will be drawn at random from all entries received. Prizes i 
must be acceptable as awarded and have no cash equivalent, j 
L I l l  Ill&HI IBIml IfllBn I~ l l l  ~1  I1~ B I~  ~ i nlBIIB i =~m I I I lu  IBIBll I lK  Imllgl B i l l  IBK I  
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City Beat 
Rezoning approved 
LAND at 2703 Kalum St., near Haugland Ave., is 
being rezoned for construction of a six-unit ownhouse 
complex. 
City council approved Vista View Holdings Ltd.'s re- 
quest o rezone the land from (35 local commercial to 
R4 medium-density residential. The Official Com- 
munity Plan designation is also being amended from 
service commercial to multi-family. 
Councillor Tim Down indicated he still has concerns 
about traffic access in and out of the future develop- 
ment. There was also discussion about whether park 
land can be developed nearby to meet apartment dwel- 
lers' need for green space. 
Apartments on Lazeile 
MORE apartments will be built on Lazelle Ave this 
year. 
Council approved a development permit for Suresh 
Parmar to construct a seven-unit apartment building at 
4820 Lazelle Ave. 
Kiln permit issued 
CITY COUNCIL approved a development permit 
last week for Terrace Precut to install a dry kiln at its 
Braun St. mill. 
The permit was issued with none of the fireworks that 
accompanied the debate when council first wrestled 
with it three years ago. 
Back then Braun St. neighbours argued the kiln 
didn't fit the uses allowed in the light industrial zone, 
and that allowing it would lead to further industrializa- 
tion of their neighbourhood. 
The dispute dragged on for months, with the city get- 
ting a consultant's opinion and ultimately deciding to 
allow the kiln. 
A development permit was issued back in 1995, but 
the mill failed to move fast enough and it expired. The 
new permit is substantially the same. It requires con- 
struetion to start within six months and complete 
within two years. 
Garbage deal continues 
COUNCIL has agreed to once again pay $2,500 to 
provide free garbage collection for seniors at Twin 
River Estates. 
Two years ago the city privatized its commercial gar- 
bage pickup and Twin River residents were to have to 
pay Riverside Disposal for pickup. 
Seniors there lobbied for the city to pay for continued 
free pickup ~ as is the city's policy for all other 
seniors in town. 
Riverside nded up donating that first year's ervice 
and the city agreed to issue a grant for $2,500 to cover 
last year's ervice. 
Mayor Jack Talstra noted the situation is "a bit 
awkward" because some other seniors who rent their 
homes don't get a special break. 
But councillors agreed to continue the free service for 
at least one morn year. 
"It 's a fairly small amount of money," Val George 
said. 
This 7 session parenting program is designed 
for those who are parenting children between 
the ages of 6 and 12 
Registration deadline is January 31,1997 
For more information or to register for this 
program please call 
The Family Place 
4553 Park Ave. 
638-1863 
, ..BLUISH Mlnlstry of 
Transportation 
(~=,OLU]~/~BIA and Highways 
Skins 
'639900 
or  
' 204S9/a  month 
O.A.C .  
PUBLIC HEARING 
MOTOR CARRIER REGULATORY REFORM 
B.C.'s Motor Carrier Regulatory Reform Committee 
is conducting public hearings to gather input on 
reforming regulations in the motor carrier industry. 
MLAs: • Rick Kasper, Chair (Malahat-Juan de Fuca) 
• Erda Walsh (Kootenay) 
• Bill Barisoff (Okanagan Boundary) 
will recommend changes to motor carrier regulations 
to the MINster of Transportation and Highways this 
spring. Transportation that carries passengers is not 
part of the review. 
Reforming the regulatory framework ls necessary to 
help B.C. prepare for new federal legislation which 
will de-regulate inter-provincial trucking and freight 
hauling in 1998. 
The committee will receive verbal or written submis- 
sions from anyone who may be impacted by motor 
carrier deregulation. Your views are invited on how to 
improve the regulatory system and protect he inter- 
ests of communities, business and safety. 
Date; Tuesday, January 28 
Time - 2-4 p.m. and 7-9 p.m. 
Place: Coast Inn of the West 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace 
Submissions may also be mailed, before March 7, to 
MLA, Rick Kasper, Parliament Buildings,Victoria, 
B.C. V8V 1X4. 
For further information, please call (2501 953.3068, 
Babies gobble up 
hospital's budget 
Maternity ward shake up didn't save much 
add up to almost $250,000 a
Michael Leisinger 
BABIES MAY be cute but 
they also eat up a lot of a 
hospital's budget. 
And one area involving 
babies in which Mills 
Memorial Hospital had ex- 
pected to save on wages 
isn't working. 
When Mills re-organized 
and centralized its nursing 
services last fall it moved 
maternity and pediatric 
patients and new barns into 
the general hospital ward 
section. 
That was so the maternity 
and pediatrics rooms and 
nursiug station could be 
closed. 
Cost savings here were ex- 
pected to fonn a major part 
of the hospital's overall plan 
to trim $400,000 from its 
ing either. 
Hospital officials had 
anticipated staffing the nurs- 
ery otfly 25 per cent of the 
year - -  a major chunk of the 
anticipated wage savings of 
$400,000 ayear. 
"We could simply have 
made an error in our analy- 
sis," said Lelsinger of the 
wage reduction plan. 
He did note the nursery 
may be busier than ones at 
other places because Ter- 
race has two pediatriciam 
and two obstetricians and 
acts as a regional centre. 
A controversial part of the 
nursing service changes was 
the decision to keep well 
babies in the same rooms as 
their mothers because the 
nursery is to be staffed only 
when there are sick babies. 
Country Folk Art 
& Decorative 
Painting Courses 
and we're healthy again. 
Then they might let us 
spend money on renova- 
tions," he said. 
The goal now for Mills is 
to re-examine its wage cut- 
ting plan and determine if 
Adult and Children's Courses 
Morning & Evening Sessions 
No Drawing Skills Required 
For  course in format ion  and to view~..¢~ 
projects  contact  Brenda R in t i sc~ 
635-4114 
NEW ORLEANS STYLE 
SUPERBOWL PARTY 
Long Track 1% Ski 600  ST 
2" PSi Pipes 
Reverse 
*4999°°or 
'1599S/a month 
O . A . C ~  
' 95  V -Max  600  ST 
2" PSI Pipes 
'599900 
or 
' 19199/a  month 
O.A.C .  
1995 Arc t i c  Cat  
ZRT600 2" Track PSi 
Pipes 
*699900 
No Taxes 
1995 Po la r i s  XLT 
6OOcc SLP Pipes 
Mint Shape 
*5999 °° 
1996 Arc t i c  Cat  
Bear Cat 550cc 
Wide Longtrack 
Reverse 
'6599 o0 
Under 400 miles 
1994 Arc t i c  Cat  
ZR700 2" Track 
Hooper Motor 150+ 
HP 
$699900 
No Taxes 
1994 Arc t i c  Cat  
ZRTO0 2" Track PSi 
Pipes SLP Skiis 
'51990o 
All Snowmobi le Clothing 20% of f  
Yamaha 700 Triple Pipes 
in Stock now 
Ken 's  Mar ine  
4946 Greig Ave ~ Terrace 
"We may be near the end 
where we can lay people off 
and trim the edges," noted 
Leisinger. 
"We're asking people to 
work harder and run faster 
as it is." 
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Sorel 
Winter Boots 
(Men's, Ladies, & Childrens) 
30° o,, 
Starting February 10, 1997 
The Family Place 
is offering 
ltow To Talk So Kids 
Will Listen 
& 
Listen So Kids Will Talk 
insulated 
Coveralls 
25 0,, 
I 
i 
[ .  
All 
Winter 
+Jackets 
% 
Off 
New Store Hours: 
Mon.- Thurs. 7-6 
Friday 7-9 
Saturday 9-6 
Sunday 1 1-5 
As part of the TsimsNan Nation's commitment to offering all Tsimshian 
members the opportunity to participate in the treaty process, ~rnportant 
membership data and information is being collected. 
If you are of Tsimshian descent and NOT registered on a Band list 
of a Tsimshian community, please write to one of the Tsimshian First 
Nation contact persons. Please provide your full name, (Maiden 
surname if married), name of your parents, paternal grandparents, as 
well as maternal great grandparents and paternal great grandparents. 
J 
Member First Nation Communities include: 
Kitasoo/XaiXais First Nation (Klemtu) 
Contact: Lorraine Robinson - Klemtu, BC, VOT 1LO 
Gitga'at First Nation (Hartley Bay) 
Contact: Karen Clifton .Hartley Bay, BC, VOV 1AO 
Kitkatla First Nation 
Contact: Teresa Ridley - Kitkatla, BC, VOV 1C0 
Metlakatla First Nation, Contact: Tara Leighton 
Met/akat/a Treaty Office 
P.. O. Box 224, Prince Rupert, BC, V8J 3P6 
Lax Kw'Alaams First Nation (Port Simpson), Contact: Jean Ryan 
Lax Kw'A/aams Treaty Office, Port Simpson, BC, VOV 1HO 
Kitsumkalum First Nation, Contact: A//an Bo/ton 
Kitsumkalum Treaty Office, P.O. Box 544, Terrace BC, V8G 4B5 
Kitselas First Nation, Contact: Morris Mason 
4562 Queensway Drive, Terrace, Be, V8G 3)(6" 
Ann Konlakis 
Registered Massage Therapist 
635-7055 , ....... 
!~i!i~:<.~,.'.~. ~,]~ *. +:' !+~i "!~i:~":-:!i~;t~.~; '~i~i::~ ' :~!~ i!~!~r~i ~ ~i!,~ ~:~ i::?/": ::i!i~::~:!:~:!.i:::!:~:::i;~i::i~'' :::::iii:' 'i:!i+:~iiii:. :'I!+ ~:!i~:::+:~" '.":: ~ :~;:i:]![ ' ~  
save money without the 
renovations," Lcisinger 
said. 
The health ministry's 
main issue is that Mills 
wants to use surplus money 
for renovations at a time 
when that surplus of approx- 
imately $700,000 is being 
drawn down to cover the 
operating deficit. 
"They're seeing our equi-' 
ty slowly eroding," added 
Leisinger. 
"They don't want to ap- 
I Learn to Fli! t 
Classes for the Private Pilols [itence, and I 
the Recreational Pibls' Permil begin [ 
February 20, 1997. I 
To register, or for mote in[ormniion please i
call Kenl: 635-9181 orPaul: 635.4552 | 
Itemde l~m' ~ I 
That effectively doubles SUNDAY JANUARY 26 
wage packet, time under the uew plan, the number of people in the 
Yet the mix of morns and says Michael Leisinger, maternity rooms but only NOON" MIDNIGHT 
new borus in with the goner- chief executive officer of the mothers are counted I ~ ~,2,te~ Belly up to hie bar 
al hospital population didn't theTerrace Regional Health when it comes to patient I ~. ~ and have a 
work and the maternity and Care i Society which runs loads and staffinglevels. 
pediatrics rooms and station Mills, This is also happening at I m OYSTER SHOOTER 
were re-opened. "We've discovered other hospitals in the at- I f f  . x . ~ f ~  Enjoy hie game on a 
ve , tempt o cut costs Hospital officials ha though that babies don t get " ' I '~ ,  t ~ '~ '~ '~A, .  JUMBO SRE 8 FT. TJ/. 
also found a crucial part of sick in clusters and we have Which explains why preg- 
the°vera l lp lan - - tos ta f f  s°meb°dy °n duty almost naut.w°men.arebemg ad ~ ~ , ~  8 C R B ~ W [ ' d l g r o f l t s 0 u n d ! , ,  . . .  .~ 
the nursery airy when there every day, said Lclsmger. vt.,ed to Include ear pings as Lots of Cajun 
, part of their hospital kits were sick babies isn t work- The effect of that could " ' ' ' food and drink 
specials! Door 
FROM FRONT s and best of all... 
 co-ntinues to bleed n0covercllarge. Courtesy van will be on 
They say we can do prove anything until we there are more areas in from6pm-clostng. 
staffing and re-organize to return to a balanced budget which it can cut costs. 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN LTD , 2. i 
3086 Hwy. 16 East 
Terrace 
635-6375 
School forms group 
to probe its problems 
Atmosphere already improving at Caledonia, says teacher 
~ ~s  o~:I e~ I °~!il :~ca~¢tL~nY; bei:n:gdwt°~ In!ed :h : ! :  Lm ° rh : l : : :  ! ' : t~  rn:t~Siodobih~ slbnbei ;° r : i :~  :~ ! 
vandalism problems at 
Caledonia plans to work 
towards developing a 
gathering area for students. 
Right now students eat 
their lunch in the hallway or 
locker area. And that's 
where many congregate dur- 
ing spares as well. 
That was one of the big 
problems identified by the 
group, which met for the 
first time last week. It's 
made up of about 20 
teachers, students, parents 
and administration. 
"It 's a major concern that 
there's nowhere for students 
to go,"  said gym teacher 
Scott Stewart. He heads np 
the informal task force, 
which was started as a result 
of a meeting at the school 
last month. 
Stewart plans to research 
organize an intramurals pro- 
gram at lunch in which 
about 100 students are tak- 
ing part. There were in- 
tramurals a few years ago, 
but interest fizzled out. Now 
Stewart hopes that having 
games at lunch will help 
give students a positive out- 
let for their energy. 
Another project the task 
force is looking at is in- 
creasing communication 
with those outside the 
Scott Stewart school. That might take the 
form of school-sponsored 
5uceess stories at other columns in the newspaper or 
schools and bring a sum- on the radio. 
breaks between classes. 
School administration is 
also showing less tolerance 
for repeat offenders, said 
Stewart. 
"We're trying to get. 
across to the kids that these 
types of behaviour won't be 
accepted." 
"We're trying to "I 
get across to the - 
kids that these 
types of behaviour , 
won't be accepted." . j 
mary to next month's meet- The atmosphere in the ! [  
ing, so the group can look at school has already improved. 
what's worked ciscwhcre, this year, said Stewart. TSe task force will be  - 
But those are both long "We haven't had too meeting on the second Wed- 
term ideas. Tn the meantime, many incidents lately," he neaday of next month to . , 
there's been a number of said. draw up a list of short and •. 
changes started already at T~,~t might be due in part long term goals. ". 
Garden beats t arking lot 
sites for the garden and designate the 
lot for parking. 
Councillor David Hull opposed that 
suggestion, arguing there's no money 
in the city's budget to turn it into a 
proper paved parking lot anyway, and 
low-income people might as well use 
it for a garden for this year at least. 
"We're not talking about a lifelong, 
altering use of this land," Hull added. 
Down suggested the decision might 
set a costly precedent. 
" I 'm sure we'll see a plethora of 
community gardens springing up all 
over the city," Hull scoffed. 
In the end Down was out-voted 5-1 
by other councillors who agreed to al- 
low use of the lot as a community gar- 
den while other possible garden sites 
are researched. 
Down demanded to know what the 
city's response will be when Stella 
"petitions us to purchase his proper- 
ty." 
Anti-poverty advocate Helga 
Kenny, who has led the garden search, 
said it didn't matter to her where the 
garden is as long as it's accessible to 
lower-income people. 
One possibility raised was the un- 
used southwest corner of Twin River 
Estates eniors housing complex. 
City planner David Trawin had also 
noted the community garden doesn't 
fit as a permitted use in the C1 com- 
mercial zoning of thc Apsley St. prop- 
erty. 
He said it might be necessary to 
rezone the property or else amend the 
commercial zoning definition to allow 
garden. 
"Aren't we killing flies with a 
sledgehammer here," queried Hull. 
Trawin said the city could turn a 
blind eye for now, but that the city 
would have to respond to any com- 
plaint about he uuauthorized use. 
Stella maintains he's not opposed to 
the idea of a garden, and said he will 
donate topsoil for the project. 
A COMMUNITY garden will be al- 
lowed to go ahead on a weedy lot a 
developer had wanted to see used as a 
parking lot. 
• Lawrence Stella, who has just put up 
a new office building with upstairs 
apartments on Lakeise Ave. near the 
Legion, wanted the nearby vacant 
city-owned lot on Apsley St. used for 
parking. 
His bui lding has 13 parking stalls, 
but city staffestimate he'll need 20. If 
Stella can't secure parking elsewhere, 
he'll have to pay an amount into a city 
parking fund for every stall he's short. 
The fund is to eventually help pay 
for the development of city-operated 
parking downtown. 
But Stella says the community gar- 
den lot is the only city-owned proper- 
ty within a great distance that could be 
turned into a parking lot. 
City councillor Tim Down backed 
Stella at a committee meeting Friday, 
arguing thc city should look for other 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. 
YOUR VaG 4A2 
ODDS 
AGAINST aarjorie Park 
C~N~OA'S 638-1167 
#1 KILLER 
Major Credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation is 
tax deductible HEAnT AND STI~OKE 
FOUNDATION 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
NISGA'A 
Open Working Group 
Session 
Negotiators for the Nisga'a, Canada end 
British Columbia invite the public and media to observe 
as they hold an open working group session on 
Fisheries Operational Guidelines 
Friday, January 24, 1997 at 9 a.m. 
at the Terrace Inn 
4551 Greig Avenue in Terrace 
..,B~rrL~H 
L.,OLUMBI~ 
For more information, please contact: 
Nisga'a Tribal Council 
Joseph Whiteside Federal Treaty Negotiation Office 
(250) 633-2601 
(604) 775.n143 
(250) 387.4396 
ALL YOU NFJ I) A TI) Z 
A - Abras ives  
B - Batter ies  
C - Cha insaws  
D - Dri l l  Bits 
E - Extension Cords  
F - f i rs t  A id  Kits 
G - Gloves 
Hydraulic Jacks 
Heaters 
Hooks 
Hard Hats 
Haulback Swivels 
Hoses 
Hand Splicing 
Services 
Hand Cleaner 
Hacksaws 
Hammers 
Hasps 
Heat Tape 
Hydraulic Cylinders 
Hydraulic Fittings 
~÷27 HWY 16, TERRACE 
TEL. 63S-7383 . FAX ~3S-÷076 
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Brian Christopher Fell i 
Criminal [ 
Delence I 
i 
Dr. Tom Strong 
Registered Psy(hologisl 
How Regularly Practidng from Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
• Relationship& Fomily~erapy . 
• Full Range f Individual Psychotherapy 
• Training and Seminars 
• Brief resulls orienled 
• Chronic pain & illness consuholions 
Ask oboot he couples consultations. 
~J For more intorrn¢ion or to book appeinlmenh plw, e call; 
; 1-800-456-7733 
Shelagh Stanley Province of British Columbia 
/ 
I 
/ 
,N,',,,O, g .., Travel Now. ,IrOn,y " 
Q~ltonCiub & Spa $1~9 . . . . . .  )~"~ No Money Down 
21Niohlsreb.22 ~ l~ Easy Going... 
Air Only $559 : • c~'~-~,~" ~r  Easy Payments. 
t4 Night, Mar(, 1,8 :~ I I~  | 
Air Only ,~i,99 
Rostra M x] o~romi~ ~ .... .  "f~ ' d ~ !  i '  ~( Holidaylnn $1~.K.) : Get'~i i 
sic,,, Nu.o :::: in ! va,~.a n,=4~ ec  . :  _~ 
(All.Inclusive" ') 
7 Nzghts Feb 3. tO~5~ .... 
Air Only .:~ 
ClubVerano Beat $1044 
Calinda Viva $1124 
Sunset Lagoon $1274. 7 Nig,ts Jan. 31 
(At,Inclusive") Air Only $~r19 J 
Howard Johnson $799 
14 Nights feb 3. tO 
Air Only $574 Club LOS Eabos $'!4.79 
ClubVe~anogeat .~A~A : ~lHndusive") 
SunsetLaRoon $2044 j 14Nightsrebln,~l 
Air Only $504 
(All.inclusive" ") Posada Real $1194 
7 N~U, Feb. t7,~4 
Air Only $574 HotelAgoamarina "914,74 
(All.Inclusive" * ) 
P rer idente  A ~  
Intercontinental $1424 
(AIHnclu|ive" ') 
UNIGLOiE Courtesy Travel 
4718 A Lozelle Ave. 
638-8522 
550 PI3~ COUPLE, PER BOOKING' SAVE $50 PE~ COUPLE, Pf~ BOOKIH~' 
¢514 Air Only Air Only 
Pe~d~ Real $789 Pos~da Real $924 
HotelAgoamadna ~369 7N=ghtsFeb 14.21 
(All.Ondusive' ') Air Only S514 
Holiday Inn 
Sumpree ,91054' 
Quanon Club $"1274 
(All-inclusive" ") 
7 N,ghts Jan ]0 ~ :: ::: ]::i 
Air Only ..... 
La Cancha $844,  
Cabana Del Sol $104,4, 
(In(ludet 81eakfa',t Dairy) 
7 N~ght$ Feb 27 
Air Only $624 
ViUas Ptaya 6kon $'1044. 
(Al,ln(l~,=~ve ° .} 
Sun & FunAtabey ,~74,  
(AIl.lnclusn~e" ") 
14 Nights Jan 30. Feb 6 
Air Only 
La Cand~ $1044 
rreplcoco 
BeachClub $1424 
(AH.Inclu',ive" ") 
Gaviota Cora $1874, 
(Alt.lndus~e" ") 
I 7 NiOhts : :ii:~:<:~ 
feb.t4,~l f ~ m ~  
Air Only ..;;i~S~ 
14 Nights Feb 7,14, ~ 1 
Air Only $$14 Blue 8ayVillage $1199 
Posada Real .9'1304 (AIl.lnclu~e" ' ) 
Qualton Club $1994 Hotel SJe,a $1399 
(AIHnclusive" ") (An.inclusive' ") 
14 Nighl'~ feb Z1.29 
Air Only $S39 
Blue BayVinage $1749 
Or Co, i-8OO-3- U NIGLOBE 
Your direct connedion 1o your neighbourhood UHIGLOBE o~ent. 
/ 
r 
/ 
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Power Of Comp¢ 
You've probably heard someone 
tell you to make your money for you. 
There's o way of doing just thai and 
il's called compounding. 
15o short-term benefils of com. 
pounding are admittedly limited. The 
long-term benefits, however, can be 
dramatic. 
If you invested S]00 on the first 
business day of each month fur 10 
years at a 10% rate of return com- 
pounded monthly, you would orcu- 
mulale $20,655, including your prin- 
cipal of S12,000. If you invesled the 
same amount at a 15% rate of 
relurn, the loin] investmunl would be 
worth $27,866, u difference of 
S7,211. 
Bul imagine investing thai $100 
over o longer period. After 20 years, 
your principal investment of $24,000 
emning 10% compounded monlhly, 
would be worlh $76,570. Your S100 
a monlh invesled over 30 years 
would earn $227,933, o subslonliol 
increase. Extend thal over 40 years 
end your money would grow Io 
S637,687. 
Combine a higher rate of return 
wilh your investment and Ihe effeds 
of compounding are markedly great- 
er. For example, if you invested your 
money al 15% over 40 years, you 
would have earned a staggering $3.1 
million. "lhose five additional percent- 
age points mean u difference of $2.5 
rail]toni 
Compounding is money multiply- 
ing itself. Investors earn income on 
lheir income earned. Income pay- 
ments grow each year because the 
amount upon which the payments are 
based grow each year, too. 
Lel's suppose you invest $1,000 at 
12%. At the complelion of the firsl 
year, your investment is worlh 
$1,120. Your investment is now 
worth S1,120, including the $120 in 
income earned. After two years, your 
investment will have grown another 
12%, or $134.40. Your investment is
now worth $1,254.40. After three 
years, 
your inveslment will be worth 
$1,404.92, including income earned 
of S150.52. As you con see, your 
income payments hove grown 
steadily. 
A handy fool for measuring the 
growth of your investment is the 
'rule of 72". Simply divide the 
number 72 by lho annual rate of 
return your investment will earn.and 
the result will fell you how many 
years it will take for your investment 
to double. 
For example, if you invested 
S1,0OO at 10%, your inveslmenl will 
double in 7.2 years (72/10=7.2) 
Invest lhe same amount of 15% and 
Jl will double in 4.8 years 
(72/15=4.8) 
These examples illuslrafe Ihol lhe 
lwo most important faclors when 
making on investmenl decision ore 
lime and rale of return. The longer 
-"-hding i 'M== I 
you allow your investment to.g[owl 
0nd the greater the rote of return, 
lhe larger Ihe fulure value of your 
investment will he. You've seen the 
dramatic difference belween o 10- 
year end 2g-year inveslment and 
what con happen when Ihe rate of 
relurn is appreciably higher wilhin 
lhe same period. 
In lhe past, you mighl have put 
money in term deposils or guor- 
onfeed investmenl cerlificutes 
because they provided guaronleed 
returns al low risk fader. As on oiler- 
native, you might wanl to consider 
muluo] funds, addition to professional 
manogemenl end diversifimtion, Ihey 
offer hislorkoliy higher eturns. 
Remember to hove patience, Io 
allow your money to work for you. 
The cumulative ffed of compounding 
con work wonders for your invest. 
meal end your peace of mind. 
If you've saving for reliremenl, 
your children's educolion or perhaps 
o dream vocolion, choose an invesl. 
menl lhol will work hardest for you 
und give them time to grow. The 
longer you delay, Ihe herder your 
money will hove to work for you. 
Speak to a professional investmenl 
advisor and discover Ihe ben,his of 
compounding. You won'l be 
disappointed. 
Your unil value and inveslment 
return will fluduote. Impodant infer- 
motion ohoul any mulual tund is con- 
tained in ils simplified pro,peels. 
Red your prospedus carefully before 
invesling. 
You con obtain one from: 
Peler Arcodi, PFSL Investments 
Canada Ltd. 
Phone: 635-7800 or 
)-800-295-7676, 
OtANA 
oBESSFORNtS 
3 sizes 
available 
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Regs  will help guard city's env i ronmenta l ly  ser 
The Eby St. storm sewer, i habitat for several species of 
for example, changes from., salmon, steeihead, trout and 
Thinking of o GIC 
for your 1997 RRSP? 
Here's the best 
By JEFF NAGEL 
A STUDY of the city's en- 
vironmentally sensitive 
areas is about to call for 
tough restrictions on devel- 
opment to protect salmon 
habitat. 
The consultants, study 
will also call on the city to 
embark on further and 
potentially expensive 
studies of various stream 
areas, particularly Spring 
Creek. 
It also suggests ome ideal 
drainages now being used 
by juvenile salmon should 
be improved to become 
even better salmon habitat. 
The study by Prince 
George-based ECL Enviro 
West Consultants is in draft 
form right now. The final 
report is expected to come 
out in a month or two. 
A map will identify areas 
of the city as subject to en- 
vironmentally sensitive 
guidelines - -  now being 
drawn up by a separate 
group of consnltants called 
Urban Systems Manage- 
ment. 
The city will eventually 
hold public hearings on the 
proposals, and ~ if ap- 
proved by city council 
the protection guidelines 
will then become part of the 
Official Community Plan. 
The enviromnental restric- 
tions will be enforced 
through the city's develop- 
ment permit system. 
The result i; that someon.e 
proposing an activity or de- 
David Trawin 
velop,nent for an environ- 
mentally sensitive area 
might be told they can only 
come so close to salmonid 
habitat, or that various 
studies must be commis- 
sioned first. Or they may be 
told nothing can be devel- 
oped there. 
The main areas identified 
as environmentally sensitive 
areas are Spring Creek, 
Howe Creek and escarp- 
,nent, the Kitsumkalum 
River, the banks of the 
Skeena River, and Terrace 
Mountain. 
But there are some smaller 
areas that have also been 
identified because consul- 
tants have found environ- 
mental values there. 
• "~entall~ ns i t ive a reas  
lampreys. 
The  guidelines haven't 
been drawn up yet, but 
Trawin suspects nothing 
will be allowed within the 
zone along much of the 
length of the creek. 
Even proposed develop- 
ments far away could be af- 
fected if they harm the pro- 
tected zone in any way. 
For example, the city 
plans to run storm sewer 
drains from neighbourhoods 
on the east bench down to 
Heek Brook, and ultimately 
into Spring Creek. 
If  that affects the creek, 
storm drain service to that 
region might be called into 
question. 
Trawin said it's good to 
look at these questions now 
because streams like Spring 
Creek are still relatively 
wild, mdike Howe Creek 
which is a culverted urban 
ditch for much of its length. 
"Spring Creek is now at 
the stage Howe Creek used 
to be at. Do we want to see 
Spring Creek turn into an- 
other Howe Creek?" 
The study will recommend 
the city carry out a complete 
hydrological study of Spring 
Creek to get a more detailed 
assessment of how to pro- 
tect iL That's expected to 
carry a big price tag with it. 
"Some of the recom- 
,nendations are a little bit 
culvert into open ditch just 
south of Graham Ave. and 
continues that way to the 
Skeena River. 
The consultants found ju- 
venile echo and chinook sal- 
mon using the half- 
kiiometre ditch as a rearing 
ground. 
The study identified the 
upper portions of the ditch 
as a "medium value rearing 
habitat." 
Although relatively few 
fish are using the ditch now, 
the consultants said relative- 
ly little effort by a school or 
interest group could im- 
prove it and turn it into a 
., truly important local salmon 
stream. 
"The city's not opposed. 
to that as long as we ea.~ 
still use the system for 
storm drainage," city plan- 
ner David Trawin ,toted. 
The recommendations call 
for a 30-metre wide no- 
development corridor to 
protect the ditch. That 
means the city likely can't 
ever dredge it again and any 
planned ditch maintenance 
would have to be reviewed. 
by a professional biologist. 
The most significant area 
likely affected by the study 
will be future development 
on the bench near Spring 
Creek. 
The study identifies 
Spring Creek as important 
pressing needs." 
The Spring Creek issue 
may also involve the neigh- 
bouring Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional District. 
The creek straddles the 
city's northern boundary for 
part of its length, and devel- 
opment or logging approved 
by the regional district out- 
side city limits could also 
harm fish habitat in the 
creek. 
Trawin said the study may 
also affect some existing 
uses in such areas. 
For example, he said, the 
Study identifies ongoing use 
of a gravel pit between 
Frank's field and the Kit- 
sumkalum River as an ero- 
sion threat to fish habitat 
along the riverbank. 
Trawin said it may be 
necessary to tell some 
people to stop what they're 
doing. 
Trawin ,toted the consul- 
tants have also identified 
areas that may be suitable 
for recreation and linear 
trails. 
The study was approved 
by the previous city council 
at Trawin's request. The 
city and the municipal af- 
fairs ministry shared the 
$13,000 cost. 
Some former councillors 
had been apprehensive 
about the idea of asking for 
a definition of environmen- 
tally sensitive areas, saying 
the city might not like the 
Builders 10ok to the bench 
NEW HOUSING development will be 
centred on the bench this year, because 
there's really nowhere lse to go. 
"Pretty well all future residential devel- 
opment is going to go up on the bench," 
says city planner David Trawin. 
Homes are still being built faster than 
new lots are being created, Trawin said. 
That continues a five-year trend that now 
leaves the city with 120 fewer residential 
lots in its inventory than five years ago. 
In recent years the demand has been met 
by infilling lots in the horseshoe, but now 
that area has been largely built up. 
"The result is the demand for new lots on 
the bench will increase as long as building 
starts remain strong," Trawin said. 
The push to the bench is straining the city 
as staff try to figure out how to meet future 
demand for services there. 
Profess ional  Care 
For Your Hair 
Your hair can look like you just left 
the salon, everyday! 
Litre Sale 
Rusk (1 lttre) 
Nourishing Shampoo and 
leave in Conditioner 
plus 
Redken (1 lttre) 
Revitalizing Shampoo and 
Cat Replenishing Cat Conditioner 
j~t 
2 for s20  °° 
HAIR  GALLERY 
4711D KEITHAVENUE, TERRACE " 635-3729 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
PALACE 
beyond the financial scope 
of the city," Trawin said. 
"The city has a lot more 
answers it gets. 
But council's decision was 
to proceed with the work. 
FIRST RESPONSE 
First Aid Services 
Level 3 WeB Course I 
To Begin February 10 / \1  
For More Information Call: 
Keith Janus 638-1831 
WE~n~S~AZ t~iUFis?~.~..:, eR~Da~. " SaTURDaY 
Closed 
for the 
holiday 
20rderof 3 c,, 4 Youth 
RoyaIPurple Para#ec~kssoe, Ambassador 
Terr, Anti- Nisga'a Tribal Youth Soccer 
Pove~ Council Ten'. Skating 
5 Caledonia 
Senior 
Secondary 
School 
Terrace 7 
Minor Kermode 
Hockey Friendship 
Society 
8 S,dne 9 ~e,. 10 c,, 11~'gh'so' 
Club #t8 RingetteAssoc. P~L~0c.  Columbua 
Terrace - Ter'tAnti'Poverty Nisga'acounciiTdbal ParentSFrenchfOr 
Kitimat Tart. Hospic~ 
12 Caledonia 
Senior 
Secondary 
School 
3Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
14 115 Te.. i16 To;.' 17~,g,,o,,o, 18 Te, 
Kermode Peaks Minor Softball & Big Sisters Curlino 
Friendship Gymnastics Terr, Anti- Nisga'a Tribal Kinsmen Club 
Society Club Poverty Council Ten. Skating 
19 Skeena 20Terrace 21 
Junior Minor Kermode 
Secondary Hockey Friendship 
School Society 
22 Terr. Peaks 23 re,,'. 
Gymnastics Club UtUe'l~eatrel 
Shames Mtn, Terr. Anti. 
Ski Club Pove~ 
i24 Ca,. 25~so~ation 
P~/L~soc. p,A,C.ES. 
Nisga'a Tribal Search & 
Council Rescue 
26 ThornhiU 27 Terrace i28Kermode 
Junior 
Secondary Minor Fdendshlp 
School Hockey Society 
Sat, Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Thurs,, Fri., Sat. Late Night Games 
29 terr. 30 °rdero,,oyal 31 ca,. 
Blueback Purple Pa"4Ye0c Ass~ 
Swirrt Club Ten'. Anti. Nisga'a Tribal Council Poverty 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors g:30 p.m. 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:OO p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wedneadayof the month la DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635.2411 
i 
reason to think again. 
If the objective of your RRSP investing 
is superior returns with reduced risk, 
there are many reasons why you 
shouldn't settle for a GIC. 
By attending our free seminar, you'll 
learn how we can help you to apply the 
latest "efficient frontier" asset allocation 
techniques to your RRSP- and build more 
consistently rewarding returns. 
You'll also scientifically establish your 
real needs for growth and income and risk tohrances...and find out 
how to select an individual portfolio that will precisely meet them. 
Peter Arms is an experienced Branch Manager who has helped hun. 
dreds of Canadians to build better RRSP returns through asset 
allocation. 
Don't miss out. Seating is limited. Please RSVP through Primerica 
Financial Services at 635-7800 or 1-800-295-7676. 
 Aondc,y Febru 'y 10, 1997 
7:00 p.m. 
In The 
Coast Inn Of rhe West 
Banquet Room 
PFSL 
Investments Canada Ltd. 
Ph: 635-7800 or 1-800-295-7676 
A Member ofTravelersGroup~ 
Mutual Funds offered through 
PRSL investments Canada Ltd., MutualFund Dealer 
invest wisely; Imporlant information about his mutual fund service is cantained inthe 
simplified prospectus, investors should obtain a copy from their investment advisor end 
read it carefully before investing. Unlike Gift, mutual fund investments are not guar. 
onteed and unit values and investment returns will fluctuate. 
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Money woes? 
Look to the 
public library 
A H, JANUARY! Still in the depths 
of winter's cold embrace, we must 
summon the energy to face down 
that equally chilly entity, the tax- 
man! 
Fresh from Christmas excess, we scurry 
around like squirrels looking for nuts to store in 
the safety of a cozy R.R.S.P. With interest rates 
at such a low level people are forced to look for 
alternatives to the trusty staid G.I.C. 
Garth Tumer's 1997 RRSP Guide is a good 
place to start researching these alternatives. It is 
a highly readable book that promises to show 
the way to wealth and comfortable retirement 
using your RSP as the springboard. 
Before you make this leap though comes the 
actual filing of your income tax return. There 
are several books available to help with this 
ugly task but the best in my view is published 
by CCH Canadian Ltd: Preparing your Income 
Tax Returns. There is a new edition every year, 
it offers step by step guidance and includes ex- 
amples of all the forms. 
Money can be the root of all evil or it can be a 
tool that you control and use to your own ad- 
vantage. Learning the ~/alue of money should 
begin at the earliest age possible. A Penny 
Saved by Neale Godfrey is a manual on how to 
teach your children the values and life skills 
they will need tO survive in the real world. 
There are chapters on financial exercises for all 
ages from pre-school to high school that will 
leave the whole family in a state of fiscal fit- 
hess.  
Your Money or Your Life by Joe Dominguez 
and Vicki Robin is a similar book in that it 
gives exercises in financial management but it is 
aimed at adults. Rather than advising how to 
make more money it asks if you really need to 
have as much. 
This book shows how to equate ex- 
penditure with life energy, and dis- 
cover whether we all can live more pur- 
posefully by downsizing in all areas. 
,. We have strayed so far from the fifties and 
'sixties when mere was work for everyone but 
expectations were less and life was simpler. The 
seventies and eighties were dynamo decades 
greed overcame us and Work became capital- 
ized at the expense of family and fun. In the 
nineties we find ourselves at a crossroads. Jobs 
are scarce, the future is uncertain, we are in the 
midst of plenty yet we aren't happy. Could less 
really be more? This book shows how to equate 
expenditure with life energy, and discover 
whether we all can live more purposefully by 
downsizlng in all areas. 
The need to do this and the reasons why are 
explained clearly in a fascinating book oil 
demographics by David Foot: Boom, Bust & 
Echo. The study of demographics will prepare 
you for economic changes and allow you to 
profit from them.The aging of the baby boomers 
indicates an increased emand for health care in 
the future so any investment in pharmaceutical 
industries is a safe bet. 
Another book on this subject written by 
Angus Reid is Shakedown, How the New Econ- 
omy is Changing Our Lives. Mr.Reid is a 
pollster who has spent twenty years doing 
market research so he knows his subject. The 
good thing is that despite the grim statistics lie 
leaves us with hope that we will survive and 
even flourish in the future. 
A somewhat less positive view is expressed 
by Ann Finlayson in Naming Rumpel- 
stiltskin:Who will Profit and Who will Lose in 
the Workplace of the 21st Century. 
Chasing Mammon by Douglas Kennedy is the 
first travel book written about the uses of 
money, The author spent a year travelling to dif- 
ferent financial markets from the Casablanca 
bourse to London, Sydney and New York, 
trying to discover why people worked there and 
if they found any satisfaction doing so. 
For mystery fans: a series all about money and 
greed features poker pro Tim Waverley as the 
quirky gambling hero of Tom Kakonis' books 
Michigan Roll, Double Down, and Shadow 
Counter. 
Remember, "The Gods laugh only when you 
ask them for money." 
Night sky 
comes  alive 
STAR LIGHT, star bright, first star I see tonight... Have 
you ever wondered what the name is of that first star which 
appears in our skies, the one that so many wish upon? 
Debra Thame revealed the star's name - -  Sirius - -  and a 
whole lot more about our night sky to Thomhill 
Elementary school students during a special planetarium 
show last week. 
Just because Terrace is a too small to boast its own 
planetarium, doesn't mean students here should be 
deprived of unique learning opportunities. That's why the 
school board brought up a mini planetarium to Terrace, in 
advance of the annual science festival. 
The starlab, rented from the H.R. MacMillan 
Planetarium in Vancouver, is essentially a large domed 
tent, held open by a blowing fan. It seats about 30 people. 
Students crawl through a small access tunnel, sit around 
the perimetre of the tent, and then, just like in the real i: 
thing, cast their eyes upwards to the sky. 
At first students are shown the night sky. The phases of 
the moon are demonstrated, and then some of the brighter 
stars and planets, and constellations are identified. 
, i  
Next the sky is stripped of everything except the stars 
and planets which make up some of the major constella- 
tions. Lines are drawn between them, so students cau see 
the rough shapes. 
Then, to make the stars come alive, images of the con- 
steilations are drawn on the sky. The joined shape of the 
Gemini twills is revealed, along with the proud fonn of 
Leo the Lion, the twists and turns of the Great Serpent, and 
the bright belt of Orion. 
Elementary and primary school students will all have a 
chance to see the unique show before the science festival 
begins. And during the festival, on Sat., Feb. 1, the rest o f  
the town will have a chance to catch a show, and find 
favourite constellations. Shows will be running from 10 ' 
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at Caledonia Senior Secondary. 
LOOK WAY UP m Elementary school students around Terrace have the chance 
to see a mini-planetarium show, as part of activities leading up the annual 
science festival. Grade seven students Lyndsey Stewart, Charity Miller and 
Melissa Miller discovered how to locate a number of constellations. 
Bound for Costa Rica 
AISHA MANJI is trying to raise over $3,500 by May 
to take part in a volunteer program in Costa Rica. 
She's hoping to do that through bottle drives, car 
washes and through donations. 
sure whether people were 
missing for real or not. 
She and her companions 
found the fake injured duo, 
but they weren't in walking 
condition, so they had to 
make stretchers. 
Unfortunately, they 
weren't lightweight men. 
"Then we had to make the 
trail safe for stretchers," she 
said. "It was crazy. We 
hiked for hours. It was 
agony. They wouldn't tell 
us where we were going." 
But the experience was a 
bonding process. 
"You really had to pull 
together." 
The group was supposed 
to sleep outside again that 
night, but  Mauji said the 
leaders realized the youths 
were starting to "lose it." 
Later Manji learned they 
hadn't gone to sleep until 
3:30 a.m. on Saturday morn- 
ing, were t,p at 6:30 a.m. 
and in bed at 2:30 a.m. on 
Sunday morning. 
" I f  it's like thai I don't 
know if 1 want to do it," 
joked Manji. But organizers 
obviously saw somethiug ill 
her because she was 
selected. 
Manji and 45 other youths 
front across Canada will be 
going to Costa Rica this 
May for ten weeks. 
BetWeen ilt~w and then 
Manji has to raise $3,750. 
She hopes to do that through 
bottle drives, appeals to ser- 
vice clubs aod donations. 
If you'd like to help, give 
her a call at 635-9472. 
When Manji returns home 
she'll be talking about her 
trip in local schools, 
WHEN AISHA MANJI ap- 
plied to take part in a youth 
project in Costa Pica, she 
didn't realize some of her 
most difficult challenges 
would come before she left 
the country. 
This fall Manji was ac- 
cepted into Youth Challenge 
International. It's non-profit, 
and puts together teams of 
volunteers aged 18-25. They 
work with local volunteers 
to improve schools, health 
clinics and water supplies, 
and do environmental re- 
search. 
Manji thought her biggest 
challenge would come in 
Costa Rica, which she'll 
travel to early this summer, 
but now she's hoping the 
worst is already behind her. 
Before Manji was ac- 
cepted into the program she 
had to go through a rigorous 
selection process in late No- 
vember in Vancouver. She 
and 34 other candidates 
were put through a mock-up 
of what they might experi- 
ence abroad. 
When the group arrived on 
a Friday night they went 
through a make-believe 
customs, then had their 
watches taken away, were 
given sleeping bags and 
were blindfolded and led up 
a trail. 
They hiked to an outdoors 
camp, where they had to 
pitch a tarp which would 
serve as a tent for the group. 
"Pitching the tarp was a 
disaster," Manji admits. 
Before morning they were 
wokeu up, and given just 
five minutes to break camp. 
Breakfast was an unusual 
combination - -  rice, beans 
and coconuts. 
In the morning they did 
cooperation games, and then 
the group which was 
comprised of five guys and 
30 girls - -  was told to go on 
a hike partway up a 
mountain so they could 
radio a message out. 
" I t  was really icy, steep, 
dark and cold," remembers 
Manji. The leaders in charge 
of the selection weekend 
turned out to be fast hikers, 
and the group became 
quickly spread out - -wh ich  
was a problem when they 
came to u fork in the trail. 
Then leaders told Manji's 
small group that two people 
were missing. 
"We had to do a mock 
search at night," she said. 
But at the time no one was 
Around Town 
Family seeks housing 
A TERRACE woman is looking for a place to live for 
her family after a car accident near Armstrong B.C. 
claimed her husband's life. 
Brenda Keeler is returning to Terrace with her three 
children after the tragic accident last week. The family 
is looking for a house to rent and interim accommoda- 
tion. If anyone can help, please call Victoria Dodd at 
'638-1445. 
Tax help offered 
DO YOU NEED help with your personal income tax 
return, but can't afford to pay for assistance? 
Revenue Canada is offering two free four hour work- 
shops to seniors or people with disabilities. One is at 
the college, while the other takes place at the Happy 
Gang Centre. Both workshops take place on Wednes- 
day, Feb. 7 from 12-4 p.m. or 6-10 p.m. Register by 
calling 638-5452. 
Getting in the spirit 
THE COMMITI~E organizing the Northern Winter 
Gaines this February in Terrace wants to see local 
businesses get involved. They're hoping stores will 
show off the spirit of the 1997 games through window 
decorations and in-store displays. 
The games will attract about 2500 athletes from 36 
sports, February 7-9. 
To encourage business participation, the chamber of 
commerce is donating an annual membership to the 
best display in the city. A runner-up will receive games 
clothing. 
Displays can be as simple as a welcome sign, or as 
intricate as your imagination and budget will allow. 
Store owners can also highlight a particular sport such 
as archery, snowboarding, ladies hockey, luge, 
speedskating or Special Olympics snowshoeing. For a 
complete list of sports, phone638-1997. 
Gall for artwork 
THE FIRST Nations Education Centre is asking for 
portfolios from artists interested in designing illustra- 
lions for North Coast stories, legends and curriculmn. 
The artwork will be published in books, posters and 
resources for use in schools. 
Interested artists are invited to deliver a portfolio by 
Jan. 31 to Barbara Toye-Wclsh at the First Nations Ed- 
ucation Centre in Clarence Michiel Elementary. 
Halleck Avenue named 
A NEW road on the bench will be named after long- 
serving city councillor Ruth Halleck. 
City council last week voted to name the new road- 
way Halleck Avenue. It will eventually commct Gor- 
don Drive and Bailey St. as part of Phase III of the 
Westridge subdivision. 
Halleck consistently topped the polls over many 
terms in office, and was well.known as a former 
Skeena Broadcasters newsreadcr and former editor of 
the old Terrace Herald. 
Festival proclaimed 
CITY COUNCIL proclaimed April 7-19th "Music 
Festival 1997" in the City of Terrace. 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival organizers said 
preparations are underway for the annual event. 
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• FARMER'S DAUGHTER makes a 
return trip to Terrace on Jan. 24 at the 
REM Lee Theatre. This female trio 
delivers a spicy mix of country, blended 
with gospel, jazz and R&B. Tickets are 
$20 each at Uniglobe Travel. Out of 
town, call 1-800-668-0828. Concert 
proceeds will go towards a new Per- 
forming Arts Centre for Terrace. 
• TAPESTRY - -  A MUSICAL 
REVIEW of the music of Carol King 
takes place on Tuesday, Feb. 11 at 8 
p.m. at the REM Ice  Theatre. Tickets 
are $24 in Erwin's 
• THE THIRD ANNUAL Tri-School 
Band Telethon is on Feb. 16 at the REM 
Lee Theatre. The event will also be 
broadcast live on Ch. 10. Phone lines 
will be open from 5-8 p.m. Call 638- 
1333 to support secondary school music 
programs at Caledonia, Skeena and 
Thornhill. 
• AUGIES LOUNGE in the Terrace 
Inn features Maharlaka, playing soft 
lounge music. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thurs- 
day and Sunday at George's Pub in the 
Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's and every 
Friday at the Thornhill Pub. 
MOVIES 
• You'll be seeing spots in Disney's 
latest 101 DALMATIONS, starring 
Glen Close. The movie plays at 7 and 
9:15 p.m. And at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. 
BEAVIS AND BIYrT.HEAD continue 
/ 
,q, 
their rampage through our unfortunate 
neighbour to the south. 
Staffing Friday 
: • At 7 p.m. only, Whitney Houston and 
' Denzel Washington star in THE 
PREACHER'S WIFE. At 9:15 p.m. 
it's Drew Barrymore and Courtenay 
Cox in SCREAM. And at 7:15 and 
9:30 p.m., John Travolta and Andie 
MacDowell star in MICHAEL. 
THEATRE 
• Terrace Little Theatre's first play of 
the new year, BURIED CHILD, runs 
Feb. 6-22. The Pulitzer prize winner by 
Sam Shepard explores the inner ten- 
sions of rural existence. Tickets are 
available at Uniglobe Travel on Lazeile. 
ETCETERA 
• THE LEGION hosts a curling dance 
starting at 8 p.m. on Jan. 24 for mem- 
bets and bonified guests. Band is Rum- 
ble Seat. 
A THE LEGION hosts another dance 
on Jan. 25, also for members and 
bonified guests. This time the band is 
Northern Comfort. Music starts at 9 
p.m. 
• Misty River Books presents MAL- 
LORY BURTON, renowned author 
and flyfisher at Groundworks (formerly 
Roastmastir's) at the Lazelle Mini Mall 
at 7:30 p.m. on Jan. 30. She'll be giving 
a free slide show and talk. 
• THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
displays a collection of quilts by ten lo- 
cal quilters this month. Get rid of the 
January blues by having a look at this 
cozy, colourful show which runs till 
Jan. 26. Gallery hours are noon to 3 
p.m. from Wed. to Fri., Fri. nights from 
6:30-8:30 p.m, Sat. from noon to 4 p.m. 
and Sun, from 1-4 p.m. 
• 14TH ANNUAL SWEETHEART 
Dinner and Dance is on Feb. 9. Doors 
open at 4:30 p.m. at the Elks Hail. 
Transportation is available. Sponsored 
by the Kinette Club. For more info call 
635-7959. 
• LEIGH STERLING - -  Hypnotist, 
comes to Terrace on Wed., Feb. 19 at 
the REM Lee Theatre. This family en- 
tertainer has had rave reviews. Tickets 
are $15 each and are available at 
Uniglobe. Out of town patrons can call 
1-800-668-0828. Proceeds go towards 
the TLT building fund. 
• NORTH OF THE YEL- 
LOWHEAD - -  Edward Epp presents 
some of his latest works at the REM 
Lee Theatre. The show continues 
through February. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
eight: 6lbs. 9 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Kathy & Marvin Kurek 
Baby's Name: 
Matthew Brian 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 22,1996 at 3:55 pm 
Weight: 7Ibs 9 oz. Sex: Male 
Parent: Charlotte & Martin Tooms 
Brother Andrew 
~t 
Baby's Name: 
Mason Kenyon Hobbs Baumeister 
Date & Time orBIrth: 
Nov. 26, 1996 at 8:43 am 
Weight: 8lbs 2 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Brenda &Thomas 
Baumeister 
Baby's Name: 
Jorden Rose-Anne Hendry 
Date & Place of Birth: 
Dec. 6, 1996 at 4:50 pm 
Weight: 8lbs. Sex: Female 
Parents: Denise & Trevor Hendry 
Baby sister for Hailey 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Jessiea Mackenzie Walker 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 6, 1996 at 6:28 pm 
Weights: 7lbs 14 oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Jolene Walker 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Paul Martin Henry Rouse 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 8. 1996 at 8:49 pm 
Weights: 7 Ibs 6'h oz Sex: Male 
Parents: Pamela & Heath Rouse 
o 
Baby's Name: 
Edgar Daniel Charles George 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 12, !996 at 8:26 am 
Weight: 8lbs 13 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Lavcme & Edgar George 
t 
Baby's Name: 
Baby Thomas 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 11,1996 at 9:14 am 
Weight: 9lbs Sex: Female 
Parents: Mandy Gillis 
& Dempsey Thomas 
Baby's Name: 
Tegan Victoria C6t6 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 18,1996 at 8:48 am 
Weight: 7Ibs 15 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Karri Karpyshyn 
& Victor C616 
0 
Baby's Name: 
Jonson Gcniene Sutherland 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 22,1996 at 1 I:00 am 
Weight: 7Ibs 7 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Kerry & Fraser 
Sutherland 
Baby's Name: 
Shaman Edward Earl 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 22,1996 at 1:35 pm 
0 Weight: 6Ibs 4 oz. Sex: Male 
I Ke.ep warm insid  / wtth our Puzzles 15%0FF  
J anuary  20-26th  "- 
1-800-661-2990 • Skeena Mal l ,  635-5236 
Wednesday, Jan. 22 
REGISTRATION for children's 
winter programs will begin today at 
10 .m. by phone or In person at the 
library. Programs include Babytime, 
Tales for Twos and Preschool 
Storytime. For more info call Holly 
at 638-8177. 
TERRACE MULTIPLE Sclerosis 
Group holds a coffee meeting at 10 
a.m. at the White Spot. They meet 
every second Wed. For more info 
call Judy at 635-3258. 
TERRACE UTTLE THEATRE is 
desperately looking for 6 old- 
fashioned blinds or shudder, 22-24 
inches wide by 72 inches long. 
Reward for the right blinds is two 
tickets to the opening night of The 
Watering Place, March 20. Call 
Marianne at 635-2268 or 635-2942. 
Friday, Jan. 24 
SKEENA CHRISTIAN SCHOOL is 
selling their 'Taste of Home" 
calendars at the Skeena Mall from 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Saturday, Jan. 25 
ACCOMPANIST WORKSHOP 
featuring AIIsa Zaenker goes from 
9-12 noon and 1:30-4:30 p.m. in 
the Pentecostal Church fireside 
room. Registration deadline is Jan. 
10 and forms are available from lo- 
cal piano teachers. 
CALEDONIA GRAD CLASS of 
1972 is holding an organizational 
meeting at the White Spot at 7:30 
p.m. For more info call Doug at 
635.4809 or Betty at 635-6244. 
Monday, Jan. 27 
JOURNEY OF HOPE - -  Families 
of persons with serious psychiatric 
disabilities are invited to take this 
12-week course, starling tonight 
from 7-9:30 p.m. at the Stepping 
Stones Club House, 3302 Sparks 
St. No cost. Register by phoning 
Eileen at 635-3620, Brenda-Lee at 
638-6366 or Heather at 635-8206. 
Seating is limited. 
Tuesday, Jan. 28 
BASIC DIABETIC CUNIC will be 
held at the hospital today and 
tomorrow. For more info call 635- 
2211. 
Wednemlay, Jan. 20 
RRffr NATIONS Council of 
Women is having a potluck dinner 
and meeting at 5:30 p.m. at the 
Skeena Health Unit Auditorium. 
Discussion for the evening is the 
1997 Women's Conference. 
Saturday, Feb. 01 
THE 32ND ANNUAL Science Fes- 
tival takes place at Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary. Events and displays 
are taking place all day. 
Wednesday, Feb. 05 
REFRESHER DIABETIC CUNIC 
will be held at the hospital today. 
For more info call 635-2211. 
Tuesday r Feb. 11 
FREE INFANT SAFETY COURSE 
will be held from 7.9 p.m. at the 
Skeena Health Unit. To register call 
Alice at 638-2200. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
THURSDAYS 
AL -ANON offers a program of 
recovery for those whose lives have 
been adversely affected by the prob lem 
of alcoholism in a relative, partner or 
friend. Meetings are Thursdays from 7- 
8 p.m. at the Terrace Women's  
Resource Center 4542 Park Ave. Call 
638-0263. 
SINGLE PARENTS support group 
meets every Thursday from 9:30-10:30 
a.m. at the Family Place at 4553 Park 
Ave. to discuss parenting topics. Su- 
pervised child's activities available. 
Another group is being planned, so if 
this time isn't suitable, phone 638- 
1863. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
I0 at 7:30 p.m. at the Legion. Call Sue 
at 635-2345 or Anne at 798-2250 for 
more info. Newcomers are welcome. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
every second Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
3302 Sparks. 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for iufo. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium, The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
shadng and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thursday of  each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more info call Bruce at 
635-6316. 
L IV ING WITR CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
I 
! 
" \V  
lp" 
Q" 
9:00 p.m. in the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St. For more in- 
formation call Diane at 638-0296. 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. 
Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more info call 
Joan at 635-0998. 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before tlut issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
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TPP Impreza with $3000 down, $12,648. with $2000 down, $12,800, with $1000 down $12,952. 
TPP Legacy Wagon with $3000 down, $14,160. with $2000 down, $14,312, with $1000 down, 
$14,500. TPP Outback Sport wllh $3000 down, $16,824, with $2000 doWn, $16,976, with $1000 
down, $17,128. TPP Outback with $3000 down, $17,904, with $2000 down, $18,056, with $1000 
down, $18,208. TPP Legacy GT with $3000 down, $18,336, with $2000 down, $18,452, with 
$1000 down, $18,604. 
MOm.S 
N 
 SUBARU  
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Couple celebrates 50th anniversary 
ROSSWOOD COUPLE Don and 
Louise Parmenter recently celebrated 
their 50th wedding anniversary. 
Don and Louise were married on 
Dee. 20, 1946 in Montana. 
Don was born on Feb. 4, 1922 in 
Iowa. Louise was also born on Feb. 4, 
but in 1928. That will make Don 75 
next month and Louise 69. 
Don came from a family of 10 chil- 
dren - -  he was a middle child. Louise 
says that's what makes him such a 
good natured fellow. 
Don's family were farmers, and 
after he was born they bought proper- 
ty in Idaho. 
The neighbouring farm belonged to 
Louise's family. And now I guess I
could say the rest is all history. 
Louise Spencer came from a family 
of just three children. Her parents 
raised c8(0e and grew wheat and hay. 
Both Don and Louise grew up on 
the ranch, and eventually became bet- 
ter acquainted. 
Don spent wo years in the army and 
travelled overseas. He and Louise 
married in 1946\when he returned 
home. 
At the time Louise was attending 
college, and had ambitions to be a lab 
technician. 
Also at the same time Louise's fa- 
ther was looking around for a new 
growing area. His real estate connec- 
tions led him to Terrace, and he 
brought Don along with him. 
But instead of farm land Louise's 
father bought a garage in Terrace on 
m 
l :  I:1 : i  : lM~l l f l :  1:1 ; i  :1 
YVONNE MOEN 
Lakelse Ave, next to Twin City 
Meats. 
When Don and Louise first moved 
to Terrace, Don worked for Louise's 
father, in Spencer Garage. Then he 
went to work for L.H.1C, owned by 
Dudley Little, Chris Hang and Dun- 
can Kerr, and was one of their first 
employees. 
Don worked for L.H.IC for more 
than five years, then went to work for 
Colmnbia Cellulose for a year as a 
heavy-duty mechanic.. 
In 1956 he bought a small auto body 
repair shop on 4842 Highway 16 West 
from Ron Kolterman. . • 
Don eventually ran out of room so 
he bought he property on the corner 
from Mcrvin Curtis, putting up a 
building on the corner, where Your 
Decor is today. 
Don ran the Skcena Auto Metal 
Shop until 1973, and then sold to 
Gary Reum and Joe Whitney. At the 
time he sold Don had 11 employees 
and three wreckers. 
During those years Louise kept the 
books for her husband, and raised a 
family. 
Both she and Don were also active 
volunteers - -  Don as a volunteer fire 
fighter for 12 years, and Louise in 
Brownies and Guides. Louise also 
played the piano and organ at the 
United Church for over 25 years. 
In the meantime, Don and Louise 
had lived in a number of houses ince 
they moved to Terrace. They first 
lived on the corner of Eby and 
Lakelse, where Mohawk is today. 
Later they nloved to the 4800 block 
of Scott. Then in 1958 they built a 
home on Hughes, where they lived 
until 1978. Then they moved out to 
Rosswood to retire, buying property 
from Skeena Forest Products. 
Don and Louise have four children, 
all of whom were born in Terrace. 
Twins Elaine and Eilecn were born in 
1948, and were the first twins born in 
the old Red Cross Hospital. Son 
Donald Jr. was born in 1951 and 
daughter Betty in 1955. All were 
delivered by Dr. Mills. 
Don and Louise Parmenter now 
have six grandchildren. 
We wish them a belated happy an- 
niversary, and good health and happi- 
ness. 
DON AND LOUISE Parmenter celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary late 
last month. They moved to Terrace in the 1940s, and owned the Skeena Auto 
Metal Shop. Now they're retired, and living in Rosswood. 
Ill Born a non-smoker 
TODAY IS WEEDLESS WEDNESDAY, and all babies born today at Mills 
Memorial Hospital will receive this bib to remind their parents that smoking 
is a learned habit. The lung association says that 75 per cent of smokers 
start before age 14, so it's important for parents to tell children about the 
dangers of smoking. But this little boy already has a head start. His 
parents Diana and Asish Rai don't smoke. Head nurse l i ta Flynn present- 
ed them with the bib last week.  
Seniors host 
Burns dinner 
By Aileen Frank 
BRANCH #73, B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners, held their regular 
monthly meeting Jan. 9, at the 
Happy Gang Centre with the 
president, Hugh Power, in the 
chair. Over 60 members attended. 
A minutes ilence was observed 
in memory of Herman Van Den 
Hende, who passed away in De- 
cember. 
The annual Christmas dinner 
held Dec. 18 was enjoyed by all 
who attended. The members who 
generously donated cookies and 
squares for the 30 Christmas 
/box~ Which were taken to our 
'~sii'tlt-in ~neifibers:~vcrelthanked. : :  
The n/enu preparations and en- 
tertainment are being finalized for 
the Robbie Burns Supper to be 
held January 25. 
Reports were presented from 
various committees. The kitchen 
and supplies conveners reported 
all is going well. 
The maintenance committee is
taking care of the necessary 
repairs in the centre. 
The games committee r minded 
the members about the crib night 
held each Tuesday evening at 
7:30 pro, and about the special 
monthly games nights. 
Muriel Michiel and her com- 
mittee very faithfully visit sick 
members. 
Four new parking spaces are 
available - -  please check with 
the kitchen staff. 
The next meeting will be held 
Thursday, February 6, at the 
Happy Gang Centre. We hope to 
have a speaker from the 
ILC.M.P., talking about seniors' 
safety. 
Canad iRnHo l idays  o 
AWON.D O f ~  
OUTSTAHDING VALUE 
FLY/CRUISE HOLIDAYS 
Direct Flight from Vancouver With Connections 
Through Toronto to San Juan 
If Fasc inat ion ,  a floating 
resort with, art i r f fo rmal  
iltmosphere ';'Th'÷i:m'n~ :: 
Vegas style ente 'rminment 
• Fine dining II Much 
more [] Departs  every 
Friday, 7-  Feb. 97 through 28-Mar-97, 
f rom Canada • Opt iona l  hmd packages 
also available. 
P¢ogram ay nol be combined with any olher promotional oi er and is capar, lly. 
controlled. Prices are per person, double o,',cupancy. Prices range horn (0NSI,746 lo(DN$2,986 
depending onduration, accomrnndalionl departure cily and ole. Air and Po[t Charges: $238• Ship's 
registry: Panama, Canadian Holidays,the op ralor f Fascinalion SunWards, is a registered trademark 
01Car~dian AiilJoes International Ltd,used under license to Wodd ol Vacations Ltd Please note that 
World rtl V~r.~linnq I Id "~ formerly Canadian Holidavs Lid. 
Call your Uniglobe Cruise Specialist today. 
~r~J~~E 4718 A Lazelh Avenue, Terrace 
Courtesy Travel. 638-8522 1-800-668-0828 
* January 
** • 1"7  23,24 2s: 
t~ All Sales Final 
; Tuesday-Saturday lOam-6pro ; 
* XOBTHEBH HOBSE SUPPLY LTd. * 
~ 3083 River Drive, Terrace 
Ph. 638-7252 
Fax 638-7253 ,~ ****************** 
Tip #6 
Ski Tuning Tip 
Skis and bindings - like cars - must be maintained in order to perform 
well and to remain safe. Here is a recommended maintenance schedule 
that will ensure optimum performance and enioyment. 
Every 3-5 ski days Deburr, edge sharpen, hot wax and silicone 
spray for bindings 
Every 10-20 ski days Full tune up 
Why Wax? 
Waxing makes skis glide better and turn easier - plus regular waxing 
protects the bases from drying out. 
Bring your skis to Edges & Co. at Shames Mountain for a full tune up or 
a hot wax. 
Full Tune Up Only $19.95 + Tax 
~ M A ~ I E S ~ K I E R  
Shames Mountain office: 635-3773 MOUI I~ J& JN  I J  DL~' I~PMEi I~ 
4545 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, B,C. IP  CENTI I~ J  
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ROB BROWN 
Whirling disease 
'~ '  "T hiding disease, has spread far and 
k /w ide ,  bui even though it has been 
in North Americau waterways for 
over a century, it received almost 
no attention in the main stream angling 
pressways until it had the audacity to infect 
some of Montana's blue ribbon trout streams. 
Whirling disease is the collective name for a 
pack of symptoms brought on by a microscopic 
but in no way puny - -  parasite called 
Myxolubus Cerebalis. Cerebalis m cerebrum 
cerebellum are all part of the vast tree of words 
that grows from a Latin root coined by some 
brainy Roman scholar. It's an appropriate desig- 
nation for the parasite under review here, for 
soon after infecting a fish, Myxolubus chews its 
way along the soft skeletons of juvenile fish to 
Nerve Central. Once there it causes a short in 
the circuitry that ultimately has the victims 
chasing after their tails like naive kittens until 
they expire from exhaustion. 
Myxolobus leads a complex life cycle, chang- 
ing form so that it can spend some time with 
two hosts. After its host fish has bit the mud, 
Myxlobus cleverly turns into a spore, disperses 
like shrimp larvae, then takes up residence in 
tubifex worms that live at the bottom of 
streams. An unsuspecting fish can run afoul of 
the parasite by ingesting the worm, but more 
often than not, it is the parasite that hunts the 
fish. After maturing in the worm the parasites 
cut themselves adrift once again then link to- 
gether with their buddigs to form an underwater 
drift net that a small fish can't escape. 
Whirling disease was first detected in Europe 
in 1893, but didn't immigrate to the U.S, inside 
processed fish from Denmark (or so it is 
thought) until 1956. By 1965 the pathogen had 
beaten a path to sunny California. Hatcheries 
are wonderful breeding rounds for disease, as 
was proven in New York once again when 
170,000 infected hatchery fish were destroyed 
in 1988. Today the parasite has infiltrated wild 
stocks i,t eleven of the United States and thrives 
in the over-populated hatcheries of nine others. 
Although it has been around the Western 
States for some three decades, whirling disease 
did not get a lot of attention until a few years 
ago when a whopping 90 per cent of the blue 
ribbon, wild rainbow trout population of 
Montana's Madison River died over a period of 
three years. A concern for anglers is the fact 
that their beloved rainbow trout are particularly 
vulnerable to the disease. Research scientists 
came up with the following list, ordered in de- 
gree of susceptibility: rainbow trout, sockeye 
sahnon, golden trout, cutthroat rout, brook 
trout, steelhead, chinook salmon, Atlantic sal- 
mon, brown trout, coho salmon, lake trout and 
splake. 
Since they are vectors for the disease but seem 
almost unaffected by it, brown trout pose a dif- 
ficult problem. There's a lesson here. Brown 
trout have been in North America such a long 
thne it's easy to forget hat they.originally came 
from Europe to North America in barrels. They 
arc exotics and problems congregate around ex- 
otic species. 
The extent of the concern over the spread of 
whirling disease was demonstrated in Denver 
last February when 300 specialists attended an 
international symposium devoted to the 
pathogen. It is clear from the Proceedings of thc 
conference that nobody can say why the disease 
affects some wild populations yet ignores 
others. For the most part, scientists are still 
chasing their tails when it comes to Myxsoma 
cerebratus. 
WD, slippery parasite that it is, has slithered 
down the Coimnbia system from the Grande 
Ronde and has been identified in steelhead in 
Washington Slate. Aatadromous fish are fish on 
the move capable of spreading disease over 
great distances. Some experts consider the 
threat insignificant. Nick Gayeski, 
guide/outfitter f om the Evergreen State, thinks 
it may well devastate both wild and tame Wash- 
ington salmon. 
WD is coming our way from another direction 
too. It's not a long way from the infected 
streams of Montana and Colorado to Alberta. 
Like Eurasian Millfoil, WD can be carried on 
boats, waders anchors and trailers, and in fish 
parts. Whirling disease has been identified in 
some chinook salmon in Oregon. Chinook sal- 
mon are known to stray into streams other than 
those in which they were spawned. It is entirely 
possible that a chinook or two could stray into a 
stream in southern Washington. After 
decomposing, the spores could infect the 
species of that river, and ultimately: roe from 
m,e of those fish might then be transported toa 
B.C. stream, 
Cal boys battle in Burnaby 
hosted top teams from all 
over the province. Six of 
this year's groups were 
ranked in the top-15. 
Cal's first game put them 
up against Pitt Meadows 
and it was a close-one. Ex- 
cellent eam play put the Cal 
squad over the top 68-67. 
The team was led of- 
fensively by Fraser deWalle 
with 23 points and Chesley 
Neufeld with 18 points. 
deWalle was also named 
Player of the Game. 
The next match put Cal up 
against tenth-ranked Ab- 
bots ford Christian Knights 
and their three giant 6'9" 
forwards. 
Cal was clearly daunted 
by their opponents in the 
first quarter, ending up 
down 27-11. But they 
rebounded in the second 
quarter with strong 
defensive pressure, especial- 
ly from Neii Hailey, closing 
the gap at half-time to 37- 
34. 
Cal came out strong in the 
third, even taking the lead 
with two minutes left in the 
quarter after impressive 
back-to-back three-point 
baskets by Chesley Neufeld 
and Dave Gardner. 
Unfortunately the lead 
was short-lived as Cal was 
hit by three disqualifying 
Our Kermode boys' basket- 
ball team came back from a 
prestigious Burnaby tourney 
last week having lost two of 
three games, but having 
won the respect of rival 
players and coaches alike. 
The Kermodes were 
without senior starters 
David Kelly and Carlo 
Desierto, but the rest of the 
squad played with such 
heart and determination they 
were rewarded with the 
"Brother McIntyre" award 
for the Most Sportsmanlike 
Team. 
The 16-team St. Thomas 
More Collegiate Chancellor 
Tournament January 8-11 
-, Icy exams 
TERRACE FIGURE skaters were busy this past weekend. They started with 
some tough testing on Friday morning and they finished up with a precision team 
exhibition on Monday evening. 
fouls, allowing Abby Chris- 
tian's monster forwards just 
the breathing room they 
needed to win game 87-78. 
The Kermodes never fully 
recovered from that battle 
royal. Their fatigue was 
noticeable in their final 
game against Holy Cross. 
Cal started out well, but 
faded badly in the second 
half to end up losing 74-62. 
Coach Cam MacKay says 
he was very impressed by 
the play of his young team. 
"On the whole, it was a 
great boost to the team," he 
says. "They proved that 
with Practice they can play 
with the ranked teams of the 
province." 
MacKay says the grade 
l ls in his lineup showed 
great improvement on the 
courts, especially Chesley 
Neufeld, who was recog- 
nized for his strong play by 
being placed on the 
"honourable mention" 
team. 
Both boys and girls 
Kermode teams will be back 
in action tonight at 
Caledonia against Rupert's 
Charles Hays. The 
Kermodes will also host the 
Rainmakers this weekend. 
No ice time 
for younger 
players 
A SEVERE shortage of ice 
time for more than 200 
youth hockey players over 
the next month has at least 
one father wondering if Ter- 
race can really afford to host 
events like the Northern BC 
Winter Games. 
About 219 Terrace Minor 
Hockey players in the Tyke, 
Novice and Atom divisions 
will lose all of their icc time 
for four of the next five 
weeks because of tourna- 
ments at the arena. 
That raises the ire of Steve 
Cullis, who's own,children ,be st/u~ out 6f their sport is 
are  some of those that got LMinor Hockey Week in 
bmnped. 
"I don't understand why 
they didn't spread out these 
tournaments more," Cullis 
says. "A lot of kids are 
going to miss out." 
Cullis says it's bad enough 
for some children to have 
ice times before 5:00 a.m.. 
Now, he says, youths who 
only get ice time on the 
weekends are having their 
sport literally taken away 
fiom them. 
" I  don't mind getting up 
early," "says Cullis. "It's 
not that they're getting less 
ice time N they're getting 
no ice time." 
Cullis says he even tried 
to book some ice in Granisle 
for the youths to play, but 
that town's arena is closed 
for repairs. 
Ironically, one of the 
weeks those 200 youths will 
Canada. For the young 
players affected, their only 
participation in the week 
will be watching a hockey 
game on TV. 
"We really need another 
arenas" says Cullis. "This 
just goes to show how bad 
the situation is." 
Native tournament a success 
Tournament organizer 
Lorne Campbell says the 
tournament was a real boost 
for the youths involved. 
"It turned out really 
well," he says. "The kids 
developed a lot of rela- 
tionships and made lots of 
new friends.' ' 
Organizers will meet Jan- 
uary 27 at the First Nations 
Educational Centre at 
Clarence Michiel school to 
plan future events. 
KITSUMKALUM'S first 
big basketball tournament 
two weekends ago at the 
new community centre was 
a big hit and organizers ay 
there's more to come. 
The two age-group tourna- 
ment drew teams from 
around the northwest for 
some high-calibre hoop ac- 
tion. 
First place in the 13-and- 
under category went to 
Kispiox who beat out the 
Terrace Wildcats in the like Player and Squires Out- That honour went to Terrace 
finals, standiug Player. Two in the younger age 
Meanwhile, in the 16-and- group. 
under category it was the "It turned out really Daniel Stephens and 
Skeeua Totems lipping past well. The kids (level- Nicolas Tait were both 
the Canyon City Warriors aped a lot of rela- recognized for their hustle, 
68-65 to take the tionships and made while Marvin Tait and 
championships. Jarma S. Kispiox were 
Leon Henry was the top lots of new friends." noted for their inspirational 
scorer for the champs with .Lorne Campbell- play. James Davis also 
33 points, while Jordan received honours for his 
Squires managed 29 points In the 16-and-unders, the sportsmanship and Jill 
for the Warriors. Henry was Firewalkers were voted Squires was voted Outstand- 
also voted Most Sportsman- Most Sportsmanlike Team. ing Player. 
Last ditch 
drive stops 
cancellations 
SPORTS WILL not have to be scratched fiom the lineup 
of the Northern BC Winter Games due to a lack of sleep- 
ing space for billeted athletes. 
A last-minute push last week for volunteers to house the 
950 athletes under the age of 18 resulted in a rush of com- 
munity support. 
"It was pretty crazy," says games coordinator Diana 
O'Brien. "Something like 300 people came through our 
door in one day." 
Early last week organizers were faced with 500 athletes 
"'It was pretty crazy. Something like 300 
people came through our door in one day." 
.Diana O'BHen. 
without a place to stay. But advertising and media pushes, 
along with telephone and door-to-door campaigning finally 
paid off. 
O'Brien says she's comfortable with the number of beds 
that have been made available, although she says the office 
isn't turning down any late-comers. 
"Some people might have to cancel at the last minute, so 
it's nice to have back-ups," she says. 
O'Brien also points out that volunteers are still needed to 
help with other aspects of the games - from setting up and 
taking down stages to security. 
"And score keepers m lots of them," she says. "There 
are going to be lots of events to keep track of. Hopefully 
we'll get some more volunteers to make it all happen." 
a Regional showdown 
CURLERS FROM around the northwest met at the Terrace Curling Club last 
weekend for the Men's Regional Playdowns, Some twenty teams participated, 
with the top three heading to the Interior Playdowns later this month, 
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1ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 RM. 
Display, Word Classified and Claeslfied Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
one  Saturday, Sunday or Monday, tho deadline ia 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid 
by either cashl VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insedion - $6.50 (+tax) $25,00 for 3 inches 
W, Advertiser 1 insertion $7.50 (+tax) •Additional t $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.00 (+tax) per column inch. 
,ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $5,00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.68 per column inch Pickup $3,50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo, $12.60 per column inch 
*Additional t $6.94 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location, 
The Terrace Standard reminds edvertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Acl to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads, Landlords can state a no-smoking preference, 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odginal documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be recaived by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that tha liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertissment as published 
shall he limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising, 
80 Wanted Miso . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
85 To Give Away Name Address  
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marina 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machlnary 
180 Pets 
190 Uvestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
Phone Start Date r ]  V ISA  [ ]  MASTERCARD 
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credit Card No. Exp i ry  Date~ 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
11 
16 
6 .65 
7.40  
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
;i 30:FORRENT 
:2 a 
7 
12  
17 
6.80 
7.55 
8 
13 
18 
6 .95 
7,70 
STANDARD 
4 
9 ¸ 
14 
19  
7 ,10  
5 
10 
15 
20 - $6.50 
7.25  
7,85 8.00 
For  longer  ~d,  ~lom3o UBO n sopn ,nto  ~11oot 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
200 acres, 80 cultivated, old 
house and trailer, $219,500. 
Write: Box 676 Vanderhoof B.C. 
VOJ 3AO. 
1 1/2 storey renovated 3 bed- 
room home. Nice landscaping 
and large sundeck. Roughed in 
full basement with potential for 
legal suite. Viewings by appt. 
only. $129,900. Call 635-7278. 
1270 SQ ft split level. In Thorn- 
hill, 4 bedrooms newly renovat- 
ed kitchen, c/w woodstove, n/g 
heat, 12  x 24 wired shop. 
Fenced landscaped yard, ask- 
in~ $179,000 Call 635-7081. 
1981 14 x 70 3 bedroom, front 
living room, with 5 appliances. 
$28,000. 14 x 70 3 bedroom 2 
full baths, new carpets, new 
line. Excellent condition. 
$20,500. 14 x 64 3 bedroom, 2 
appliances. $19,900. Blocked 
and leveled. Free Deliverylll 1- 
306-694-5455. 
2600 SQ ft house, 5 bedrooms, 
2 baths, modern decor, 2 years 
old, located on Terrace bench 
on Hatton St. Phone 638-1831 
to view. 
3 BEDROOM house in the 
Horseshoe close to School '&: 
park, finished basement, natu- 
ral gas heat, attached garage, 
sundeck. Asking $159,500. 
638-0185. 
ACREAGE: 36 acres - 3 we l l  
maintained rental buildings, 
right off Trans Canada Highway 
between Revelstoke and Si- 
camous B.C. secluded parcel, 
excellent business potential. 
Year round creek, natural 
springs, landscaped, gravel pit, 
in the heart of the mountains, 
fabulous views, $121,000. 1- 
250-837-5965. 
ALASKA JOBS! Earn up to 
$30,000 fishing three month 
Salmon season. Also, construc- 
tion, canneries, oil fiel(.3 and 
morel 1-(504) 429-9223 Ext. 
102583. 
AUSTRALIAN CHALET home, 
beautiful view over Kootenay 
lake and glacier, 18.31 acres. 
Owner must transfer. $255,000. 
Phone : (250) 227-9569, fax 
(250) 227-9562. 
CHIPPED APPLIANCES and 
fixtures? Call Altima Refinishing 
for repair. 1-250-638-6388. 
I IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, 3 
bdrm full basement approx- 
, imately 1050 sq ft, 3/4 acre fruit 
trees, excellent view of river 
and mountains. $139,000 or try 
your offer. Call Kathy 638-7687. 
JACKPINE FLATS: 5100 sq fl 
of comfortable living, 1700 sq fl 
on main. 3 bedrooms, den, 
country kitchen, main bath, ja- 
cuzzi tub, walk in closet in mas- 
ter bedroom, 1700 sq ft full 
basement semi finished. 3 bed- 
rooms, full bath, rec room, 750 
sq ft carpert, 750 sq ft shop 
heated, wired, finished work 
bench, storage 10' high x 12' 
wide door. 200 sq ft storage 
shed, heated, wired, insulated 
on over 2 acres. $259,000 obo 
for appointment o view, call 
635-2862. 
OUR STRESS REDUCER 
MORTGAGE can slash your 
payments, or provide cash. You 
only require EOUITY in property 
or mobile. Call Intel Financial 
Inc., Members Better business 
bureau, phone 638-6211. 
SOUTHSIDE TWO bedroom 
house, full basement, n/g heat 
and h/w ask ng pr ce $87,500. 
Call after 6 pm, 635-9624. 
THE GEM OF the Shuswap, 
Salmon Arm, BC, 5 acres on 
main hwy. Set up for horses, 
fenced and cross fenced. Also 
deluxe modern heated 19 run 
dog kennels and cattery. Excel- 
lent opportunity to work at home 
with 1300 sq ft 3 bedroom 
home with rented 3 bedroom 
basement suite. Asking only 
$239,000. For more into contact 
Bob Dunn. 1-800-890-9166. 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. Call Altima Refin- 
ishin.q. 1-250-638-6388. 
WELL MAINTAINED house, 3 
bedroom plus 1, n/g. Good 
area, $123,000. Call 638-7691. 
LARGE SELECTION of reno- 
vated 12' and 14' wide homes, 
starting at $8,500 and $15,200. 
New 1997 14 x 70, $42,900. 
Will deliver. Jandel Homes. 1- 
403-478-1404. 
- -  Kermod  Park 
HOMES FOR SALE 
SRI Manufactured Home, 2 bedrooms & 2 
baths. Skylights, jacuzzi tub, built in 
microwave. Completely set. Has to be seen. 
Triple E Manufactured Home, 2 bedrooms, 2 
baths, acrylic block windows, corner jaccuzi, 
fireplace, lots of extras. This home could be 
for you. 
Call 635-5350 
L. ; : J L  :. !.11--.. 
• ; : . .:::'j 
3223 Brook Street  
• 1.57 acres zoned M-2 ,2,400 square foot shop 
• Steel frame and beam shop • 3 overhead oors 
• New radiant natural gas heat • Office area and storage 
• Concrete floor-6" deep on 2 bays 
$230,000 MLS 
She i ia  Love 
63 3004 
Terrace 
1984 14 x 71 mobile home, 
vaulted ceiling, 4 appliances, no 
wood paneling. $28,000.00 de- 
livered. 1980 nabco 14 x 70, 4 
appliances $22,000.00 deliv- 
ered. Five other mobile homes 
to choose from. 1-800-809- 
8041. 
KERMODE PARK home sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring modular 
homes and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
MOBILE HOMES: take advan- 
tage of low interest ratesl Own 
your own home for $13,000. 
and/or $15,000. Each 2 bed- 
room mobile is set up in a quiet 
park. Own one and use the oth- 
er as a rental to help with your 
own mortgagel Landlordsl pick 
up an extra $1,100/month in- 
come for only $28,0001 Call 
635-4133 for more information. 
SRI 2 bedroom manufactured 
homes, completely set-up in Io- 
cal park. Close to schools. Call 
635-5356. 
1 BDRM appartment on site 
management. No pets. Ref. 
required. 638-7725 
2 BEDROOM apartment avail- 
able immediately. Call 635- 
5136 or 635-6428 
2 BEDROOM mobile home in 
Thornhill. Suitable for working 
couple. References required. 
No pets, available immediately, 
$650 per month. Call 635-1326 
and leave messacle. 
2 BEDROOM trailer in Terrace 
trailer park includes w/d, non 
smokers, no pets. $650 per 
month. Phone 635-2022 after 6 
pm. 
3 BDRM house with garage, 
available immediately, suitable 
for professional adults. No 
smoking or pets please. Refer- 
ences required, $850 per 
month. Call 635-5081 after 3 
Dm. 
3 BEDROOM suite close to 
hospital and school. No pets, 
non smoker. Utilities included, 
$900 per month. Phone 638- 
0315. 
4 BDRM house for rent. Fridge 
and stove included. Ref's and 
damage deposit required. 
Phone 635-2896 or 638-1967. 
AVAILABLE FOR non smoker, 
shared accommodations close 
to bus route. Phone 638-8608 
after 5 pm. 
CLEAN, QUIET 2 bedroom du- 
plex in Thornhill for 1 or 2 non- 
smokers. No pets (turtles ok), 
f:las heat $525. Call 635-4200. 
EXECUTIVE HOME for lease. 
Prefer working professional 
couple, Prefer non smokers. No 
pets, Phone 638-0495 or 635- 
1764. 
LARGE 3 bedroom basement 
executive home (new) in quiet 
new neibourhood in bench 
area, double garage, gas fire- 
place, etc. Owner will look at 
any proposed real estate 0r per- 
haps rent to purchase agree- 
ments. $1150.00 plus damage 
deposit. Call 632-6249 for more 
into. 
all, 
* "WE PAY For Your Heat & 
Hot Water" 
• "WE PROVIDE Mini Blinds' 
• "WE PROVIDE Laundff 
Room Facilities' 
, "WE ARE PROFESSIONAL 
AND LiVE ON SITE" 
VIEWPOINT APTS. 
632-4899 
KULDO COURTS. 
632-2450 
Kitimat, BC 
LOOKING FOR a responsible 
working roomate, male or fe- 
male. Pets allowed, non smoker 
preferred. To inquire call or 
leave a messaqe at 635-0612. 
NEW 2 bedroom units in 4 plex. 
5 appliances, n/g fireplace, mini 
storage, $850 per month. 1 
available immediately, 3 avail- 
able Feb 1/97. Phone 638-2071 
or 635-4954 evenin.qs. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq fl, c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875.00 per month. 
#2609 Braun St, Terrace. Call 
632-6636. 
ONE ACRE with privacy on the 
bench, house with modern addi- 
tion, large wired shop, green- 
house and more. Asking 
$139,900. Call 638-8134. 
ONE BEDROOM BEDROOM 
basement suite, close to town, 
no pets, $600, includes all utili- 
ties need references plus 
$300.00 damage deposit avail- 
able Feb. 1/97. Call 638-8874. 
ROOMATE WANTED to share 
a 2 bedroom aPartment in ter- 
race. $3001month; Non-smoker 
preferred~ Call Peter 635-1380. 
SPACIOUS AND attractive one 
bedroom suite. Private en- 
trance, 4 appliances, non 
smoker, references required, 
$650 per month. Call 638-0436. 
SUMMIT SQUARE, clean; quiet 
2 bedroom apartments, avail- 
able Fe~. 1 and Mamh 1. $600 
a month 635-7058. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite available on bench Feb, 
1/97. No smoking or pets, suit- 
able for quiet working couple. 
Security deposit required. $675 
utilities included, Call 635-2413. 
TWO BEDROOM home on the 
bench including 3 appliances, 
850 sq ft on 4,5 acres. No dogs, 
references please, $750 per 
month plus utilities, immediate 
occupancy. Call Ted 635-5619 
leave a messacle. 
UPPER LEVEL of a house, in 
town. 4 appliances, $850 per 
month includes heat/hydro, 
available immediately. Refer- 
ences required, non smoker, no 
pets, 635-6187. 
UPSTAIRS OF house for rent, 
2 1/2 bedrooms, washer, dryer 
and utilities included. No smok- 
ing, nice garden and green- 
house. Call 638-7608 apd leave 
a message. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets • 
Call: 635-4478 
5000 SQ. ft. warehouse with 
dock level loading. For more 
information, call 635-2801. 
I 
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABE 
450 square feet, $595/month 
all inclusive in the 
ALMARLIN BUILDING, 
3215 l~by St, Terrace, BC 
635-7191 
I 
FOR RENT ORLEASE 
1008 sq. ft. of office or retail 
s~ca in Thornhill. 
Good location, reasonable 
rent. Available Immediately 
(604) 849-5080 
A MARRIED couple from Banff 
looking for house, 1/2 duplex or 
apartment. No children or pets. 
Ref's available. Phone 1-403- 
762-0349. 
10 LOADS OF cottonwood saw 
logs. 1979 John Deere 740 
lineskidder, runs well. $12,000 
and GST. Call 635-2652. 
BV MEATS. Pork $1.55 
cut/wrap. Grain fed beef, $1.75 
cut/wrap. We make great sau- 
sa¢le too! Call 846-5691. 
PROPANE HOT water heater, 
$175. Sony Hi8 video camera 
$900. Supplies for 6 complete 
bee hives $1200. Call 842- 
6737. 
SOFA/RECLINER ROCKER 
$1,200. Washer/dryer $600. 
Portable dishwasher $300. 
Convection range $800. Glider 
rocker $300. Call 638-7770. 
WELL SEASONED firewood for 
sale will deliver. Phone 635- 
6910. 
'r"'BUY OR SELL j 
i Tupperware 
I KAREN MATTEIS 
:l 635 .7810 Pacific 
I FRESH SEAFOOD 
HALIBUT * SHRIMP 
CRAB • SOLE • COD 
GIIAIII~ ~Ui~ 81EAR)OD 
Tel/Fax 638-1050 
"The Keys to Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I
looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Bidhdays or 
• Graduation;~ 
Assessments ('4( - )) 
• Evoluofions 
T,,.,.,~, Ki~e~, ////// 
Prince Rupert " ~/  
Toll Free 1-800-665-7998 
PH/FAX 63S-7532 
Blanket 
Yellowhead 
Classified 
Your ad will appear in 
Terrace Standard 
* Smithers Interior News 
= Prince George Free 
Press 
e Houston Today 
e Burns Lake Lakes District 
News 
VanderhooF Express 
* Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
• Kifimat Sentinel 
One issue in seven communities 
for four weeks. 
1 
Call Classifieds at 
f 
WELCOME~I~I~ 
' "I4< 9,Oo  
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are:  
Ela ine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Barb 635-4842 
Gi l l ian 635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
,~e of us a call. j 
'91 Mazda 323 in excellent run- 
ning condition. 77,000 km's no 
rust. Asking 6000. '94 Dodge 
Colt still under warranty excel- 
lent shape. 49,000 kms. Asking 
$8000. 1989 Ford 3/4 ton 4x4 in 
good condition. Asking $5500. 
Call 635-9530. 
1980 STOCK Camaro Berlinet- 
ta. Well maintained, $3,000 
OBO, 635-8200. 
1986 FORD Escort GT. Alpine 
stereo & speakers, sun roof, 
new front tires, grey & black. 
Motor in excellent condition. 
$3500.00 abe. Phone 635- 
8200. 
1993 GMC 4x4, 10,500 kms, 
350, 5 speed, box liner, new 
tires, exc., $15,000. 1993 Arctic 
Cat 550 low (~ms, exc, $4800. 
1983 Ford 4x4, 3 speed, new 
ties, new parts, $3000, good 
condition. 1-604-694-3675. 
1994 SPORTY red Honda Ci- 
vic. Special edition, 5 speed, 
stereo, all season plus 4 stud- 
ded winter tires. Excellent con- 
dition, $13,000.00 Call 1-250- 
692-7806. 
1995 CHRYSLER Cirrus, fully 
loaded. 38,000 kms, black ex- 
cellent condition. $17,900, call 
847-5435. 
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT 
seized/surplus vehicles. Low as 
$100. BMW's, Cadillacs, Che- 
Ws, Fords, Porsches plus. 
trucks and vans. Amazing 
recorded message reveals de- 
tails. Toll free 1-888-894-2796. 
1978 GMC 3/4 ton camper spe- 
cial with 10.5 It camper, canopy 
and chains included $4000. Call 
638-7770. 
1979 FORD 4x4 Bronco, with 
plow angle blade. $4000 638- 
8807. 
1988 JEEP Cherokee 230 kms, 
4.0 6 cylinder, A/T, 4 wd, $3500 
firm, Call 635-3952 after 5:00, 
635-6334 8 - 5. 
1989 FORD E250 cargo van. 
Auto o/d, natural gas conver- 
sion, dual fuel, fresh white 
paint, excellent mechanical 
shape. $8,300 635-2202. 
1990 DODGE Grand Caravan 
S.E. $10,500 abe. Phone 635- 
7292. 
1990 NISSAN pathfinder, S.E~ 
fully loaded, excellent condition, 
two door, new tires, price: 
$14,500. Call 636-2518 or 636- 
2271. 
CHAIRMAN 
OF THE 
BORED? 
Call 1-900-451-4733 Ext. 21 
To listen to these area singles describe 
themselves and to leave them a message. 
At a charge of $1.99 per minute. 
You must be 18 years or older to use lhls service. 
CAN WE TALK? HAPPY & OUTGOING NO GAME PLAYERS 
SWF, 21, 5'7 °, blue eyes, 
student, en oys going out. 
seeks ru hfu, ou going, 
fun SWM, Ad#,7846 
SAVE THE OAYI 
SWM. 23, 5'7", 1501bs. 
medium bulld, brown 
halt/eyes, fun.loving, 
employed, enjoys flshlng. 
comp[n O, seeking Ir~ter- 
estlng, fun, active SF, 
Ad#,7294 
THE SEARCH IS ON 
SWE, 30, 5'I", fu11-tIgured, SWM, 44. 5'10", 200tbs,, 
blonde hair, blue eyes, secu;Ity guard, enjoys 
Iovlng, coilng, enjoys flshlng, huntlng,complng, 
horseback tiding, 4. hovering, seeks honest. 
wheeling, outdoors, seek- 
ing ramily.oflented SM, slncete SF. Ad#.2000 
who 10vas children end NICESMILE 
animals. Ad#R053 a Outgoing SWM, 47, 5'10", 
NO GAME PLAYERS brown hail/eyes, 
SWF, 30, 5'1", blonde hair, employed; enjoys the 
biuo eyes, employed, outdoors, wlltlno, moun. 
coting, loving, fun. ta~ biking, guns, seeks 
humorous, enjoys read .  intelligent, Independent, 
SNCM. 24, mecllum bulld, Ing, horseback tldlng, odvenlurous, humorous 
comlcaL outgoing, owns outdoor octMtles, seeks '~WF N;S Ad# 9382 
a grocery store, enjoys coring, hone'if, sincere " ! , ' ! 
blngo, soccer, hockey, SWM. Ad#.9986 ~ SEEKING COMPANION 
seeks ca,ng, outing SF. i'M SiitL WA .N= Generou~ sen~tive SW~, who enjoys talking things 
over. Ad#.7756 SNCM, 35 logger, en}oys 48,. 5'.7~, 1101bs,. bi0nde 
SINCERE GUY biking, walks, long drives, neff, D[ue eyes. unioys 
seeks nice, honest, t dancing, singing, walks, 
Hu~orousSWM, 25, 5'8". attiacllve, oasygolng seeks attractive, klnd, 
1551bs,, brown haltleyes, employed, en~oys hlklng, SWE Ad~,9592 gentle, humorous SWM, sk,ng, camping, see. rUN.~OWNG Ad#,t98~ 
nice. outgoing, humorous SW morn, 42, $'. biunettel GOOD DRESSER? 
SM. Ad#.5324 blue eyes, attractive, SWF, 48, 5'7% 110(bs., 
SHARE MY UFE employed, humorous, 
SNCM, 28, 160fl~,. t::~own creative, en oys outdoor anfacflve, klnd. oulgo- 
actlvflles, muslc may es, ing, humorous, enjoys he /eyes. employed enjoys skllng, hlklng, dancl:~g, walks, boating, sewing, knH11ng,.danclng, 
hockey, outdoor octivl- seeks honest, humorous, sLngmg, seeking on 
ties, seeks honest, carlng, pelsonabie SWM, N/S. attractlve, weft-groomed. 
easygoing SWF, Ad#,4268 AdI.4655 humorous SM. Ad#,5789 
Call 1-800-995-6909 Ext. 21 
to place your FREE ad in Touch Tone Personals, 
, a doting column for today's successful slngles., 
Questions? Call customer service at 1-800-647-3782 
See the - Personals each 
week in the Weekend Advertiser. 
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Terrace 
Chrysler Ltd. 
'96 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
Automatic, A/C, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cruise, Tilt 
831,995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Automatic, Air Conditioning, 
Cruise, Tilt 
$17,588 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
$18,995 
FOR[ 
'95 Chev Tahoe 
4dr, 4x4, loaded, super clean 
$36,995 
'95 Ford Contour 
Automatic, A/C, Cruise 
was $15,995 now 814,995 
'95 Ford F-150 4x4 
NC, Tilt, Cruise 
was $22,588 now $21,§88 
'94 Ford 4x4 
Extra Cab 
5 Speed, Stereo, 
Cassette, NC 
818,995 
'93 Ford F-350 4x4 
8 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Diesel 
was $19,995 now $18,985 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stere0, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,095 
'92 Ford 4x4 
5 Speed, Canopy 
was $14,995 now $13,995 
'91 Ford Bronco 
Automatic, NC, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
was $15,995 now $13,995 
'91 Ford F-350 4x4 
Power Windows & Door 
Locks, Cassette, Tilt & more 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'91 Ford 4x4 
Automatic, Cruise, Tilt, NC, 
Power Windows & Locks 
814,995 
'90 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, h'C, Tilt, 
Cruise, Canopy 
was $10,995 now $0,095 
'96 Sunfire 
5 Speed, Stereo/Cassette 
$14,995 
'g5 GMC 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed 
820,999 
'95 GMC 
Suburban 4x4 
Loaded 
$34,895 
'94 Chev Cavalier 
Automatic, Cassette/Stereo 
$10,995 
'94 Pontiac Grand Prix 
Auto, Leather, Loaded 
$20,995 
~ISC.  
'94 Nissan Pathfinder 
5 Speed, Stereo/Cassette, 
Power Wind, & Locks, Cruise 
$24,995 
'93 Mazda MPV Van 
Automatic, 7 Passenger, 
Cassette/Stereo 
$15,494 
'93 Mazda MPV Van 
Auto,, Tilt, Cassette/Stere0 
All Wheel Drive 
$17,995 
'95 Toyota Tacoma 
5 Speed 
$21,995 
'94 Toyota Camry 
Automatic, Power Locks & 
Windows, Cruise & More 
$10,895 
'94 Toyota 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt, 
Cassette/Stereo 
$10,095 
ce 
on 
-S 
VIe TOR P. HA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
Terrace 
Chrysler Ltd. 
4912H~w. 16West 
635-6558 
1-800-313-6558 
O~. 59~7 
3 TON propane GMC truck with 
20" box ramp and 2500 LB ca- 
pacity, conventional gate, Ex- 
cellent condition. Best offer. 1- 
250-632-7057. 
4X4 GMC Tracker 1990 
Hard/metal roof, automatic 
transmission, new tires, brakes 
and paint, top shape. Lady own- 
er, a deal at $7,700 with only 
93,000 kms, Call evenings 847- 
5095. 
'87 PLYMOUTH Voyager van, 
7 passenger, automatic, 4 cylin- 
der, immaculate condition, new 
radiator and tune up. $5500 
abe. Phone 638-0021. 
HIGH QUALITY hay & straw 
(delivered from Alberta), square 
bales only. 847-4083. 
THE TACK Store. Start thinking 
about Christmas. Everything for 
the horse lover. T-shirts, mugs, 
Brayer horses, Order by Oct 15 
to avoid disappointment. Open 
Wednesday - Saturday. 10 - 4 
pm, Call 846-9863, 
FOUND - a silver medallion -
printed one side. Looks like 
someone accidental dropped it 
in a Christmas charity donation 
box. To claim call 635-7412 
clays ask for Nelson. Evenings 
phone 635-3731. 
LOST GLOVES. A little boy has 
lost his hockey Coho gloves at 
the arena on Monday Jan 13 af- 
ter Cam skate. Name is written 
inside gloves. Please call 635- 
5136. 
1981 FORD C class, OK for 
Okanogan, 23.5 ft motorhome. 
Low miles, loaded, GRC, 
$15,000 abe. Call 638-7650. i 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 
668-1447 or I nternet www.voya- 
fler-R.V, com. 
1975 NORTON 850 cc Com- 
mando electric start. Original 
$6500 abe. 847-5095. 
1976 OLYMPIC skidoo. Needs 
work $400.00 638-8807. 
1994 V-max 600 ST, ski skins, 
cover, hitch, 1700 km, single 
PSI pipe. 1.5" long track with 
one year warranty. 1-250-692- 
4282. 
1997 700 YAMAHA stinger, 
pipe and light skis. Asking 
$9500. Call evenings, 635- 
2126. 
ARCTIC WILD cat 700. Tuned 
pipes, 2 inch track, mountain 
bar, new, 9post  clutch. 2,000 
miles. $51000 flrrfl. Phone 1- 
250-632-4655. 
16 FT. fiberglass wood river 
boat 50 hp. Merc. Jet. Comes 
with trailer. Exc. running 
condition $2,200. 638-8809. 
1994 530B grapple skidder, 
1993 RB 330L Cat Log loader, 
1977 966C forks, buckets and 
blades, 1980 D6D with integeral 
arch, 638-9331 or leave a rues- 
#1 NEW Year Resolution. Diet, 
lose up to 30 Ibs in 30 days. 
Programs starting at $30. Ma- 
gic! Phone toll free 1-888-858- 
8021, fax 1-604-858-8471; 
46 YEAR old school teacher 
with young daughter, smoker, 
s/d, wishes to correspond with 
family oriented man who works 
hard and is kind. Please reg- 
ister all mail. Photo and phone 
# please. Natasha Galkina, 72 
Gaydara St., Apart - 36, Odes- 
sa - 78, UKRAINE, 270078. 
AI-rRACTIVE 5'10', DWM n/s 
s/d mid-40's seeks discrete, at- 
tractive, confident, emotionally 
secure woman for companion- 
ship/relationship. Box 20317, 
Smithers, B.C. VOJ 3PO. 
DID YOU know that.....? Within 
three weeks of conception - be- 
fore the mother even knows she 
is pregnant - the tiny heart of 
her preborn child is already 
beating, circulating blood 
throughout a system separate 
from the mother's. Terrace Pro- 
Life, Box 852, Terrace 635- 
9552. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messa~e. 
GIRLSt GIRLSt Girls[ Talk to 
them livel 1-900-451-5302 ext 
2741. $3.99 per minute. Must 
be 18 years. Procall Co. 1-602- 
954-7420. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
WANTED BY tall, handsome 
Scorpio business man, attrac- 
.live,35 - 50 yr old fit, romantic, 
semi, free spirited, 5'5" - 5'9" 
tall, financially secure lady with 
good sense of humor who likes 
sports (particularly golf and 
downhill skiing), traveling, ro- 
mantic dinners, dancing, and 
music. For casual dating, com- 
panionship and good times, 
Serious replies only, with photo 
please. Photos will be returned, 
thank you. reply to File 37, Ter- 
race Standard 3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace B.C. V8G 5R2, 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE & PERSONAL 
saqe at 638-1639. ~TEO # I IN CANADA 
EVANEy NAYS TALK 
1994 T445 Timbco (feller- UVE S oa T 
buncher) 22" quadco head, 
2800 hrs. $260,000 (992-8482 I ,o~ ~ aw~== 
or 747-4688). 
1994 T445 Timben ~ I cAaI'a ~ mc.,cs 
buncher), 22" quadco head, ,j i -900-451-4055 
2800 hrs. $260,000. (992-8284 -I 24 HRS. $2 .99/min  - 18+ 
or 747.4688). I 
KH41 KUBOTA mini excavator 
on rubber track digs 8 feet, 3 
buckets with quick change, live 
thumb 38 inches wide, 4000 hr 
$13500 plus GST. Call 624- 
5964. 
MASSEY FERGUSON 2-135 
industrial tractor c/w loader 
(bucket and blade), P.S., diff 
lock, 3 p.h., $7700 delivered. 
Also JD2130 c/w loader, 847- 
4083. 
6 MAREMMA livestock guar- 
dian puppies, all female, ready 
to qo, $200 842-5834. 
HUSKY PUPPIES for sale, 
good far dog sledding and great 
as a family pet. Asking $200. 
Call 638-8375. 
PUREBRED SPRINGER Span- 
iel to a good home, 8 months 
old, $100. Call 635-6187 for' 
more information. 
THE TACK STORE, Everything 
for the horse lover, Gifts, har- 
ness and saddlery. 4 kms. out 
of Telkwa on Skillhorn Road. 
Wednesday to Saturday, 10 am 
- 4 pm or by appointment 846- 
9863. 
C.E.F. CERTIFIED level 2 
coach. Jill O'Neil is in Terrace 
for a clinic Jan 24 - 26. For 
more into call 635-7250. 
FIRST AND second cut alfal- 
fa/grass mix. Square bales, 
Braeside road. Phone 1-250i- 
567-4945. 
HAY FOR sale, good quality 
square and round bales, ti- 
mothy, brome and reed canary 
grass or alfalfa hay, No rain, 
large quantities. Phone (250) 
690-7218. 
HAY FOR sale.Firewood $40/ 
pickup load. Call Glen 638- 
0254, 
I 
AREYOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even Just 1o talk. 
Battering is not o.k[ 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
i 
OUR HEART felt thanks to Dr. 
Vanherk who through the years 
has so faithfully served during 
Webb's struggle with chronic 
~sthma and pneumonia. Thank 
¢ou also to Dr. Phillips and Dr. 
<enyan. The Westerhot family. 
OUR STRESS REDUCER 
MORTGAGE can slash your 
payments, or provide cash. You 
only require EQUITY in property 
or mobile. Members Better 
Business Bureau. Call Intel Fi- 
nancial Inc., 638-8211. 
acknowledges the generous support 
of the following for our 
Dairy Queen Brazier Restaurant 
Copperside Store IV 
Red Carpet Food Services 
Overwaitea Foods 4 
Absolute Cleaning Services: 
.~eXperienced, bondable maid 
trice, references available 
upon request, no job too big or 
too small. Renovation clean up, 
contract rates, daily, weekly or 
monthly, your need is our de- 
sire. Call 635-6647, Dorothy. 
A'rFENTION SMALL business- 
es, why pay high accounting 
fees for your bookkeeping 
needs? For confidential, profes- 
sional bookkeeping service. 
~lanual or Computer call 635- 
1592. 
'Round The C lock  
Freshness 
Make Your Choice From a 
Wide Variety of Baked 
Goods, Soups Chili, 
Sandwiches and Bagels. 
Made Fresh Daily. Enjoy 
Your Choice with Our 
Famous Coffee. 
Two Locations To Serve 
You Better 
I OPEN 24 HOURS A BAY i 
635-2662 
4655 Lakelse, Tel'race 
SHEENA MALL FOOD COURT 
MALL HOURS 
You*re h lw~s ~T I r . c  For'llm l[or~ons 
DO YOU Need Some R & R? 
Come to Lakeside Retreat for a 
B & B weekend and enjoy being 
pampered. Rainbow trout, 12' 
boat & gourmet meals. "Sweet- 
heart Special", family package 
or give yourself a treat. Phone 
1-604-573-4549. Pinantan 
Lake, Kamloops. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink-reglaze ill Color chang- 
es and chip repairs available. 
Call 562-8766 or 567-4171. 
FULLY LICENSED childcare; 
full and part time, openings 
available. Affernoon's evenings 
& overni~lht only. Call 638-8303. 
MOM OF 2 w/previous home 
daycare experience looking to 
take in children. Has Childsafe 
First Aid and childcare course. 
Call Deb 635-0550. 
THE BULKLEY River House, 
relax, renew, rekindle...Fully 
self-contained 2 bedroom 
chalet, Smithers. Daily rates. 
Phone 847-0267 email: nwplan 
@mail.netshop 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. 1-250-638-6388. 
Gaff Oemmitt ~ 
f Dec.9/1990 ? 
Jerry and Amber Demmilt 
Jan 22/1993 
Father & Daughter 
THE DEMMITTS ? 
The snows are deep 
As yet we weep ~ i  
The years go by 
, But still we cry 
" You are gone ~1 
But not forgotten 
Forever emembered, forever ~ 
~. oved by the one~ you kh 
behind. 
AIMEE ROBERT 
LAVOIE 
June 17, 1918 - Jan. 16, 1997 
Almee is survived by his wife 
Alma, sons Raymond, Robert, 
Roland, Lawrence and David 
and daughters Lorraine, Betty, 
Shirley, Carol and Diane. As 
well as 32 grandchildren and 5 
great grandchildren. Brothers 
Pete and Claude and sister 
Renee. 
Married at Cabana, Sask. in 
1941 they moved to Nelson, 
B.C, in 1950. After numerous 
moves they finally settled in 
Terrace in 1969. Aimee served 
in the army between 1942 and 
1945. Almee and Alma have 
lived in Twin River Estates for 
the past 6 years. 
270:,OBITUARIES :. 
: : i 
Robert Jens 
Keeler 
passed away suddenly Jan. 13, 
1997 el the age of 29 years. Rob 
was horn in McBride, B.C. and 
raised in Terrace. 
He married Brenda Loginski 1989. 
They resided in Salmon Arm, B.C. 
Rob is survived by his loving wife 
Brenda and 3 sons, Justin, Robert 
& Trevor, his fnlher Joe Kenhr, 
molher Lynda Dnvis, brother Joe 
Keehr, sister Kalhie Keehr, nieces 
and nephews, ounls, uncles & 
cousins, 
We shell remember him wilh love 
evethsling and miss him dearly. 
COLIN WARNER ~ 
SINCLAIRE 
passed away peacefully 
after a long struggle with 
diabetes on January 11, 
1997, in Mills Memorial 
Hospital in Terrace, B.C. 
Predeceased by his 
brother, Temple. Colin is 
survived by his sister 
Teresa in Kelowna, and 
sister-in-law Alice in 
Victoria, and their child- 
ren. A prospector in 
northern Canada and 
throughout British 
Co umBia mast of his life, 
Colin spent lhe last twelve 
ears in the Skeena 
Iley. At his passing he 
was a resident of 
TerrGceview Lodge. His 
family expresse~] their 
.qratitude br  the many 
I~indnesses Colin receiv~ 
from his friends and from 
the care-givers at 
Terraceview and Kitlmat 
extended care facilities. A 
family memorial service 
will be held in Victoria. 
Cremation services pro- 
vided by Mackay's 
Funeral Services Ltd. 
CHEVSKY GRAHAM I1 
September 3, 1976 - January 6, 1996 I| 
Son, brother, grandson, nephew, cousin, friend I I  
I I  
To live with small means, I I  
to seek elegance rather than luxury, I I  
and refinement rather than fashion, Ig 
to be worthy not respectable, and wealthy, not rich I |  
to study hard, think quietly, talk gently, I I  
act frankly, to listen to stars and birds, I I  
babes and sages, with open hearts, to bear | l  
all cheerfully, do all bravery, await occasions, I l l  
hurry never in a word, to let the spiritual | |  
unbidden and unconscious, grow up th'r0ugh the common. | |  
~Th is  is to be my symph0ny. ,:, 
# ~  - William Every Chann ing(1% 
P lent i fu l  
P reserves  
PRIZE WINNING ANTIPASTO, JAMS AND CHUTNEY.S 
Jeff Town Pho.e# 
(250) 635 3259 
3675 Walnut Dr. Fax # 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 5G1 (250) 635 0186 
PIONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s ince 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
3901 Dabble St. 
Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 
3 
i 
~.J  (~ .~ Desktop Publishingphone 638-0877bY Lee Burkitt 
// ~ '~ Business Image Design • Small Volume Publishing 
/ / )  Computer Tutoring 
I OLDSALUA  anll gecgcHng . . . . . . .  . .............. :~- : : :  7 : : I~ ] ~ ~ii~i ii " ':;: ~: !"~7;~:~-~, . . . . . . .  .... ::::: Coppcri Aluminum, Brass, Lead, Stainkss ~i~! 
.:.::: :: :: ::.:: :: :Batteries; l Beams~ Pipe; Stc~l :::i!:i :: ii:i:i!  i:: i ~iii:ii:!i;i :~ 
GUS NEHRING 
3976 Old Lakelse Lake Rd., Terrace, B.C. 
Tel: (250) 635-1228 • Fax: (260) 635-8151 
~:~:*~i:i:: " • email • internal access 
:~ :~ • web pages • training 
Terrace's only locally owned full service 
internet provider. 
RGS Internet Services 
4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph.: 635-3444 
Fax: 635-9727 email: sales@kermode.net 
CABINET SUPPLIER looking 
for dealers in your area. Quality 
product. For more information 
call 1-250-564-7766 ask for 
Barry. 
DISTRIBUTORSHIP FOR all of 
the West Kootenay's. great po- 
tential for couple or 2 partners. 
Yearly sales approximately 
$5,000,000. Asking price 
$50,000. Reply to Box 873, 
Smithers, B.C., VOJ 2NO. 
EARN $5,000 per month from 
$100 investment. Give me 20 
minutes to show you how to 
solve $$$$ 0roblems. (250) 
567-5113, fax (250) 567-5350 
Dont Wait! $$$$ 
FOR SALE: tanning salon. Call 
635-3071. Serious inqu=ries 
only. 
FORCED SALE due to health. 
Take advantage of the low in- 
terest rates & own a turn key, 
successful, diversified, contra- 
cting business. Includes vehi- 
A GROWTH opportunity awaits 
the success-minded self-moti- 
vated individual who is accept- 
ed into cur training program. 
For those students with market- 
ing, hiring and training skills, 
fast promotions to Branch and 
division responsibilities are in 
store. Call 635-3066 for an in- 
terview and ask for Kathy. 
ALASKA JOBSI Earn up to 
$30,000 in three months fishing 
salmon. Also construction, can- 
neries, oil fields. Guaranteed. 1- 
(504) 641-7778. Ext 0565K3. 
CERTIFIED HEAVY DUTY me- 
chanic. Must have B.C. Inspec- 
tion certificate. Apply at: Bulkely 
River Truck & Trailer Repair at 
Houston. Phone 845-7785 and 
ask for Gord. 
CONSULTANTS NEEDED to 
show Princess House crystal, 
cookware, giftware and ceramic 
dinnerware at home parties. 
Earn $80 - $200 for 4 hrs work. 
No inventory to buy, no experi- cle, equipment, attachments, 
accessories, tools etc. Will train. • ence necessary. Must have car 
Reply to', Manager, RR 3, site 9, and phone. 1-604-796-3025. 
comp 230 Terrace, B.C. V8G 
4R6. All inquiries strictly confi- 
dential. 
WANT TO be self employed? 
Well established home based 
business for sale in Houston 
area. Call Sherille 1-250-692- 
3821. 
"HOMEWORKERS URGENT- 
LY neededl Up to $20/houd Po- 
sitions include product assem- 
bly, telephone work and publi- 
cation distribution. Easyl No 
selling. No experience neces- 
sary. FREE information, rush 
large SASE: Homewcrkers. 
6021 Yonge St, Suite 1012- 
C11, Toronto, M2M 3W2." 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY: 1. 
Light delivery driver, days & 
nights, must have own car, ex- 
cellent rate of pay. 2. Tele- 
phone sales people, Monday to 
Friday, 4:30 pm to 8:30 pm, $7 
per hour. 3. Secretary 3:30 pm 
to 8:30 pm, $7 per hour. Call 
Bill starting Jan 13, 1997, 635- 
9172. 
NINE TO five care required for 
four month old infant, Horse- 
shoe or southside. ASAF, our 
home if possible $251day. Call 
Michele 635-1494, 9 - 5. 
PERSON OR couple for house- 
keeping and caretaker duties 
for an elderly gentleman. Ac- 
comodations are provided for 
more information call 638-7818 
EXPERIENCED EXCAVATOR 
operator required, Fax resume 
with references to 559-8318. 
HAIRWAVES SALON & Tan- 
ning looking for creative person- 
ality to join their team clientele 
an asset hours and wages ne- 
gotiable. Phone 635-5727 to 
apply. 
JOURNEYMAN H.D. mechanic 
required for maintenance and 
repair of 230' self propelled 
barge and related equipment. 
This is a full time position at our 
Babine Lake operation. Fax 
resumes in confidence to: Fin- 
lay Navigation 1-25@997-3777 
attention: Jerry Epp. 
LOOKING FOR a babysitter 
part-time Sundays, occasionally 
Saturdays and week days. One 
child, 2 years old. Please call 
638-2016 anytime. 
LOOKING FOR a babysitter to 
come into my home. 
References required, 638-8468 
leave a messaqe. 
w, ,w,w,v  ~lr 'qwqP ~ 'qP 'v ' ,~ ,  v 'v 'v  q rv  ~ 'q~'~ 
l'4 1'4 ,, Look ing  fo r  " 
)4 )'¢ 
1'4 ~'4 . Ch i ld  Care?  " 
~44 Skeena child care support )k44 
4 can help make the ~ program you 
right choice for your child. For1' 4"~ 
1,4 information  choosing care and 1'4 
1,4 1,4 
1,4 available options, call 1=,4 
)4 1,4 ~ Coco at 638-1113. ~¢ 1'4 )4 A free service provided by the b4 
! i  Terrace Women's Resource Centre 1'4 
1,4 and funded by the Ministry of 1,4 1,4 1'4 Women's Equality. 1,4 
H, vvvvvvvv~vv~vv~v@4 between 9 am & 7 pm. 
FOffN )ATION 
This Foundation is dedicated to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and the improvement "of 
sports facilities. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- 
profit society and is registered as a charitywith Revenue 
Canada. 
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COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
A S S O C I A T I O N  
Brttl~h Col,,mii. a~,'. Yukon 
AUTO 
F250 4X4'S EXPLOR- 
ERS, Jeeps, Diesels. All 
makes, all models, lease, 
returns, trades. ~ Down, 
good financing. Free de- 
livery, For free approval 
call Lawrence(Glno) 
Siccia 1-800-993-3673, 
327-7752. 
O DOWN 4X4's, 
Superoabs, Crewcabs, 
Diesels, Sport Utilities, 
Lease Returns. Flexible 
terms, Free delivery. For 
pre-approval call Mike 
Roessler 671-7775, Toll- 
free 1-800-211-6644. 
$0 DOWN LEASE or pur- 
chase any make or 
model. Car or truck. New 
or used. Best rates in B.C. 
Will deliver. Call Rick. 
(604)341-8489 anytime. 
Toll-free 1-888-583-9322. 
CREDIT PROBLEMS 
your Job is your credit. 
Low payments, purchase 
or lease. Cars, Trucks, 
Vans, new or used. 
Trades welcome. Delivery 
anywhere In B.C. Adam 
760-0602. 
LEASE REPOS. Returns 
4X4's, Trucks, Vans, 
Luxury Cars, Gas Savers, 
• Caravans, Jlmmys. Take 
over lease. G.M., Dodge 
Club-Cab, 4X4's, Gas, 
Diesel. Marty Kozak (604) 
464-3941, (604) 525- 
0408. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance 
programs information 
available. For your new or 
existing business. Take 
advantage of the govern- 
merit grants and loans. 
Call 1-800-505-8866. 
GROWER DIRECT Fresh 
Cut Flower Shop 
Franchises available in 
Lower Mainland. Your 
own profitable business at 
reasonable cost, Call Don 
Hollaway at 1-800-567- 
7258 for details. 
KWIK KERB - Own your 
own business. Part-time 
or Full-time Installing on- 
site, continuous concrete, 
landscape edging, Total 
equipment, proven sys- 
tem, training. 1-800-667- 
KERB. 
GREAT CANADIAN 
Dollar Store franchise op- 
:: " . . . .  :portunity now available in 
your area, $55,000- 
$60,000. investment (in- 
cluding stock). P.O. Box 
825, Duncan, B.C. V9L 
3V2. Fax: 1-250-748- 
5076. 
$10,000 WITHIN 30 
DAYS and $5,000 plus 
weekly thereafter. Call 
now 1-800-401-6170 for 
taped information and a 
company profile. 
Network  C lass i f ieds ' "  
These ads appear in approximately 104 I (~t~ (~ ~ for 25words To place an ad call 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon N,~¢,- ,~' v $ 6.00 each this paper or the BCY. 
and reach more than 3 million readers, additional word CNA at (604) 669-9222 
f 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WANTED: SALES 
Managers for very prof- 
itable air purilication busi- 
ness. Home based or full- 
time. 1-204-238-4342. 
P.S. + our mightiest germ 
fighter, Sliver Water. 
GASOLINE DIESEL & 
You  Fuel certificates. 
Canadian company. No 
competition, no inventory, 
no meetings, no kiddingl 
Exciting income potential. 
Low startup costs. Toll- 
free 8881293-7664. 
CAREER TRAINING 
CSA OCCUPATIONAL 
Scuba Courses: Working 
Divers' Upgrade and 
Basic Occupational 
Scuba. For more informa- 
tion call or fax: Nordlys 
Diving Ltd. (250)973- 
6478. Reg'd P.P.S.E. 
Facility. 
COMING EVENTS 
CHALLENGES IN your 
life? Turn stumbling 
blocks into stepping- 
stones using simple, yet 
powedul spiritual exercis- 
es. Experience it for your- 
self. For a Free Book call 
Eckankar 1-800-LOVE- 
GOD, Ext.399. 
COMPUTERS 
AFRAID OF The Internet? 
Easily understood pam- 
phlet and tape. Discover 
your "online" possibilities 
today. Fridge Productions, 
Suite 145, 110-187 
Cooper Rd., Kelowna 
B.C. V1Y 9N6. 
CREDIT COUNSELLORS 
CONSOLIDATE ONE 
easy payment. No more 
stress. No equity-security. 
Good or bad credit. 
Immediate approval, im- 
mediate relief. National 
Credit Counsellors of 
Canada. 737-8285(VAN) 
951-1073(SRY) 864- 
9700(ABBOT) 1-888-777- 
0747. Licensed & 
Bonded. 
EDUCATION 
HELICOPTER LOGGING 
- Training for men and 
women in an exciting, 
high paying career in the 
forest industryl 
Comprehensive 5 week 
ground crew training pro- 
gram. For information call 
(250) 897-1188. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas. We can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For in- 
formation/brochure call 
681-5456, 1-800-665- 
8339. 
BE A Successful 
writer..,write for money 
and pleasure with our 
unique home-study 
course. You get individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writing.romances, short 
stories, radio and TV 
scripts, articles and chil- 
dren's stories. Send today 
for our Free Book. Toll- 
free 1-800.267-1829, Fax: 
1-613-749-9551. The 
Writing School, 38 
McArthur Ave., Suite 
2719, Ottawa, ON, K1L 
6R2. 
BUILD YOUR Own House 
- Home Study Course. 
Complete and easy to 
use. Be in chargel Free 
brochure without obliga- 
tion, call nowl 1-800-535- 
5801. 
A NEW Careerl Learn 
ncome Tax preparation 
or Basic Bookkeeping. 
Tax deductible certificate 
courses. For Free 
brochures, no obligation: 
U & R Tax Schools, 1345 
Pembina Hwy., Winnipeg, 
Man. R3T 2B6. 1-800- 
665-5144, Enquire about 
exclusive franchise territo- 
ries, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
FANTASTIC OPPORTU- 
NITYI Designer flagrance 
candle corn pany looking 
for independent sales as- 
sociates. Start your own 
business for $39.95 (sam- 
ples and catalogues). 
Free information package. 
Record name and ad- 
dress at 1.800-661-2840. 
INTERNATIONAL AGRI- 
CULTURAL Exchange - 
Ages 18-30 with agricul- 
tural experience to 
live/work with family in 
Australia, New Zealand, 
Europe, Japan. Costs/de- 
tails- 1.800-263-1827. 
EQUIPMENT 
1994 530B GRAPPLE, 
SKIDDER; 1993 RB330L 
Cat Logloader; 1977 
966C Forks, Buckets, 
Blades; 1980 D6D with in- 
tegral Arch. 638-9331 or 
leave a message at 638- 
1639. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
logs into boards, planks, 
beams, Large capacity. 
Best sawmill value any- 
where, Free information 
1.800-566-6899. Norwood 
Sawmills, R.R.2, 
Kilworthy, Ontario POE 
1GO, 
WINE ART Home Winery 
21 day complete wine kit 
will enable you to produce 
10 litres of dry white or 
red wine. No additional 
equipment needed. Cost 
less than $40. Call toll- 
free 1-888-477-9463 for 
mail order. 
DO YOU Take vitamins? 
Want to save money? 
Discount brand name vita- 
mins, herbs and more 
now available through the 
mail. Free catalogue. Toll- 
free 1-888-632-9378, 
SHEEPSKIN PROD- 
UCTS, Fleecy nsoles 
$10, Mitts $29, Gloves 
$49. Australian Footwear, 
Australian Slippers, Warm 
Boots, Rugs, Seatcovers, 
Bedding Products. Credit 
Card orders 1-800-667- 
2261. Dealer enquines in- 
vited. 
HELP WANTED 
MILKER WITH proven 
current experience need- 
ed for milking 320 cows 
and general parlour duties 
in Abbotsford. Perm., FD'. 
$14/Hr. Phone: 853-7471. 
PARKER PACIFIC 
Equipment requires 
Heavy Duty Mechanic ex- 
perienced in Hydraulics 
and Engine Repair, Good 
wage and benefit pack- 
age. Apply: 865 Notre 
Dame Dr., Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5N8. 
EXPER IENCED TECHNI- 
CIANS to rebuild and 
recore automotive and in- 
dustrial radiators. Salary 
paid according to ability. 
Benefit package available. 
Fax resume to: 1-403- 
342-0140. 
MOBILE HOMES 
COME TO Red Deer for a 
Quality Mobile Home. 
Alberta's largest pre- 
owned dealership, over 
30 homes in stock, 14 
wides from $13,900 Call 
collect 1-403-309-3997. 
MODEl/TALENT 
AGENCIES 
WANTEDI Model & Talent 
Prospects for Vancouver 
International Convention. 
Call (604)331-9950 for 
further information. 
PERSONALS 
HEAVENLY PSYCHIC 
Answers, Thousands 
Satisfied Callers. 1-900- 
451-3783, $2.99 per min. 
24 Hrs * 18 Yrs+. 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers correspondence 
courses for the Diploma in 
Counselling Practise be- 
ginning this month. For a 
brochure phone Toll-free 
1-800-665-7044. 
PERSONALS 
1997 FORECASTI NEW 
Lover, New Job, or $ 
Windfall? Accurate, hon- 
est predictions. Free cal- 
endar 1.900-451-3778, 
24hrs 18+ $2.99 min 
I.C.C, 
CANADA'S BEST 
Meeting Place. Talk open- 
ly to other adults for ro- 
mance & more. All 
lifestyles welcome. Call 
24 hours 011-592-568- 
758. Low id only 18+. Call 
us. 
ADOPTEES AND Birth 
Parents - Family Finders 
and The Canada-Wide 
National Adoption 
Registry 1-800-871-8477. 
http:llwww.adopting.orglff 
cwnr.html. Reuniting 
Canadian Families from 
Coast to Coast 1.800- 
871-8477. 
ASHGROVE CHRISTIAN 
n g I e s 
Sompanionship/marriage: 
Ages 18-85. Single, wid- 
owed, divorced. State 
age. All across Canada. 
P.O. Box 205, Chase, 
B.C. VOE 1MO. Free in- 
formation 1-250-679- 
3 5 4 3 
www.bcwebsites,com/ser'- 
vices/Ashgrove. 
20/20 WITHOUT GLASS. 
ESI Safe, rapid, non-sur- 
gical, permanent restora- 
tion in 6-8 weeks. Airline 
pilot developed, doctor 
approved. Free informa- 
tion by mail: 1-406-961- 
5570, Ext.249; Fax 1-406- 
961-5577. http://www.vi- 
s ion f reedom.com 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 
CANADA'S MOST Gifted 
Psychics have answers to 
your problems or ques- 
tions about health, love, 
relationships, money, 
lucky numbers. 
$2.99/minute. 18+. 24 
hours. 1-900-451-4336. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset -St ra ightwa l l  
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1-800- 
565-9800. 
STEEL BUILDINGS from 
one of B.C.'s largest steel 
companies. Quonsets and 
pre-engi neered buildings. 
• Erecting and foundation: ~-' 
services available. Phone: 
Norsteel Building Systems 
Ltd. 1(800)773-3977. 
FUTURE STEEL 
Buildings. Durable, 
Dependable, Pre-engi- 
neered. AII-stee 
Structures. Custom-made 
to suit your needs and re- 
quirements. Factory-direct 
affordable prices. Call 1- 
800-668-5111, Ext.132 for 
free brochure. 
FROM THE GROUND UP HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 
House Plans Available Through 
~ ~ e  ~ l e ~  Monday to Friday 
8a.m. -6  pm 
~ ~ [ ~  ~ [ ~ ~ o  Saturday 
~3:30 am - 5:30 pm 
Let These Professionals 
And Discount Suppliers 
Help mu With Your 
Pro-Vac 
Chimney Furnace and I 
Cleaning of air ducts 
problems, improves air 
efficiency and reduces allerg 
Insured and Bonded. V~ 
Serving the N0rthw~ 
3207 Munroe, Terrace Fax 635-5093 
MEMBEROFTIM'BR-MARTSLT0. 635-6273 Home Work! Ph:635-1132 
-,~. _~ 
,. aN . . . ,  O,s,om... o . , .  ,.,o.o. O----.g o 
635-74 6 
No,,, ,oc.,,o.:,,,9 ,. k ,sc,ve , orme*', NEWr HOME 
[Assoc ia t ion  J 
= Pr i t  Pau l  Toor  
- - ~ ~ ~  ~ Ph. (604) 564-4990 
'q'he Appliance Experts" n 3702 Goheen P1. | 
u ~-~.~ a~ ~ F ' ' ' Prince George, BC Totem s Country qde Furniture & Apphances] , , ,  ] 
I '  J [ ' 4501LakelseAve. 638"1158 1-80@813"1158| . . . . . . .  J 
o ;= ,  n 1 n - . . ,  =, . -  . - ,  I For a[[ lourdecoratinfl nee  I 
- L3 =='1 -=="  
I~ == I=~"°~" !~ ~ ~ 14423 Railway Avenue ~gj~:=~l ° Carpet ~ • Light!ng F ix tures  
~ ;'~;[~ ~ ~ I Terrace'B'C'VSGph" (604) 635-2e01fLg Ill ~ I |o Linoleum. . • 71n'J'/~e#r/~"~"~ • Hardwood. 
|F~.(804)rm3612 ~ j| • Ceram,c T, les ~J~'~~__ • W, ndow 
,,-,~ 'Y;41FAv.aP"~ ~, .~~ c.~,. , -~  ~ ] ~ .  | ' " ~ | o  Area Rugs ~f~"  Cover,rigs 
" "5 I YOUR DECOR , 
B8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 22, 1997 
Your Decor is now accepting applications 
for a full time sales position. Looking for 
a mature, reliable person. Sales 
experience required. • Must have good 
orgahizationai skills. Submit resumes 
with references to Janice Paulitschke. 
0 
Your Decor 
Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd. 
3202 Munroe St. at Hwy. 16 W., Terrace 
635"2976 * 1-800-665-1657 
~Scho Express ion of Interest  
Requested  First Nat ion 
Educat ion  Cent re  
ol District No. 82 (Coast Mountains) 
The First Nations Education Centre invites 
portfolios from interested artists for considera- 
tion to provide or design and develop illustra- 
tions appropriate for North Coast stories, 
legends and curricula. The illustrations may be 
published in curricula, books, posters and 
resources for use in schools. All artwork includ- 
ed in the project will become the property of the 
school district. 
The successful artist must be prepared to 
work cooperatively with the First Nations 
Education Centre and meet timelines. 
Interested artists are invited to deliver a 
portfolio by 4 p.m., January 31, 1997 to: 
Barbara Toye-Welsh 
First Nations Education Centre 
3430 Sparks Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2V3 
FAX: (250) 638-6397 
TRAINING AND SUPPORT 
COORDINATOR 
The Communily of LaxgollCap (Greenville) requires o Training and Supped 
Coordinator to adminislrator and oversee supped services to a Nisgo'a person 
who requires 24 hour care. 
Eventually, this position will expand to include lhe delivery of community sup- 
pod services to olher Nisga'a citizens. 
We are seeking a highly motivated individual with a demonstrated commit- 
ment to improving Ihe quolily of life for persons wilh disebililios. The Training 
and Supped Coerdinolor is responsible to oversee thol o high qual~ of sen~ 
is provided end lhal the expectations of Ihe individual receiving support are 
met in on expedient manner. 
The successful applicant will have a high degree of personal wellness, excdlenl 
inlerpersenal communication skills, experience inproviding supervision, Irain- 
ing, administrative management and program development. 
Preference will be given Io applicanls who have a minimum of five years 
experience in Ibe area of supperl Io people wilh disubililies. 
Additional qualifications include o valid 8.C. driver's licence, a Basic first Aid 
Cerlificale and a grade 12 diploma or equivalent. 
Post secondary education in lhis area and the familiarily with flisga'a lan- 
guage and cuhure are essels. 
Starling dale: As soon as possible 
Salary range is commensurate with experience, 
Please send wriflen resumes and lhree work related references to Loxgdls'op 
Village Gavernmenl Personnel Commiflee Chairperson: Kevin McKoy, G.D. 
Greenville, B.C., VOS 1XO. 
Closing Dale: 3:00 p.m., Friday, January 24, 1997. 
,.A 
J 
REPAP BRITISH COLUMBIA INC., is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Repap Enterprises• Our operations 
include woodlands and sawmill operations in Terrace, 
Hazelton, and Smithers, B.C. and a two-line 1400 tonne 
per day kraft pulpmill in Prince Rupert, B.C. 
We currently have an opportunity in our Terrace 
Operations for a: 
Head Filer 
(Fil ing Sup.ervisor) 
You must be a qualified Benchman Journeyman with, 
proven supervisory skills, strong interpersonal skills 
and superior administrative skills. Knowledge ofstellite 
and thin kerf technology would be an asset. 
Our Terrace sawmill operations include a state.of- 
the-art sawmill, constructed in 1988, with a . j  
production capacity of 300,000 cubic metres, i operated on a two-shift, five day perweek schedule. 
The successful candidate will be located in 
Terrace, B.C., a growing community that offers 
excellent educational nd medical facilities, as 
well as superior ecreational opportunities. ~1 
Repap Brltlah Columbia inc, offers a com- 
petitive salary with an excellent benefits plan & 
and the oppodunity for development and 
advancementwithln theRepap organization• 
For confidential consideration, send your 
resume by February 6, 1997 to: 
Mr. Hank Randrup . ;  
Sawmill Manager 
REPAP BRITISH 
COLUMBIA INC. J 
TERRACE OPERATIONS ~ 
4900 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B,C. VgG 6L8 
Fsxr (260) 638-3120 
T.D.CS.S. 
Services and experience. 
Experience: 
Hours of Work: 
Wage: 
Closing Date: 
Submil Resumes Io: 
Family Skills Co-ordinator 
To co-ordinole and supervise a program of 6-8 staff working with families in 
crisis or in need of one-on.0ne suppod. 
Qualification: Bachelor of Social Work given preference of diploma in Social 
Minimum of4 years in o related field 
20 per Week 
i6.00 per hour plus ome benefils 
January 30/97 
Terrace Home Supperl 
1-3215 Eby Street, Terrace 
C/0 Betty Slewad at 635-5135 
! 
INLAND KENWORTH Pentieton 
immediately requires a commercial heavy 
duty ticketed mechanic. Competitive wage 
and benefit package. 
Mail  resumes to: 
Inland Kenworth 
1690 Fairview Road 
Penticton, BC, V2A 6A8 
Attn: Lou or Jim 
Phone (250) 492-3939 
NEW YEAR/ 
NEW CAREER! 
• Want  a job that's excit ing 
• Rewards you for your effort 
• Unlimited earning potential 
• On going training program 
Our sales team has an opening for a 
career minded individual with a 
strong committment to customer satisfaction. 
Apply in person to the General Manager. 
4038 Hwy 16 Smithers 
DRIVER WANTED 
Lomak Transport is accepting applica- 
tions for experienced class 1 drivers at 
their Terrace Branch. 
Interested parties may apply in person at 
Lomak Transport 3`5`50 Hwy. 16 East, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone 638-1000 between 
8 a.m. and ,5 p.m. Monday to Friday. All 
applications must be accompanied by a 
current driving abstract. 
REHABILITATION ASSISTANTS 
Opening in January 1997 for part-time (variable 
to 10 plus hours per week) position available for 
qualified individual to work one to one with brain 
injured and physically disabled clients in Kitimat. 
You will be implementing therapeutic activily pro- 
grams under the direction otan occupational 
therapist. 
• Skill required: adapted fitness ROM exercises; 
transfers; life skills instruction; CPR and First Aid 
certification; kinesiology and/or psychology back' 
ground preferred. You must also have your own 
vehicle and valid driver's licence. 
Please send resume with cover letter to: # 
Service Coordinator 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES: 
Full and Part time positions 
available. We are one of the 
largest consumer finance 
companies in Canada and are 
opening new branches every 
year. We require aggressive 
people who are looking for a 
career, not just a job. Attitude 
and strong work ethics are the 
key. We're looking for 
candidates with a minimum 
grade 12, class 5 drivers 
licence, and sales experience, 
A business degree or similar is 
preferred. Excellent salary and 
benefits package with 
advancement opportunities 
based on merit. F/t position 
requires willingness to relocate 
in the future, Please submit 
resume to Trans Canada Credit 
Corporation, 4548 Lakelse ave., 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1P.___8. . ... 
SEEKING A manager for the 
Pleasant Valley Motel in Hous- 
ton. Ideal situation for a couple. 
Present manager leaving for 
health reasons. Call Gary at 
Houston Motor Inn at 1-250- 
845-7112. 
WESTON BAKERIES Limited, 
Western Canada Independent 
Distributor Opportunity. Weston 
Bakeries Ltd., a leader in the 
production and distribution of 
fresh baked products in West- 
ern Canada has an independ- 
ent distributor business oppor- 
tunity for an established sales 
route in the Burns Lake area. 
This opportunity will appeal to 
individuals who are interested in 
being: Self Employed with 
above average earning paten. 
tial, controlling his/her own fu- 
ture, responsible for customer 
interaction and providing excep- 
tional customer service, promot- 
ing and distributing quality fresh 
baked products. An investment 
is required. Interested individu- 
als are encouraged to send or 
fax a resume in confidence by 
Friday, February 2nd 1997 to: 
Human Resoumes, Weston 
Bakeries Limited, 1024 Great 
Street, Prince George, B,C. 
V2N 2K8. Fax 563-9326. 
Stylist Wanted 
Full or part time position. 
No clienlile necessary. 
Ph: 635-7737 
635-9765 (After 6 p.m.) 
19 YEAR old, hard working, 
willing to learn, looking for de- 
cent paying light labour or serv- 
ice job. Phone Todd 635-1772. 
COMPLETE STUMP to dump 
logging operation looking for 
work. Very experienced. Phone 
(250) 567-5883 or (250) 567. 
9668. 
DRIVEWAY PLOWING starting 
at $10.00 for average size dri- 
veway 635-3067 or 635-9369. 
GOING ON vacation? Need 
your pets/plants, gardens/lawns 
cared for? Call 638.8069 and 
leave messaqe. 
HARVESTER PROCESSOR 
and short log truck for hire. 1- 
250-842-5662. 
Carpenter/Handyman 
Available for conslrudion, 
renovations or just repairs. 
Fully experienced. 
Call: Richard Thornlon 
638-8526 
CONFIDENTIAL - Your self im- 
provement plan will be OUR 
Lrn'LE SECRET. More energy, 
better health, weight control? 
Free consultation. CDT Health 
& Nutrition. Burns Lake 1-800- 
98-7319. 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
Healings-Reflexol0gy $25/hr- 
Aromatherapy $25/hr 
Johrei-Reiki-Therapeutic Touch- 
Healing Touch 
Crystal & Polarity Heating-Pranic 
Healing Certified Practitioners 
No Fee 
Our Service is to A.~ist Your Heating 
3611 CoUonwemlln lh0mhill, ~5-7"/'~ 
Knox United 
Church 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6014 
10:30 a.m. Sunday 
School 
and Worship 
Minister  
The  Rev. Michael  
Hare 
Licensed Esthetician 
Needed, with artificial nail experience. 
Full time or part-time work available. 
Apply in person to: 
4652 Lazelle Ave. 635-4997 I 
St. Mat thew's  
Ang l ican Church  
4514 Lakelsa Ave. 
Ph. 635-9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m 
Healthy 
Communities 
I'e@le t-telping People. 
~J  CANADIAN ASSOCIATION 
DIABETES CANADIENNE 
ASSOCIATION DU DIAB~TE 
How are 
we doing? 
"When we fall short of your 
expectation, p!ease tell us. 
\Vhen a newspaper story does 
not seem to ret'ect fairly what 
was said, let our editors know. 
When we are u,~." ble to solve 
your complaint, xw. encourage 
you to submit it to the: 
B.C. Press Council 
900 - 1281 W. Georgia St ,  
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
The B.C. Press Council was 
created ~n 1983 as an hrdependent 
review board to protect he public 
from press inaccuracy orunfairness 
and to promote quality 
oumalism. 
Community Therapist Inc. 
670-220 Cambie Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 2M9 
Fax: (604) 681-8705 
 dLTmQ ! 
LEVEL I FIRST AII~ (WEB) 
Feb. 1 8:00am- 4:00pm ...................... $75 
Feb. 15 8:00am- 4;OOpm ...................... $75 
TRANSPORTATION ENpORSEMENT IWCB) 
1"1"  • 11 
atnities 
~DIAN ASSOCIATION 
ETES CANADIENNE 
~CIATION DU DIAB~'TE 
Feb. 2 8:00am- 4:00pm ...................... $75 
Feb. 16 8:00am- 4:00pm ................... , .$75 
LEVEL 3 FIRST AID (WCB) 
Feb. 17- 28, 8:00am- 4:00pro .................. $595 
TRANSPORTATION DANGEROUS GOODS 
Feb. 14 8:00am-4:OOpm .............. , .... $100 
W.H.H.I . [ .  
Feb. 21 8:00am- 12:00pro ................. $40 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
Mar. 6 -7  8:00am-4:OOpm ................... $150 
I Receive a IO°/o discount when you pay In full, [ 
2 weeks In advance. I 
'SAVE THE FUSS...HIRE & TRAIN THRU US" 
PHONE: 635-5500 FAX: 635-5524 
4931 -B KEITH AVENUE r TERRACE I B,C. V8G 1 K7 
The British Columbia Lung Association has a golf stroke of 
gemus for Valentine's Day gift giving. The Golf Privilege Club '~ 
offers free rounds or reduced greens fees at: 
144 B,C. GOLF COURSES" 
148 COURSES IN ALBERTA 
610 GOLF COURSES IN TEN WESTERN STATES 
EXCLUSIVE RATES ON FIRST.CLASS GOLF TRAVEL 
Only $32.10 (includes GST) 
Call Ticketmaster at 280-4444 or 1-800-863-3611 
No service charge. 
T BRrIISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION • 
| 
I 
Give - us 1:: :to 
Vicente Dominguez is a 
highly skilled machinist, 
:,1.,; and we [ finish the job. 
Like Vicente, small-scale entrepreneurs in Latin 
America have the will a.nd the ingenuity o develop 
with over 25 years of their businesses, but often hck the necessary equip- 
experience, who lives ntent. "Tools for Devdopnsent" is he missing link. 
and works in one of Tax deductible donations ofused power tools and 
Lim0's poorer suburbs, equipment - for prin~g, woodworking, metalworking, 
Vicente, with his four shoe-making, garment manufacturing and automotive 
employees, has devel- equipnient can be used by small family busin~os. 
aped a special market 
niche by being the only 
local ntanufacturer of
specialized equipment 
used in the shoe-mak- 
ing industry. Thanks 
to the "Tools for Development" project he was able 
to acquire a vertical shaper which was donated by 
Hobart Brothers of Canada, in Woodstock. Vicente 
What can YOU donate? Give us a call. 
Dario Tamayo, Toronto 
(416) 585-5050, 1-800-567-6271 
Care Canada, Quebec 1-800-565-4311 
Cecilia Modenesi, Va9couv~r (604) 264-7890 
Care Canada, Enterprise Unit (613) 228-5626 
claims the shaper accounts for 60 percent of:his ... . . .  ( 'AF I I "  
pruducdon capacity. 
Vicente is ordy one of the over 1000 micro-entre- 
preneurs inPeru which have, over the past sLx years ,  so~,,,,r~it,.~.*~,. 
benefited fi'ont he "Tools for Development" p ro jec t  STANDARD=~m- 
through the receipt of surplus Canadian equipment. 3210 Clinton St. 
I :Does Your Child 
:.I (onhdp,: lore looking Io tutor, 
I 
.I am able Io lulor mosl subjects. 
TO book hli sessions or f0rz 
if:ram inform~on ::ph~ ::mUil 
,ii:,ii!i:,iii iii !i635!- I 
You called it 
"COOL"  
Then you called it 
"a HABIT"  
Now it's 
"an ADDICT ION"  
It's time to call it 
QUITS. 
~.  BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34009. Station 1.3 
Vancouver. B C. V6J 4M2 
Phone: 731-5864 orhS00.665-LUNG 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
FAMILY COUNSELLING PROGRAM 
The Ministry for Children and Families invites submissions from ~ieties, agencies and 
individuels to develop and operCe 0 Family Counselling Program. This program will pro- 
vide counselling services to oburiginol families living in the communities of Kilkatia, 
Mellokolla, Kinsdith, Pod Edward, Port Simpson, Horthy Boy, 01d Mosselt, Skidegole 
and Prince Rupert. Families served by Ibis program will require coumdliog to deal wilh 
sigaificonl concerns. Primary concerns will include issues tegording sexual end physical 
essodt, and o lomily violence. The programme will receive referrals from the community 
and professionals. Families referred by Ihe Ministry for Children and Families will receive 
priority. 
fiRMS: A ~eJve month centred will be negotiated and will be sub]ea to 
renewal at the end d lhe lerm bused on the ¢ontrodors perfor- 
mance and budget limitali0ns. 
LOCATION: Etab[ish within the community of Prince Rupert: 
Ths (onlrodor must hove good knowledge of or experience in delivering counselling ser- 
vices from o Rrst Nolions perspedive. "[ha fionlrodor must be prel~red Io work ns o 
learn member with o variety ol professional agencies, non.profit setvica providers and 
staff to the Minislry for Children and Families. 
SUBMISSION DETAILS: Proposals must be submi,ed by 4:30 p.m. February 
21,1997 to: 
~eo Manager's Office 
Ministry for Children and Families 
Beverly Dicks 
#210 -8151st Ave. West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J IB3 
Tel: 624-7594 Fax: 624-7490 
Navigable Waters Protection Act 
R.S.C. 1985, Chapter N-22 
McEJhanney Consulting Services Ltd. hereby give notice that an application has 
been made to the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans under the Navigable Waters 
Protection Act for approval of the plans and site of the work described herein. 
Under Section 9 6f the said Act, Orenda Loaaina Ltd, has':deposited with the 
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, at Vancouver, B.C. and in the office of the 
District Registrar of the Land Registry District of Prince Rupert at the Land Title 
Office, 201-3rd Ave West, Prince Rupert, V8G 1L2, deposit number TL000350 
a description of the site and plans of; 
1 ) Kwinageese Bridge Crossing over the Kwinageese River on the Kwinageese 
• • " 0 I I I  • 0 l I I  MamJme Forestry road, Lahtude 56 03 23 , Longdude 128 45 37 ,  topo- 
graphic map 104 A/2. 
2) Shanalope Bridge Crossing over Shanalope Creek on the Kwin, ageese 
Mainline forestry road, Latitude 56 ° 06' 56", Longitude 128 ° 44' 20', topo- 
graphic map 104 A/2. 
3) Saicote Bridge Crossing over Saicote Creek on the Kwinageese Mainline for- 
estry road, Latitude 56 ° 03' 56", Longitude 128 ° 44' 20", topographic map 
104 A/2. 
4) 33 Km Bridge Crossing over Shanalope Creek on the Kwinageese Mainline 
forestry road, Latitude 56 ° 06' 06", Longitude 128 ° 44' 09", topographic 
map 104 A/2. 
Wrilten objections based on the effect of the work on marine navigation or the 
environment should be directed not later than one month from the date of this 
notice to: 
Director General, Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Canadian Coast Guard, 
Program, Planning and Management, Marine Navigation Program, Suite 620- 
800 Burrard St, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 2J8. 
Dated at McEIhanney Consulting Services Ltd. this 20 day of December, 1996 
Signature:Brian Wood 
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IN THE MATTER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
DEBORAH LYNN LEDUC 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
DEBORAH LYNN LEDUC filed an 
assignment on the 27th day of 
December, 1996, and that the first 
meeting of creditors will be hold on 
Friday, the 2tth day of February, 1997, 
at the hour of 3:30 o'clock in the after- 
noon, at the Court House, 100 Market 
Race, in the City of Prince Rupert, in 
the Prsvince of British Cdumbia. Dated 
at Prince George, B.C, this 31st day of 
December, 1996. 
JOHN S. BEVERLEY & 
ASSOCIATES INS, 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
TIMOTHY SHANE LEDUC 
NOTICE is hereby givsn that TIMOTHY 
SHANE LEOUC flied an assignment on 
the 27th day of December, 1996, and 
that the first meeting of creditors will be 
held on Riday, tha 21th day of 
Februan/, 1997, at the hour of 3:30 
o'clock in the afternoon, at the Court 
House, 100 Market Place, in the City of 
Pitnce Raped, in the Province of British 
Columbia. Dated at Prince George, 
B,C, this 31st day of December, 1996. 
JOHN S. BEVEnLEY & 
ASSOCIATES INC. 
Ptovlnco of ontmh Columbia 
Mmzslr t of Health and 
Mmistl~/Respons=b~ for S~nlota 
OWISION OF 
VITAL STATI STIC~ 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an 
application will be made to the 
Director of Vdal Statistics for a change 
ef name, pursuant o the provisions of 
the "Nama Act" by me: 
NANE OF APPLICANT IN FULL: 
David Eric Falardeau 
ADDRESS:2311 Kalum St. 
CITY: Tan'ace, B,C. 
POSTAL CODE: V8G 2M1 
PHONE: 638-7215 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Veffeault 
GIVEN NAMES: David Eric 
TO: 
SURNAME: Falardeau 
GIVEN NAMES: David Eric 
DATED THIS laTH DAY OF 
JANUARY, I~97 A.D. 
SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT ADVANCE 
PUBLIC NOTICE LOAD RESTRICTIONS 
Pursuant to Sedion 26 Of the"Highway Act", notice is hereby given that 10ad 
restridians may be placed, on shorl notice, on all highways in the Skeenn 
(Terrace) Disfrid. 
Restrictions will be imposed as conditions warrant. 
1he restridions will limit vehicles to 100 percent, 80 percent, 70 percent, or 
50 percent of legal oxh loading, as allowed under the Regulations pursuant 
to the Commercial Transporl Ad, 
Overweight permits will not be granted. All term overweight permits ore 
invalid for the duration of the restridions. 
15e public, and trucking and transportation companies should govern them- 
selves accordingly. 
Your co-operation in adhering to the above regulations will be appreciated. 
Dan Stead 
Distrid Highways Manager 
7 
FOR: Lois Boone 
Ministry of Tronsporlotion and Highways 
DATED: January 14, 1997 
AT: Terrace, B.C. 
Ministry or Tramportatlon 
and Hlshwaya 
c~HIA  Government ofBritish Colmnbla 
VIA Rail Canada Inc. invites all interested 
parties to submit bids for the following 
contract: 
Caretaker/Janitorial Duties 
(open-close-clean) 
VIA Rail Station 
Terrace, BC 
To receive a tender package, please con- 
tact Ms. Chambers, Customer Services, 
146-123 Main Street, Winnipeg, MB, R3C 
1A3 or telephone collect (204) 949-7402. 
VIA Rail Canada Inc., invite toutes les 
parties int~ress~es & presenter des sou- 
missions relativement au contrat suivant: 
Fon'ctions de gardien 
(ouverture, fermeture, entretien) 
Gare de VIA Rail 
Terrace, (C-B) 
Pour recevoir le dossier d'appel d'offres 
veuillez communiquer avec Ms. 
Chambers, 123 rue Main, bureau 146, 
Winnipeg, (M-B) ou tdldphonez & frais 
vir~s au (204) 949-7402. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF 
WIRIAM CUFFORD SUTHERLAHD 
~. ~o,.,. CUFFOR~ SUIHERLAND 
Formerly of TorTora, Briti,~ Columbia 
Creditors and others having 
claims against he above 
estate are reguired to send 
full particulars of such 
claims to Crampton, Brow.n 
& Arndt, #3-4623 Park 
Avenue, Terrace. B.C., V8G 
1V5, on or before the 1st 
day of March, 1997, after 
which date the assets of the 
said estate will be distribut- 
ed having regard only to 
the claims that have I~een 
received. 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE M~TI'ER OF THE 
ESTATE OF 
MARTHA INGEBORG 
PAULSON 
Formerly of Terrace, British (oluabio 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the above 
estate are reguired to send 
full particulars of such 
claims to Crampton, Brown 
& Arndt, #3-4623 Park 
Avenue, Terrace. B.C., V8G 
1V5, on or before the 1st 
do), of March, 1997, after 
which date the assets of the 
said estate will be distribut- 
ed having regard only to 
the claims that have I:;een 
received. 
C=4 N,~ ~k,~ & .~ C,,m. IbJ,,,~ b,m*~ 
c/o C~,WON, BROV@4 & ,a, fiNDT 
Sd~for~E~ 
Take notice that INTERNATIONAL SKYLINE GOLD CORPORATION of 910. 
925 West Georgia Vancouver, occupation Mining, intends to make an application 
for a IJcance of Occupation el land generally situated at the Bronson Creek 
Airstrip, Cassiar District, 
(b) Commencing at a post planted P, of C. 860m West and S0m south of the con- 
fluence of the Iskut River and Bronson Creek; thence lOOm NW; thence 20am 
SW; thence lO0m SEt thanco 2earn NEt and containing 2 ha more or less. 
The purpose for which the land is required is equipment and trailer Storage. 
Comments concerning this application 
may be made to the Senior Land Officer, 
Ministry of Environment, Lande ,and 
Parks Lands Division. 
Bag 5000, Slithers, B.C. VOJ 2N0 Daniel Woznow 
Telephone: 847-7334 (Sigr',ature o~ opp]iconl or ag~t) 
File No: 6404078 
Dated: 7 of JanuaP.'. 1997 
Be advised any responses to this advertisement will be considered part of the pub- 
lic record. For information, contact an Fat Advisor, BC Lands, Skeena Region, 
847,7334. 
PRIME RESOURCES GROUP INC. 
Wishes to inform 
Interested Residents 
of the 
Dease Lake, Telegraph Creek and Iskut Regions 
on the proposed 
ESKAY CREEK MILL EXPANSION 
The information on the project 
will be displayed in 
Open House Presentation 
(1) February 3, 1997 
2:00  - 9 :00  p .m.  
Dease Lake 
Community Club 
(2) February  4 ,  1997 
2 :00  - 9 :00  p .m.  
at 
Te legraph  Creek  
Taltan Band 
Bingo Hall 
and at 
(3) February  5 ,  1997 
1 :00  - 8 :00  p .m.  
at  
Iskut 
Community Hall 
If you have any questions or concerns please con- 
tact Marlin Murphy at (250) 847-4002 or by fax at 
(250) 847-3223. 
Ministq of ( ~  
B.tBI~ Forests 
NOTICE INVITING APPMOATION FOR'rINSER SALE UCENCE As0gt? 
Take notice that, pu~uent to Section 16.1 of the Forest Act, sealed tender applications ~11 he 
accepted by the Ois~ct Manager, KaJum Forest Olaldct. Terrace, British Columbia, op to 8:30 a.m. 
on the t3th day of Fe~uar/t997, tofie opened at 9:30 am. on the 13111 day of FeUNary t9g7, for 
TImt~" Sale Ucence A50917 aulbe~zlng Ihe h~Pvest of timber located in the vicinity of North Hit,~h 
and Umonite Creek a~eas [n the K~um Fo,'est D]et~ct. 
VOLUME: 16,665 cubic m~us, mue or less 
DECKED VOLUME: 14362 cubic m~e, mue of less 
PROCESSING VOLUME: L616 cubic meuse of 1,S11 MItx'n (equiwlant vdume) 
SPECIES: Halleck: 46%, Balsam: 52%, Sp~:  2*, 
TERMS: Three (3) years 
"UPSE'r STUMPAOE: $45.29 
LOGGING SYSTEM: Roadside Iced.out 
This is e Bid Proposal Sale. Only tenders from firms and individuals registered, or eligible to register 
n the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, Category Two (2), w~ll be accepted. Applicants 
must directly own or lease, or propose to comtn~'t and own or lease a timl~ process ng faolity cap- 
able of remanufactu~n9 lumber o~ Feducing specialty wood products. 
All app l~ must submit e prapesal which contains elousiness case for tubber emanufactudog r 
specialty wood products manufacturing and addresses the development objective l the Crown as 
determined by the Minister of Forests, In addition, all applicants must Indicate how their prapo~l. 
eddresese other objec0vus relating to the evaluation crit~ie described .~ld walghted by 0m scanng 
template below:, 
Crlterla 
r~ 
Rr~ 
Tord w~h~ 
Weighting _ _ 
I0 
IO 
IO 
;o 
20 
10 
All applicants must submit a completed ata package in accordance with the outline provided in tim 
lender package, Appllcas~ must provide sufficient infumaSon for MtnisWofficials toc~plete a sacra 
of each evened, on cdtarla nd an assessment of each ~ bie~ng facto£ PrO~S v'~cn oo nome~ 
~rornefits ~fi be rejected, proposals recalv~ ~1 be eveJuated on N basts of Ihese uiteria 
and ~.  
the highest scoring applicant are considered tied. A clearly superior I~Opocal ~lt ee oererm eeo oy 
applying the fdlow~ng'Ja I~seking factors: 
thtngtalJon; 
Industrial Ra~(xmJizalion; 
U~lization; 
Rtxe Depandam'y and 
InnovelJorl : 
listed end re.mended to the Minister. Ifselected by the Minister, the Minlsw wil! aud:~ the leading 
~opl~.ar~ =o ,  ~ ~pose~.,~s do~ have to ~o~= s~ng !~_om~n .~ Fops, 
sol I~d must rets]n and be i~'epete~ to suppq such ~fotmation within ton (lO I oa~ of ,no,nee_sen 
selection, Failure to pass the audit may rseuit in d!~uahncet!on from the small BusinesS Farset 
~om~e Priam, : 
Upo~ ve~/thg ~ pf0pee& end a~ler apFoval by the Minister, Ihe Minlst~/will offer Ihe license subjed 
to terms azxl cor~ dee~ neessean/bY the MinisW and MirdsW staff, 
All IH~pl~tiona are expeot~ to ~t  all tkl)ber v~ume in r~y  equal. ~nua] ~urees ~ .,l~d 
~ term ¢ ~ llce~:e.,a,cplicar~la ~ to appq ~r ~r~:~ U~m U~e ~se  ~ume U ~o v~ ~ 
exp~ed rm o~ harvest must rees~p ~Wfova~ from ~ c,:~c~ ~ po~ ~ng a.p~ .apo~aH.. 
All ~icar~s must p~ccess ~ v=ume al tim~ ep1~mo ~" or me aqu~'mem ~ume or ~um~ ~ncran 
e~e tarm of ti~s S~ence. 
Dis~d Mam0er, Kalum Fereet Dish";ct, at #20~.5220 Kotth Avern.'e, Tarrsse, ~ ~Aluo~xa van r kr • 
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Gold for 
Skeena 
girls 
FEMALE WRESTLERS 
from Skeena Junior 
Secondary continue to heat 
up the mats, this time taking 
top spot at a tournament in
Kitwanga, 
Skeena snagged a total of 
37 points at the event, easily 
outdistancing Hazelton, who 
finished second with 23 
points. Prince Rupert's 
Charles Hayes placed third. 
The team has made huge 
strides this year, greatly im- 
pressing coach Dave 
O'Brieu. 
"All the girls continue to 
make incredible progress," 
he says. " I f  they continue to 
work hard in practice, they 
should be favourites to take 
the zone title." 
O'Brien also points out 
that Terrace will have a very 
strong girls' team at the 
Northern BC Winter Games 
coming up in February. 
Normally, the girls would 
wrestle as part of the zone 
team, but as this year's host, 
Terrace gets to have its own 
squad. 
Local gold medal winners 
at the Kitwanga meet in- 
elude Pam Haugland, 
Tracey Ridler, Laura Car- 
pinG and Roseanne Black- 
burn of NWCC. 
Silver medals were had by 
Candle Russell, Teri Plumb, 
Jenn Eide, Stephanie 
LaPlante and Grace 
Wittkowski, while Whitney 
Brnneau and Brenna Smith 
picked up bronze. 
O'Briea says that many of 
the girls boasted excellent 
perso,al performances, in- 
cluding rookie Brnneau who 
made bronze after just a few 
practices. Grace Wittkowski 
was also very impressive, 
giving former provincial 
wrestler Darcy Cameron a 
tough challenge. 
Hazelton continues to 
dominate boys' wrestling in 
the zone, but the Terrace 
team performed well in 
Kitwanga too. The boys 
picked up a number of 
medals to finish fourth over- 
all. 
Jon Peitier took gold and 
Tim Hargreaves silver at the 
event, while bronze was 
bagged by Brent Tromblay, 
Ajit Jaswal and James 
Bohn. 
Dave O'Brien says his 
team is grateful to those 
who have helped contribute 
to the Adopt a Wrestler pro- 
gram, which will provide 
wrestlers and coaches with 
warm-up suits. 
Where do you turn 
with a complaint 
against he press? 
To us... 
The British Coh, mbla Press 
Council is an independent 
review board which considers 
unresolved complaints about 
newspapers. To lodge a 
complaint, allit rakes i  the 
cost of a letter. 
B.C. Press Council 
900- 1281 W, Georgia St, 
Vancouver B,C. V6E 3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
Sports Scope 
Cross country clinic 
A WAXING clinic for cross country ski enthusiasts 
will take place at Valhalla Pure tonight at 7 pm. The 
ski trails at Onion Lake are groomed, with an 80 cm 
base and hardpack snow. 
Kermodes hit the courts 
CALEDONIA WILL h0st the Prince Rupert Rain- 
makers this weekend. Games are scheduled to begin at 
6 p.m. Friday. Basketball fans are encouraged tocome 
out and support the home team. 
Hockey parents meet 
THE TERRACE Minor Hockey Association will be 
holding its general parents meeting at the Happy Gang 
Centre on January 29 at 7:30 p.m.. 
All parents are urged to attend. 
Curling Club bonspiels 
THIS WEEKEND, January 24-26, the popular Legion 
Open Bouspiel will be held at the Curling Club. It's 
open to all men's, ladies or mixed combinations attd 
offers spectators a chance to see some great curling. 
This spiel usually attracts about 48 teams. Entries close 
on January 22. 
Spectators are also welcome when the club hosts the 
curling events for the Northern BC Winter Games. This 
will mostly be daytime curling featuring junior mens' 
and jmrior ladies' curling teams. 
Only two weeks to go 
The scene has been set. The flame is burning brightly 
in front of City Hall, the coaches and athletes arc 
geared up and ready, most of the volunteers' are in 
place, the billeting homes are all ready for the visiting 
athletes. With just over two weeks to go until the kick- 
off of the Northern BC Winter Games, Terrace is 
ready. 
A few volunteers are still needed in some areas. If 
you can help out there's till time to register. Drop by 
the Games office at 102-4721 Lazelle Avenue to pick 
up a form or pick up the phone and call 638-1997. 
Have you spotted the Northern BC Winter Games 
souvenir patrol yet? You may have seen them around 
town looking for anybody sporting Games souvenirs; 
Every day the souvenir patrol will be on the prowl 
spotting people wearing Northern BC Winter Games 
sweatshirts, T-shirts, hats and pins and everyday a 
lucky souvenir wearer will win a prize. You never 
latow when the souvenir patrol will see you on the 
street, in a store or even sitting at you desk at work. 
It's easy to get in on the fun. Just buy and wear a 
Games ouvenir. You'll find them at Terrace Co-op, K- 
Mart, Personally Yours, BCTel Phone Mart, Fields or 
the Games office. It's a great way to show your support 
for the Games and you may end up with a prize. 
Plans have been finalized for the Games opening 
ceremony. It will be held Friday, February 7 at the Ter- 
race Arena. Since seating is limited, tickets are needed 
in order to attend. They are free and you can pick them 
up at Sheffield and Sons in the Skeena Mall. The open- 
ing ceremonies will include the parade of athletes and 
entertaimnent and among the speakers will be Lui Pas- 
saglia of the BC Lions. 
With so little time remaining until the Games begin 
it's time for you to get into the spirit of the event. Be a 
volunteer, take in the opening ceremonies, plan to at- 
tend some of the sporting events. February 7 through 9 
promises to be a great ime in Terrace. 
~Comput el~r ~ r ~ e ,  ¢~ y & .~=F7. ,  0pm 
Beginning Tuesday Jan. 28 
TCOM 171 Introduction to CAD 
A 25 hour course introducing you to CAD usingAutoCAD 
It. Cost $150 
TCOM 172 CAD 2 
A 45 hour course picking up whereTCOM 171 left off. 
Cost $275 (To Start afterTCOM 171 at the same times) 
Register by phone or in person at NWCC. Space is limited. 
Instructor Allan Oleksewich 
These courses are transferable to the Applied Computers 
Technology C~trtificate. Contact Phil Bialobzyski NWCC 
635-6511 ext 5368 for more information. 
The Terrace Blueback Swim Club 
held its Ticket 
Raffle 
December 1, 
1996 
The results were: 
1ST PRIZE 
Mrs. Gill Redpath 
2 round trip tickets to 
Vancouver courtesy 
Canadian Airlines. 
2ND PRIZE 
Mr, Kevin Mitchell 
$200 In Co-op 
Gift Certificates. 
3RD PRIZE 
Mr. L. DeGerness. 
a family pool pass 
courtesy of the 
City of Terrace. 
Pictured in photo are left to right: Mike Carlyle (Head Coach), Lynn Rushton 
(Aquatic Centre Employee), Diane Minhinnick (Cana.~ian Airlines), Kevin 
Mitchell, Gill Redpath, Jenine Barton (accepting for her grandfather Mr. 
DeGemess) and Dylan Evans, a senior Blueback. 
Thanks go to everyone who supported our raffle and to our 
sponsors 
Canadian Airlines, Terrace Co-op and the City of Terrace. 
• Guaranteed Low Prices on Quality Name Brand Appliances 
• 100% Money Back Guarantee* on Maytag Washers, Dryers, 
& Ranges 
• 100% Money Back Guarantee* on Frigidaire Dishwashers 
• Direct Factory Rebates from 
I~_~AG .~,~'~m~l=N~-A,m O ~l~/lagic. Chef" 
on Select Appliances on Instore Stock & Order ,n Models 
lme offer 
f WASHER 
~ 2 speeds 
~_  ,8 cycles 
, GentlePower agitator 
Bleach dispenser 
| ELECTRIC DRYER 
I ~'ll II L~:~I | Automatic drying system 
I I II f r~l l ]~ / • 4 temperature selectl0ns 
PRI~: 0 " . 
1148 " 
GJSR2080 PVSR473ETWW 
• Built-in dishwasher~ 
3 wash levels 
Delay start ,~ ~ ,, 
• auietPower Plus'" . ~  
insu at on W. l l , l l  
• White on white . ~  
861800 R'"=E" 
GQB7429 
\ 
~.. s969oo ~dATEj 
IXW/I.X18JDT 
100% MONEY BACK SATISFACTION GUARANTEE* 
- BUY ANY APPLIANCE NOW & RECEIVE A FREE MAJOR 
COMPONENT EXTENDED WARRANTY - A $29.95 VALUE 
(OFFER ENDS FEB. 8, 1997) 
* DON'T PAY TILL MAY I O.A.C. " COUNTRYWIDE 
BUYING POWER WILL GIVE YOU SAME AS CASH PRICES BUT THE 
ABILITY TO PAY LATER, NO INTEREST, NO EXTRAS, NO KIDDING. 
Totem's Countrywide 
Furniture & Appliance 
4501 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace 
1-800-818-1158 
638-1158 
1..-  
Family forestry comes into its own 
SOMETIMES FAMILY TIME AT TUTSHI VENTURES means everybody in the office together. When Sue 
Jones and Steve Wright have to spend that extra couple of hours in the office to meet a deadline, Darcy joins them 
and polishes his computer game skills. 
Sue Jones and Steve 
Wright have coined a new 
phrase for the forest indus- 
try -- "family forestry." 
As owners of the 
forestry consulting com- 
pany Tutshi Ventures 
Corp. and parents of a 
three-year-old son, they 
were looking for a bal- 
anced way to share parent- 
ing responsibilities while 
both continuing to work in 
their field. 
Family forestry de- 
scribes a people-first phi- 
losophy that extends be- 
yond their own family to 
also accommodate their 
employees. 
"When hiring staff we 
emphasize that this is 
family-orlented silvicul- 
ture," says Sue. 
The family focus has 
evolved since Tutshi was 
incorporated in 1991. An 
industry trend in the late 
1980s toward implementa' 
tion contracting (where a 
contractor does the on-the- 
ground work for a licensee) 
had encouraged Sue and 
Steve to start up their own 
company. 
They credit a back- 
ground in family-owned 
businesses (Steve's parents 
run a dairy farm, and Sue's 
father has his own account- 
ing firm) with giving them 
the initiative to work for 
themselves. 
They already had a 
broad range of operations- 
based forestry experienqe 
gained while working for 
other contractors. They 
also had several years of 
experience working to- 
gether. 
"Often Steve would su- 
pervise a large crew and I 
would do quality control 
for the same contract," Sue 
says. 
Then one day a Ministry 
of Forests employee in- 
vited them to bid indepen- 
dently on a contract. Their 
bid was accepted and "it 
went from there,' Sue says. 
"Once people knew we 
were on our own we were 
phoned. People wanted 
our services." 
They had also stepped 
in at the right time for the 
services they provided 
which were now tending 
toward the range of surveys 
required in the forestry 
business.. 
"That was at the onset of 
the appraisal system," Sue 
notes. Licensees were re- 
quired to provide the sur- 
veys, yet this was also at a 
time when forest compa- 
nies were downsizing their 
operational workforce. 
Tutshi is operated out of 
the farm Sue and Steve 
bought in 1993. At one 
point their workforce in- 
cluded eight employees 
and the company was 
growing. But their focus 
changed with the arrival of 
Darcy in 1992. Both par- 
ents wanted to have more 
than a peripheral role in 
raining their son. Yet at the 
same time they were faced 
with the nature of forestry 
field work, which requires 
long days in the bush. 
"What day care is going 
to take your kid for 11 
hours?" says Steve. They 
also questioned the wis- 
dom of having both parents 
working 11 and 12-hour 
days. 
"We realized we didn't 
want both of us working in 
the bush at the same time," 
says Sue. 
The solution was to 
downsize, and for Steve 
and Sue to essentially share 
one job. That way the, par- 
ent wllo iSfi't-~doing 
company-related work can 
care for Darcy. 
"We don't usually work 
on the same contract," 
Steve points out. Their 
hours are contract-based, 
with Sue working more in 
the winter doing adminis- 
trative work. They have 
deliberately concentrated 
on survey work because it
offers a degree of flexibil- 
ity. 
"With surveys you usu- 
ally get a window of 30-60 
days (for completion)" 
says Steve. "So you have 
room for staying home 
with a sick child for a few 
days if you have to." 
The company has also 
reduced its staffing to two 
employees. And when hir- 
ing, they have sought out 
employees who would be 
comfortable with their phi- 
losophy of not having a 
rigid separation between 
home and family 
"Most of our employees 
have had children too." 
in fact, for one several- 
month stretch Tutshi had 
an in-house day-care for 
their son and the two chil- 
dren of an employee. 
And if both parents find 
they have to work at the 
same time, there is a place 
for Darcy in the office. He 
has also been known to ac- 
company Morn or Dad on 
the occasional foray out to 
the field. 
Even with downsizing, 
Sue and Steve are kept 
busy providing services for 
twu steady clients and run- 
ning the farm. The couple 
raises purebred Red Angus 
breeding stock. As well, 
Sue is completing her final 
courses toward becoming a 
Registered Professional 
Foresler. 
Their transition to family 
forestry has taken time, but 
both feel it was worth it. 
Theyadvise anyone lse 
contemplating a similar 
move to keep their opera- 
tion small. 
"The key is the flexibil- 
ity of the type of work you 
choose," notes Steve. ~' 
"And you have to find 
employees that are compat- 
ible with how you want to 
work." 
And the pay-off? 
"Lifestyle. And you are 
both raising your own kid." 
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The Year in Review 
MILL WORKERS throughout the northwest faced greater uncertainty in 1996 as a result of bottomed-out pulp 
prices and high logging costs. 
Repap bought Orenda, 
rumours began to spread 
that Repap itself was for 
sale. That was confirmed 
when potential buyers 
showed up in Prince Rupert 
lbr a tour of the pulp mill. 
It wasn't until December 
that the deal was made pub- 
lic, with Montreal-based 
Avenor offering one share 
in its company for every 
4.25 shares of Repap Enter- 
prises Ltd. But Avenor's 
announcement included 
mention of the possibility of 
"strategic divestiture" of 
some of Repap's assets. 
That raised fears that 
Repap's northwestern oper- 
ations could be put on the 
auction block if the sale 
goes through. 
Forests minister Zirnhelt 
would not commit himself 
to licence transfer hearings 
over the deal. 
By year's end the markets 
began to pass judgment on 
the proposed acquisition. 
Repap's hare price plunged 
more than 25 per cent, lead- 
ing to speculation Avenor 
shareholders might kill the 
deal when they vote on it in 
February. 
THE YEAR IN REVIEW 
Proposed buyeut of Repap was 
key feature of forestry here in '96 
1996 WAS a rollercoaster 
year tbr the northwest tbrest 
industry. 
The biggest unknown 
through the last 12 months 
- -  and into 1997 - -  was just 
who will be in control of 
major portions of northwest 
timber stands. 
The year started with 
failed efforts by Orenda 
Forest Products to find a 
buyer for its 342,000 cubic 
metre forest licence in the 
upper Nass. A New York 
consortium had proposed to 
take over the company and 
divert the wood to a pulp 
mill at Gold River on Van- 
couver Island. That deal fell 
through however after dis- 
sapproving noises From the 
lbrests ministry. 
Orenda did however find a 
buyer in Repap B.C. which 
was moving to increase its 
regional fibre supply in the 
wake of the Nisga'a 
agreement- in-pr inc ip le .  
The deal signed in February 
meant the loss of 140,000 
cubic metres for Repap. The 
company demanded $80 
inillion in compensation 
from the province while at 
the same time predicting 
they'll be able to work well 
with the Nisga'a. 
By summer licence trans- 
fer hearings were over and 
the Orenda deal was ap- 
proved. The conditions re- 
ning al approximately dou- 
ble the price the logs were 
fetching on the open market. 
The first sign of trouble 
was a series of extended 
shutdowns and slowdowns 
that accompanied the strike 
at Repap's Prince Rupert 
pulp mill in late '95. It was 
late spring before con- 
tractors in some areas got 
back to work. 
West Fraser began warn- 
ing mill workers of an im- 
pending shutdown in the 
summer, but it didn't come 
until late fall. A six-week 
shutdown of Skeena Saw- 
mills in Terrace was an- 
nounced, throwing several 
hundred mill workers and 
associated contractors out of 
work. 
At the same time both 
West Fraser and Repap be- 
gan a concerted push for 
special consideration of the 
difficulty of operating in the 
northwest. 
Road building costs, oper- 
ating costs, and the price of 
pulp were making it difficult 
for them to continue opera- 
tions. 
Both companies took the 
matter to government. 
Repap proposed a change 
in the stumpage system that 
would take into account 
losses on the pulp side, ef- 
fectively reducing the 
stumpage of more pulp- 
laden operators, and in- 
crease the stumpage in the 
interior where sawlogs are 
more prevalent. 
Wesl Fraser also met with 
Ibrests minister David Zirn- 
belt, seekinglrelief on log- 
ging costs. One possibility 
raised was some relaxation 
of road-building standards. 
Some in the industry said 
Pulp markets 
The story of the year that 
affected the average forestry 
worker most was the poor 
economics for the north- 
west's pulp-heavy forests. 
Although saw log prices 
quired upgrading of the were padding big profits for 
company's Port Edward some interior operators, 
pulp mill, but gave little more coastal outfits lbund 
comtort to workers in the they couldn't give their ptilp 
Stewart and Kitwanga areas logs away. 
that there would be job Both Repap and West 
stability. Fraser said the costs of har- 
Ahnost immediately after vesting pulp logs were run- 
by the NDP government. 
Logging dispute 
If anyone felt betrayed by 
government, it was the Port 
Simpson Indian band. 
The group tried to get a 
permit to log reserve land 
near Prince Rupert. 
They claim the federal De- 
partment of Indian Affairs 
had no one on staff to pro- 
cess the request, so they 
went ahead and logged 
without a permit. 
In August, the feds 
swooped in and seized $5 
million worth of logs. The 
band disputed the seizure in 
cour t .  
The episode escalated 
when federal negotiators 
said they might be forced to 
suspend Tsimshian treaty 
negotiations while the legal 
dispute is ongoing. 
To date, contractors have 
gone unpaid and a Japanese 
['irm hasn't received its 
wood. Meanwhile the tim- 
ber sits and loses value. 
Cutting levels 
• New annual allowable 
present standards are cuts (AACs) came down for 
ludicrous because they in many areas of the province 
some cases require roads including parts of tile north- 
that will ultimately be deac- 
tivated to be constructed to 
highway standards. 
Zirnhelt's office was ac- 
tively considering both 
companies' proposals at 
year-end. 
By early January, more 
bad news came, hitting the 
town of Stewart like a 
sledgehammer blow. 
The key operators in the 
Meziadin-Stewart area told 
workers and contractors 
there that logging would not 
resume there until June be- 
cause of the poor pulp 
markets. 
west. In most cases the chief 
forester indicated existing 
cutting levels could be 
maintained for the short- to 
mid-term, but that some 
reductions will be necessary 
over the long term. Con- 
versely, a proposal to 
dramatically increase cut- 
ting rates in the Cassiar 
area came under fierce criti- 
cism from environmental 
Forest Renewal 
B.C. 
• The promise of Forest 
Renewal B.C., bankrolled 
by the superstumpage f es 
the industry had agreed to, 
became abad joke in 1996. 
Things had started well for 
the organization. After 
much criticism in 1995 
about delays in issuing 
grants, the money finally 
started to flow. Numerous 
projects were announced 
around the northwest. 
But then came figures 
showing an unprecedented 
provincial government 
budget deficit I figures 
which the government had 
apparently sat on through 
the spring election. It wasn't 
long betbre the now in- 
famous decision was made 
to raid $400 million from 
FRBC's $900 million sur- 
plus. 
It will likely be consider- 
able time before the industry 
feels anything but betrayed 
groups. 
Ahead to 1997 
• Critical to the northwest 
in 1997 will be the outcome 
of Avenor's proposed 
takeover of Repap. 
If the deal dies, as some 
analysts have suggested in 
the wake of market activity, 
Repap will be at the mercy 
of its creditors, mainly the 
TD Bank and the Royal 
Bank. 
If it goes ahead, there's 
still the possibility Avenor's 
planned "strategic divesti- 
ture" may mean more in- 
stability for the northwest 
B.C. operations. 
• Also critical is how the 
government decides to play 
both the Nisga'a treaty ne- 
gotiations and the land 
claim negotiations with 
more than 40 other tribal 
groups. 
A final Nisga'a treaty 
should be reached in 1997, 
but key prowsions for 
transition to Nisga'a 
forestry control are yet to be 
hashed out. 
Most important is whether 
the government decides to 
sign similar deals with other 
native groups. A govern- 
ment committee touring the 
province is to issue recom- 
mendations this spring. 
• A close eye will be kept 
on pulp prices. Some im- 
provement in the market, 
barring unprecedented 
government assistance or a 
major stumpage policy 
change, will be needed to 
ensure northweslerners 
work in mills and in the 
bush in 1997. 
t . t J 
Touch 
Wood 
1997 NORTHERN 
WOOD FORUM 
May 8-I 0, 1997 
Williams Lake, B.C. 
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.. Your New 
Northwest 
Nissan dealer is 
located at 
Capewell Auto! 
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* With a =2000 °° down payment O.A.C. 
USED TRUCK SPECIALISTS • YOUR NORTHWEST DEALER IN B.C. 
 uak  hl. 
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Adding Value to Wood 
Searching for decorating 
ideas? Why not choose a 
value-added item of wood 
crafts, products and art 
made in northern B.C. sug- 
gests Len Bosch, of North- 
ern Wood Forum, to be held 
May 8-10 in Williams Lake. 
"We have world class 
artisans and crafts-people 
producing fine products all 
adding value to our forest 
resource," says Bosch, Co- 
Chair of NWF Host Com- 
mittee. "Last year's Touch 
Wocd forum in Vanderhoof, 
showed the 6000 visitors the 
range of value-added wood 
products from handcrafted 
furniture to works of art. 
Many of these would make 
fine gifts," he says. 
As examples Bosch points 
to the 1996 Touch Wood 
forum award rectpients. 
Vanderhoof's Brent Raphael 
shared the Juror's choice 
award for his native wood 
carvings with Scott Weaver, 
also of Vanderhoof, whose 
fine wooden trucks attracted 
attention. Know an archer? 
John Wiebe, Vanderhoof, 
won the most-value added 
product award with his ar- 
rows. 
If you or a friend are 
decorating a home then 
Kevin Taylor and Amber 
Shipley make fine log furni- 
ture in Prince George, as 
does Rick Kost of Big Lake, 
Todd Stockner of Hazelton, 
who won with a room 
divider, and Kathy Gessman 
of Prince George. 
For outdoor furniture, for 
a deck or garden, there is 
birch furniture from 
Jovanka Djordjevich of 
Prince George, Deanna 
Schimdt who make twig fur- 
niture in Fort St: James or 
William Graham with his 
cedar garden products in 
Prince George. 
In fine art, there are the 
wood carvings of Billy Ed- 
mund in Vanderhoof, the 
wildlife carving of Charles 
Canaday in Williams Lake 
and the carved loons of 
Mark and Inez Coe in 
Anahim Lake. 
Many of these artisans 
will be at local craft fairs, 
says Bosch, but most will 
produce goods to order. "It 
is not only an example of 
shopping local to support 
our region and keep the dol- 
lars at home, but it is the 
kind of support hat artisans 
and artists need to stay in 
business." And he stresses, 
all of these are good exam- 
ples of adding value to our 
forest resources. 
"There are even toys, for 
children or adults," he says 
"toys that will become fam- 
ily heirlooms and be passed 
on to other generations." 
These included Norm 
Glass trucks and those made 
by Robert Schepens of 
Prince George. Schepens 
also crafts f ine jewelry 
boxes. Beyond toys are the 
musical instruments of 
Larry Stamm of McBride 
who got rave revmws last 
year for his classical guitars. 
Then for the home there 
are the woodturned bowls of 
Sveb Mueller of Prince 
George, the sculpted boxes 
or Stuart Simpson and 
Christine Kelly of Atlin, and 
inlaid wood pictures from 
Glen Stanely of McBride. 
Bosch acknowledges that 
sometimes it takes a little 
more time to track down lo- 
cal wood crafters and artists 
but feel it is worth the ef- 
fort. Check local galleries, 
museums and gift shops, he 
suggests. 
"We can all think of ex- 
amples of where our society 
has lost valuable artisans, 
like shoe makers or wheel- 
wrights," he says. "A value- 
added purchase is a chance 
to support those who are 
keeping crafts and trades 
alive," says Bosch. 
Leading sponsors for the 
forum are: Central Interior 
Wood Processors Associa- 
tion, working in participa- 
tion with the Cariboo Lum- 
ber Manufactures Associa- 
tion; Forest Renewal BC; 
Ministry of Small Business, 
Tourism and Culture; Hu- 
man Resources Develop- 
ment Canada; Royal Bank; 
Slocan Group; Vanderhoof 
Specialty Wood Products; 
Dexto Wood Ltd; School 
District #217 and many 
major companies in the 
forest sector. 
At the 1997 Touch Wood 
Forum in Williams Lake 
woodcrafter, students, in- 
dustry and the general pub- 
lic will once again have the 
opportunity to learn about 
the value-added market. 
The forum and woodcrafters 
exhibition and trade show is 
May 8-10, 1997. Informa- 
tion is available from the 
Northern Wood Forum, 
#3110 - 172 North 2nd Ave, 
Williams Lake, V2G 1ZG. 
Call us-it's a 
two way conversation 
We accept responsibility for the full 
range of forest management activities -
and that includes listening. 
For more information about forest 
stewardship, call Babine Forest Products 
Company (250) 692-7177 
I 
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I CENTRE LTD.  I 
SYSTEMS ' PRINTERS " NETWORKS 
• SOFTWARE ° CD ROM ° REPAIRS 
1188 KING STREET, SMITHERS 
847-5126 • FAX: 847-3764 
ASI ® Pro 
• Pentlum :L33MHz Intel processor 
• 256H Pipelin Burst Cache 
• 16Mb EDO Ram 
• 1.6Gb Hard Drive 
• ASl 14" SVGA Colour Monitor 
• US Robotics 33.6K Data? Fax/Voice 
Modem 
• Microsoft PD/2 Mouse w/pad 
• PCI 1Mb Video Card 
• Windows 95 installed with maunal and co 
• 8X CD ROM Drive w/Sound Blaster 
sound card & speakers 
• Microsoft Home Bundle-Works, Money, 
Encarta 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
CELLULAR 
SERVICE 
BCTEL 
~,# Mobility 
* SALES 
* SERVICE  
* RENTAI  
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I D LAN D 
LTD. 
SPECIALIZING 
IN.•. 
• LOGGING & MINING 
COMMUNICATION 
EQUIPMENT 
• AUTOTEL 
• SATELLITE 
COMMUNICATIONS 
• DIRECT DIAL RADIO 
TELEPHONE 
• MOBILE L RADIO 
• PORTABLE 
RADIO 
845-7306 
3459 - 10th Street • P.O. Box 1330', 
Houston, B.C. V0J 2N0 
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From Pine Cone to Mill 
Photo by Maureen Kafer 
GROWING UP: Summit Nursery superintendant, Nola Weston shows greenhouse seedlingswhat hey will 
eventually grow up to be. 
by Maureen Kafer that is your table, your It starts out with picking the 
hardwood floor, even your fruit that carries the seeds 
front door. This list goes on that will grow to become a 
and on. majestic forest that will 
There is much preparation become part of a home 
that goes in to keeping our entertainment centre. 
forests filled with trees. The seeds come from one of 
two sources. Wild stands are 
a natural group of trees. Cone 
pickers are sent out to pick 
the cones out of baskets that a 
helicopter has lowered over 
tree. 
Some cones fall into the 
Look around your house and 
see how much wood there 
really is. It is easy to take for 
granted all the work that has 
gone into producing the wood 
basket and some of the upper is kept on hand. "'We always 
branches are cut off. 
After the pickers are finished, 
the cones are bundled up and 
sent off. 
Seed orchards are the other 
source. In this breeding 
program the best wild trees 
are cross bred. This helps to 
maintain or increase the 
genetic diversity of the trees 
as well as picking up the 
traits for better growth and 
strength properties. 
"'We're trying to get a lot of 
our program into that, using 
improved seed, because we 
can make big gains in growth 
at a relatively low cost." says some cases, if the area was 
Gerry Pinkerton, from destroyed by an older fire, 
Ministry of Forests, snags must be felled and 
Next the bundles of cones are piled, or brush may need to 
sent to a seed processing beremoved. 
centre where the seeds are By the time the site is 
removed from the cone. Then prepared and the seedlings 
they are dried in order to are:ready, the plan!ers must 
ensure they won't germinate 
or mould while in storage. 
Some types of cones need to 
dry in order 1o open up and 
release the seed. They are 
stored anywhere up to 30 
years. 
The seeds are sent out to 
nurseries upon request. 
In order to prepare for an 
area being denuded, 
destroyed by natural causes 
or logged, a back-up of seeds 
bank a seed," says Pinkerton. 
"'We always have about a 
five to 10 year supply on 
hand." 
The nursery will grow the 
seedling in containers from 
five months to two years to 
grow depending on the type 
of seedling. "'Normally we 
take a year to grow a seedling 
but we can do it faster." 
While the seedlings are 
growing, different sites 
(blocks) are being prepared 
for planting. 
The amount of preparalion 
needed for a block varies: In 
be hired, usually by contract. 
"'The planters co.me and put 
them into the ground, pretty 
simple," says Pinkerton. 
But the job does not end 
there. There is much 
maintenance required to 
ensure the survival of the 
young seedlings. 
See "Pine Cone" 
on page 6 
Contributing to the e.conomic growth 
of our commun tq through: .......... 
- Paci f ic  In land Resources  
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Forestry workers 
should care for back 
THEY CONTORT their 
bodies into awkward posi- 
tions to operate chainsaws, 
they loop heavy chains 
around logs, and they sit in 
logging trucks for 16 hours, 
manipulating large steering 
wheels. They are forestry 
workers, and many are m- 
tendinitis and repetitive ac- 
tivities. 
For example, crane opera- 
tors who sit and reach for 
controls all day, are prone to 
neck, back and arm pain. 
Spacers, who carry large 
chainsaws, often end up put- 
ting too much pressure on 
jured as a result of the the discs in their backs. 
physical demands of their Then there's injury from 
jobs. trauma, such as falls, broken 
At that point they're likely 
to need help, and thaCs 
when physiotherapists are 
asked to help repair the 
damage. 
"Thirty to forty per cent 
of my climates are here be- 
cause of forestry related in- 
juries," says Terrace 
physiotherapist . . . . . . . .  
Glustien. She works at the 
Kcrmodei Physiotherapy 
Clinic. 
Not all of them am there 
on workers' compensation 
claims. Sometimes a man 
will injure himself doing 
something simple, like pick- 
ing up a child. But the m- 
jury is actually due to job- 
related strains. 
"Over time things just 
wear out," says Lori Jan- 
zen, Glustien's co-workc r~ 
She sees injuries from im- 
proper use of the back, 
bones, torn ligaments and 
strains. 
"We do everything from 
the simple to the very com- 
plex and long term," says 
Janzen. 
What both women would 
like to see are more pre- 
ventative programs, to keep 
forestry workers from being 
injured. 
"We're only paid to treat 
the person, not communica- 
te with the employer," says 
Glustien. And that's frustra- 
ting for them. 
They hope employers will 
buy into the concept hat fit- 
ter employers, better edu- 
cated about injury- 
prevention, will save them 
m~ney in the long term. 
"We're treating after the 
fact," says Glustien. "No 
one's gone in there and said, 
'you're out of shape.' And 
there's a big danger that 
workers will re-injure them- 
selves if they don't get in 
better shape. That's because 
stronger muscles help pro- 
tect vulnerable areas, like 
spines. 
Another problem is that 
some forestry workers 
won't admit they're hurting 
until they can't physically 
do their jobs. 
"Cutbacks make people 
worried. They'll do any- 
thing to keep their jobs, m- 
eluding things which cause 
injuries," says Janzen. 
Another leading cause of 
injuries is fatigue. The in- 
dustry demands long hours 
during the height of the sea- 
son, and the human body 
simply isn't designed to 
work that hard for that long, 
particularly when someone 
isn't in good physical condi- 
tion. 
Getting employees to take 
part in injury prevention 
programs could be easier 
than some would think. 
"By the time we see them 
they're willing to do any- 
thing," says Janzen. "Pain 
makes them change their 
minds." 
• P INE  CONE 
Brushers need to keep the 
brush under control until the 
seedlings can compete 
themselves. 
In some areas the stand must 
be fill planted in areas that 
have failed or been chewed 
up by animals or attacked by 
animals, "'There is a number 
of natural factors out there 
that do damage to 
plantations. 
Occasionally areas that were 
naturally reseeded need to be 
tended for density. As with 
pine trees, that naturally 
reseed after a fire. Sometimes 
the seedlings will be too 
dense and therefore stagnate. 
Pruning is uses to create 
stronger wood that will be 
knot free and of higher value. 
Pinkerton says, "'after 
pruning and thinning the trees 
are generally on their way." 
For the forests that have been 
slated for logging, the mill 
plans what timber will be cut, 
usually by the age of the tree. 
Just like every living 
organism, a tree has a 
lifespan and when it starts to 
get over mature it will be 
logged. 
"'When a tree gets over 
mature bugs get in it and it 
becomes usceptible to forest 
fires. Clear-cutting replaces 
forest fires. We try to log 
before forest fires destroy it," 
explains Rob King, foreman making sure to pile them 
at Tahtsa Timber a contracted efficiently and safely. 
logging outfit. 
When the mill decides on all 
the details of how and what 
will be logged, the roads 
must be planned and built. 
Then the whole operation 
must be orchestrated in order 
to run at optimum efficiency. 
Then the camp is set up and 
the machines are brought in. 
As time goes by, logging is 
constantly being updated, In 
days gone by loggers fell 
trees on foot with chainsaws. 
Now, the operation is fully 
mechanical and many of the 
machines are computerized 
cutting down the amount of 
waste and the time it takes to 
cut and process logs 
substantially. 
The logs are taken down by a 
mechanical failer and placed 
in piles of four or five. A 
skidder will come along and 
stack the logs into bigger 
piles along the side of the 
road, making them accessible 
to the processor. 
In order to maintain quality a 
bucker will cut off rough or 
rotten edges with a chainsaw. 
Next the processor, an 
ominous machine, will pick 
up a log, measure it, cut it 
into appropriate lengths and 
keep a record of how much 
wood it has cut. It then spits 
the logs out ready to be 
loaded on to the trucks. 
A butt and topper transfers 
logs to the logging trucks 
In the logging industry, 
operators can be fined at any 
time for unsafe practices and 
that can become quite costly. 
The logging season generally 
lasts from August to March, 
closing during the spring and 
summer months due to the 
inaccessibility of the blocks. 
The machinery used is too 
heavy for soft and muddy 
roads. 
But during the winter months, 
logging trucks will deliver 
two loads of processed wood 
to the.  awaiting mill 
whereupon it will be 
processed into usable lumber 
that will become bed Frames, 
bathroom cupboards and 
wooden spoons. 
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QUIET LIFE: For workers, camp life is a quiet and solitary one. Most workers do 
it for the money. A bit of t.v. early to bed then up and at ern is the consensus. 
Life in a Logging Camp 
by Maureen Kafer 
Living in a logging camp takes a special 
kind of person. Day after day spent in vir- 
tual seclusion, living in closed quarters 
with a small group of people. 
For the majority of loggers, camp life is 
a necessity, one that they accept. 
People who work and live out in logging 
camps come from a variety of different 
lifestyles. 
Verla Cassidy is a processor operator. 
She and her husband work and live in a 
logging camp. 
They have been living together like this 
for 11 years. Verla cooks their meals for 
the both of them in their trailer as opposed 
to eating with the rest of the crew in the 
cook shack. 
At Christmas time, Veda puts up a tree, 
"I do it every year because that's where 
we spend all of our time," she says. 
The working season usually lasts from 
August until March. During the holidays 
Yerla and her husband Norm take ad- 
vantage of the time by traveling to places 
like Bahamas, Mexico, Jamaica and this 
year they will visit Australia. 
Veda doesn't mind being away from 
home for such long stretches because she 
makes her trailer as homey as possible for 
her and her husband. 
"For us, it's all right," but Veda doesn't 
think it would be that much fun for a man 
with a wife and kids. 
Family man Jim Fehr agrees. "It sucks," 
he says. 
Fehr has been living in camp for lO 
years. Hc met his wife before he went out 
into the bush and when he started the job 
he figured the money and the time off dur- 
ing the summer was worth the sacrifice. 
He has two children and feels compelled 
to spend as much time with them as he 
can, " I  miss out on lots so on the 
weekends I take them out tobogganing or 
out for an ice cream, but you've gotta do 
stuff with them." 
Fehr says that being away isn't as much 
of a strain on his relationship with his fam- 
ily as when he comes home again. 
"Nobody's used to each other." he says. 
Fehr is a quiet person and doesn't mind 
spending time alone. He fulfills his social 
needs with his co-workers, " It 's like a 
family," he says. 
However, he says there is always the risk 
of getting too much of another person, 
"You put two best friends in a shack and 
within a month, they hate each other." 
One element that keeps everything 
stirred up a bit is mobility. Often camps 
change and depending on the crew, there is 
often a turnover in staff. 
Seasonal workers are common in the 
logging industry. One such worker is a 
young, single Ryan Kurz. He works as a 
handy man around the camp and is in it for 
the experience as well as the money. " I 'm 
doing this because it's probably my Last 
season in forestry and I wanted to spend a 
winter out here," he says. 
Kurz uses his spare time to study, read or 
watch movies and has forged a small so- 
cial group out at camp. 
However, it's not all a walk in the park, 
"It's a bit of a drag being away all the 
time, but it rejuvenates you going back 
into town." 
One thing that everyone seems to agree 
on is that it takes a lot of sacrifice to live 
in a camp. But every one feels it is worth 
it, because the money is good. 
Fehr says people don t understand why 
they get paid so much. His answer is, "All 
you do here is work and eat and sleep, you 
are sacrificing your social life and that's 
worth something." 
Hilltop Inn 
Where they can serve a logger's special 
20 oz. Steak- 16.95 
On The Top Of The Hil l  • Phone 847-4481 
The people behind our quality cedar and pine shakes are: (bottom lett to 
right) Bill Carmichael, Paul Chamberlain, Ken Barger, Tyler Becker, Debra 
Hinger. (Top row left to right) Freda Lewthwaite, Roger Theberge, Gordon 
Bussiere, Ed Theberge, Scott Graham, Curtis Barger, Shelley Becker. 
Cedar and pine shakes; All grades available for new roof 
construction, re-roof, or sidewall. 
Dry Pine Logs 
Call us Monday to Friday, 8.5 at 847.5551 or fax 847.4196 
#ORTHL/NE 
Accredited Collision Repairs 
• Special iz ing in ICBC Work • 
• Windshield Rep lacement  • 
• Quality Service and Workmanship  • 
• 15 Years Exper ience on Frames • 
• FREE Pick Up and Delivery in Town • 
Phone 847-5121 
FOR FREE ESTIMATES! 
L ~  ~ 3408 HW~. 16, SMITHERS 
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Forest Renewal British Columbia funds 
sought for recreation projects 
"We would like to up- hundreds of skiers in the Trail is another project in Bay Campground volves reopening the old 
United Empire Loyalist rail 
near Stewart and joining it 
up with Alaska's Titan 
Trail. 
The Loyalist trail follows 
an historic pack-horse route 
up into the alpine, to an old 
mine site. An extension to 
the trail would cross over 
the border to the U.S. 
"That would make it a 
true international trail," 
says Johansen, who has 
been talking with the U.S. 
Forest Service about the 
project. "It would be a 
cooperative ffort." Anoth- 
er proposal involves upgrad- 
ing the Bonney Lakes canoe 
route, near Meziadin Junc- 
tion on Highway 37. 
The trek crosses five 
lakes, joined together by 
portage trails, to create a 
canoe route that would take 
three to five days to com- 
plete, 
Johansen says the site has 
great potential, especially 
against industry groups and since the recent establish- 
Parks for the dollars.', One meat Of nearby Swan Lake 
of the proposed projects in '  Provincial Park, 
THE BC FOREST Service 
is turning to Forest Renewal 
BC in 1997, with hopes of 
drumming up some extra 
cash for several forest 
recreation projects. 
In the face of shrinking 
government budgets, the 
Forest Service is looking for 
partnerships with agencies 
like FRBC and community 
recreation groups to help 
build and maintain Forest 
Service trails and camp 
sites. 
Last year, the Forest Ser- 
vice received two FRBC 
grants for the Kalum Forest 
District. That money went 
to trail-building and an out- 
door classroom at Red 
Sands Lake in the Nass Val- 
ley. 
"This year we want to 
spread the projeCis around 
the district m6re," says 
Forest Service :i :recreation 
technician Carl ' Johansen. 
"But it will be tough be- 
cause we are competing 
Touch 
Wood 
1997 NORTHERN 
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to 
grade the camping sites." winter, as well as mountain 
Johansen says. "Right now bikers and hikers in the 
they are just cleared areas." summer months. It also 
The Forest Service is also hosts several cross country south of Terrace, and 
asking for funding to up- ski tournaments, meanders along Granite 
grade the popular Onion Johansen says the site Creek before heading up 
Lakes cross country ski needs trail maintenance, ira- into spectacular alpine, 
trails between Kitimat and proved signage and could "Improvements to that 
Terrace. use upgrades to one of the trail would be great for local 
wanning huts. would extend for some six 
The trails are used by The nearby Gunsight Peak kilometres from the Furlong 
need of funding. The trail GunsightLake, 
starts near Lakelse Lake hikers, tourists and campers 
Provincial Park, 20 km staying at the lake,', 
Johansen says. 
The trail was flagged off 
by Forest Service workers 
last year. If completed, it
would extend for some six 
kilometres from the Furlong 
Bay Campground to 
Gunsight Lake. 
Dihe John Deere grapple won't let go until you're good and ready, 
The mightiest engine, the 
smoothest transmission, and 
the nicest cab don't mean 
beans if the grapple can't 
hang onto a load. 
While other grapples wres- 
tle around, trying to get a 
decent grip on your logs, 
John Deere G-Series Skidders 
have already been to the 
landing and started head- 
ing back for more timber. 
The grapple head features 
360-degree rotation. Each 
tong has its own hydraulic 
cylinder- with synchro- 
nized motion that adapts 
the tongs to the load, 
rather than trying to force 
the load to adapt o the 
tongs. And the closed-center 
hydraulic system maintains 
constant pressure, virtually 
locking the tongs in place. 
Get behind the wheel of 
a G-Series Skidder - and 
get a firm grasp of this 
harvesting 
business once 
and for all. 
May 8- I O, 1997 
Williams Like, B.C. 2905 Tatlow Road, Smithers Phone 847-3236 • Fax 847-5066 
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Chainsaws: Take Care 
Safety Tips to Follow 
Safety must always be a 
prime consideration when 
operating a chainsaw. Here 
are a few safety tips using a 
chainsaw: 
TRANSPORT 
Stop the engine before 
putting a chainsaw down or 
before carrying it. Avoid 
touching the hot muffler. 
Shut off the engine and 
allow it to cool before 
refueling. Select bare 
ground for fueling and 
move at least 10 feet away 
before starting the engine. 
STARTING 
Start and operate your 
saw without assistance. Do 
not drop start as you may 
lose control of the saw. 
Place the ehainsaw on 
firm ground or other solid 
surface. Maintain a good 
balance and secure footing. 
Be sure that the guide 
bar and chain are clear of 
you and all other 
obstructions and objects, 
including the ground. Don't 
try to start the saw with the 
guide bar in a cut or kerf. 
Don't wrap the starter 
cord around your hand. 
Don't let the grip snap back. 
CUTTING 
Do not use a saw with an 
incorrect idle speed 
adjustment. Note: At the 
correct idle speed, the chain 
should not rotate. After 
adjusting the chain, start the 
saw, let the engine run for a 
while, switch the engine off 
and re-check the chain 
tension. 
WORKING 
Don't work alone. Keep 
within calling distance of 
others in case help is 
required. 
Put off work when the 
weather is extreme. 
Clear the area where you 
are working. 
Don't cut any material other 
than wood or wooden 
objects. When sawing, make 
sure that the saw chain 
doesn't touch other 
materials. Doing so may 
cause the saw to switch 
back. 
Always maintain a firm 
foothold. Never work on a 
ladder or in a tree. Don't use 
the saw above shoulder 
height. 
Don't pressure the saw 
when reaching the end of a 
cut. The pressure may cause 
the bar and chain to pop out 
of the cut. 
KICKBACK 
Kickback occurs when 
the upper part of the bar 
nose contacts a solid object 
or is pinched, this may fling 
the bar up and back in an 
uncontrolled are. Under 
some cutting circumstances, 
the bar moves towards the 
operator. Never operate 
your chainsaw without a 
front handguard. In a 
kickback situation, this 
guard protects your left 
hand and other parts of your 
body. 
The best protection from 
kick back is to avoid 
kickback situation: Hold the 
chainsaw firmly with both 
hands and maintain a secure 
grip. Be aware of the 
location of the guide bar 
nose at all times. Don't let 
the nose of the guide bar 
contact any object. Don't 
overreach. Begin cutting 
and continue at full throttle. 
Cut only one log at a time. 
Don't plunge the saw. Stand 
to the side of the cutting 
path of the chainsaw. 
PUSHBACK 
Pushback occurs when 
the chain on the top of the 
bar is suddenly stopped. 
The reaction of the chain 
drives the saw straight back 
toward the operator cause 
loss of saw control. Do not 
twist the saw when 
withdrawing the bar from 
plunge or cut or under buck. 
PULL IN 
Pull in occurs when the 
chain on the bottom of the 
bar is suddenly stopped. 
The reaction of the chain 
pulls the saw forward, 
causing the operator to lose 
control. Always start a cut 
with the chain rotating at 
full speed and the bumper 
spike in contact with the 
wood. Pull in may also be 
prevented by using wedges 
to open the cut. 
All About Forests 
What is a clearcut? 
A clearcut can be defined as an area of forest that has 
been completely cleared of all trees other than seedlings 
and occasional saplings. When a forest is clearcut, all the 
trees that regrow in the area will be similar in age and 
size. Clearcutting is the harvesting practice most 
commonly used in the conversion from unmanaged to 
managed forests. It is also the most common method of 
harvesting in managed timber production forests in the 
world, ltowever, ecologically speaking, a clearcut is not 
just defined by the removal of trees, but also by the loss 
of forest conditions are collectively referred to as the 
"forest micro-climate." It is the forest micro-climate that 
affects how well species live in the woods. And the 
micro-climate is, in turn, affected not just by the size of a 
clearcut, but more so, by the shape. 
FORESTRY 
Consultants Ltd. 
Experienced in all aspects of 
Forest Management in 
Northwestern British Columbia. 
P.O. BOX 2799 
SMITHERS, B.C. 
V0J 2N0 
FAX: (604) 847-2397 
BUS: (604) 847-3101 
SECURING OUR FUTURE 
When Forest Renewal BC invests in 
projects to restore and protect the health 
of B.C.'s forests, we're really investing in 
people. 
Innovative management is the key to a 
sustainable forest sector. And a 
sustainable forest sector means our 
children can look forward to a bright 
future. 
Forest Renewal BC is leading the way. To 
date, we've invested $530 million in more 
than 4,200 projects across B.C. 
Because when we take care of forests, 
they take care of us. 
Forest Renewal BC 
Skeena-Bulkley Region 
Bag 5000, 1070 Main St. 
Smithers, B.C. : 
VOJ 2N0 
Forest Renewal BC 
is a partnership of forest companies, 
workers, environmental groups, 
First Nations, communities and 
government, 
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The Code and FRBC 
PETRO CANADA ® 
TYMOSCHUK AGENCIES LTD. 
WHOLESALE MARKETING 
Cardlocks at: Smithers, Hazelton, 
Kitwanga, Tatogga and Terrace 
Terrace 635-2066 
635-9500 
Toll Free 
1-800.308-2066 
Smithers 847-2522 
Fax 847-3726 
5138 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 K9 
KEEPING HIS CONSULTING COMPANY SMALL gives Larry McCulloch 
of Laing and McCulloch Forest Management Services the opportunity to maintain 
his interest and involvement in the science of forestry. 
The introduction of the forest management services based consulting firm. 
Forest Practices Code of to industry and government. Under the Code, forest 
B.C. has impacted all sectors "'The Code has probably at licensees are required to be at 
of the forest industry and the least doubled our workload," least wo years ahead on their 
effects have rippled through says Rob Roulston, one of development plans. Most 
to the many independent three partners in Silvicon were not in 1995 when the 
consulting firms that provide Services Inc., a Smithers- Code was introduced, so the 
X OR ING? 
Let's keep the 
business in 
the North. 
Let's work 
together. 
3 SHEDS 
3 BERTHS 
Fairview Terminal, Prince RulDelrt, B.C. 
We're just down the road (or rail) from you. 
P.O. Box 246 
i~_~.  COMPANY LTI F , _ ~  r, oce Ruper,, B.c. CANADIAN STEVEDORING vsJ 3P6 Tel: (250) 624-5243
) Fax: (250) 627-1868 
Attn: Brian Denton 
Keith Rankin 
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are good news for consulting companies 
past two years have seen a 
push toward correcting the 
situation. That has lead to 
additional work for 
companies like Silvicon, 
which offer a range of 
services geared to cutting 
permit development. 
"'We do timber cruising, 
block layout, silviculture 
prescriptions," Roulston said, 
adding this amounts to 
annual fieldwork and 
paperwork for roughly 1 
million cubic metres of wood. 
Roulston estimates ,his "'pre- 
Code" staff at roughly 25-30 
full-time employees, with an 
additional seasonal workforce 
of 15-20 summer employees. 
"'Now we have 45 full-time 
workers and a total staff of 65 
to 70 in the summer." 
Most forest companies are 
now closing the gap on the 
two-year requirement, so 
some of this recent flurry of 
contract work will level out. 
But in the meantime, some 
consulting firms have 
benefited from projects 
funded through the new 
Crown corporation Forest 
Renewal BC. 
"'FRBC has definitely 
increased the amount of work 
available," says Larry 
McCulloch, who, with his 
wife and partner Kirsteen 
Laing, runs Laing & 
McCulloch Forest 
Management Services. 
McCulloch says more than 
half his company's workload 
this fall and winter has been 
from FRBC-funded projects. 
Funding provided by the 
Crown corporation is 
enabling forest companies to 
launch research projects on 
such things as growth and 
yield and management 
strategies for high elevation 
timber production. Laing & 
McCulloch conducts research 
and provides a series of 
recommendations based on 
the data. 
"'Unlike some firms we are 
not trying to expand," 
McCulloch says of the firm 
he and Laing launched in 
1986. They maintain a staff 
of 10 in Smithers, with a 
branch office in Vanderhoof 
manned by three to five full- 
time employees. 
"'We're trying to maintain a 
small stable group of 
professionals which will 
allow us to continue to be 
involved in project work 
rather than administration." 
McCulloch says, adding that 
it is the science of forestry 
that motivates him. 
Both consultants agree that 
while the introduction of the 
Code didn't necessarily 
increase the type of services 
they provide to clients, it did 
increase the volume in a way 
that is likely to continue. 
"'Progressive licensees 
were already doing much of 
what the Code requires," 
McCulloch notes adding that 
the real expansion in the 
consulting industry came in 
the mid to late 1980s, when 
government and industry 
began contracting much of 
the work out. This provided 
the impetus for a small boom 
in consulting firms, that is 
now levelling off. 
But a Code trend toward called Forest Estate 
smaller block sizes (to 30 Modelling, a complex 
hectares, for example, rather computer program designed 
thanacommonpre-Code siz  to model the impact of 
of 80 hectares) will continue constraints imposed by the 
to provide ample cutting Code and other land-use 
permit work. planning initiatives on timber 
"'The actual block size may supply. 
be smalt, but it requires Roulston says future 
almost the same amount of growth opportunities for 
time in the field and the same forestry consultants will 
paperwork," Roulston says. likely be related to FRBC, 
McCulloch says his company and how that funding 
will continue to do an continues to be implemented. 
increased amount of training "'Consulting is going to 
and auditing for the industry, become tougher to get into 
He expects to see more because of technological 
demand for a relatively new changes," he adds. 
service his firm provides "'Before, if you had a 
compass and hipchain and a 
pick-up truck you could start 
up. That is no longer the 
case." 
But for established 
consulting companies the 
near future looks bright. 
Stringent legal requirements 
under the Code means 
licensees are practicing due 
diligence. This fact, 
combined with continued 
funding from FRBC 
translates into a secure 
workload for the forestry 
consulting industry. And that 
stability should remain well 
into the Year .2000 and 
beyond. 
See us for professional, convenient, cost effective, same-day service 
!E~'~.  • Slide film processing 
• Enlargements directly from your 
• slide ,~,~ 
i i  vclj! Duplicate slides 
S ~ D I O  & G iSk]LLEBY 
1293 Main Street, Smithers • Phone: 847-6016 Fax: 84?-6O62 
• . (In the Smithers Medical 8, Dental Plaza) 
// 
A towing reputation 
you can depend on 
THE CODE-DRIVEN DEMAND FOR FORESTRY SERVICES has led to a 
doubled workforce for consultant [Lob Roulston of Silvicon. 
LAING & McCULLOCItFOREST MANAGEMENT SERVICESLTD, 
SMITHERS DIVISION: 3875 3RD AVENUE ° BOX 880 • SMITHERS, B.C. • VOJ 2NO 
TEL: (250) 847-3267 " Fax: (250) 847-5047 
VANDERHOOF DIVISION: 2573 BURRARD ST. ° BOX 374 • VANDERHOOF, B.C. • VOJ 3AO 
Tel/Fax: (250) 567-5558 
I IH  
i 
• Fully licensed & 
insured 
• Accident recoveries 
• Radio dispatched for 
prompt, personal 
attention 
We have  a f leet  o f  t rucks  
fo r  every  situation: 
- I ton wrecker with wheel lift 
- 17' deck truck for AWD's 
- 4 ton single axle wrecker 
- 18 ton single axle wrecker for motor 
homes 
- Tandem wrecker 
Box 3414, Smithers, B.C., VOJ 2NO 
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Eeononlie Impact of Industry on Briti 
findings of this study consider the impact of 
Historically, logging and In 1993, the lbrest sector 
the forest industries have alone accounted for more 
been critical to British than half the total value of 
Columbia's economy. Twenty B.C. manufacturing 
years before its incorporation shipments. 
as aCanadian province, B.C. Nor is any other 
was exporting sawn timber economic sector in British 
from commercial mills near Columbia expected to surpass 
Victoria and Sooke- notably forestry as the province's 
to San Francisco in return for dominant wealth-creating 
payment in gold dust. industry, despite concerns 
That historical reliance about future timber supply. In 
has not diminished. Logging 1991, the B.C. Forest 
and silviculture, the Resources Commtsslon 
manufacture of lumber, reported, "the forest industry 
plywood, pulp, paper and is" the most significant 
other forest products, and the economic force in the 
economic activity associated province, and will remam so 
with their transport and sale, for the foreseeable future. It 
continues to drive the should in no way be seen as a 
provincial economy. "sunset' industry." The 
reinforce that view. 
METHODOLOGY 
Tile Forest Alliance of 
B.C., in association with The 
Vancouver Board of Trade, 
has attern pied to quantify the 
total economic impact of 
forest industry activity in 
British Columbia in 1993. 
This study was prepared by 
The Chancellor Partners 
Management Consultants 
using information from an 
input-output model 
developed by the provincial 
Ministry of Finance and 
Corporate Relations and 
Statistics Canada, updated to 
1993 and extended to 
government re-spending of 
provincial revenues derived 
from forest industry activity. 
The consideration of 
economic ~mpacts associated 
with re-spending provincial 
revenues makes the findings 
in this report more 
comprehensive and 
statistically sound than those 
in previous analyses. 
EMPLOYMENT 
The forest sector directly 
employed 89,500 British 
Colombian's in 1993, or 5.7 
per cent of the province's 
total work force. Direct 
employment includes primary 
extractive logging, 
silviculture, the wood 
.jOHsEIRE/) 
EVERGREEN 
INDUSTRIAL 
847-4456 
SIDINA SALES 
& SERVICE 
Hazelton 
842-2337 
LD 
RENTALS 
Burns Lake 
692-7794 
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PROVINCIAL  
GOVERNMENT 
REVENUES 
For average B.C. 
taxpayer, the most 
meaningful measure of the 
forest industry's economic 
impact may be its 
contribution to provincial 
government revenues. 
In 1993, the provmee 
collected $2.1 billion directly 
from the forest industry and 
its workers, or 13.6 per cent J 
of revenues generated in the I 
province. The government 
1 collected a total of $15.4 billion from all B.C. sources 
in 1993, excluding federal 
transfer payments and deficit 
financing. 
But the forest sector's 
total contribution to 
provincial revenues far 
exceeds it direct payments. 
The forest industry's total 
contribution to provincial 
coffers in 1993 is estimated 
at $2.9 billion, or 18.6 per 
cent of all lax revenues 
generated in the province. 
Provincial revenue 
generated from forest 
industry activity in 1993 is 
equivalent to 78 per cent of 
the Education Ministry's 
1993-94 budget, or 46 per 
cent of the Health Ministry's 
1993-94 budget. No other 
single industry or economic 
sector provides for such a 
large proportion of provincial 
spending. 
Although this study 
focused on the forests 
industry's contribution to 
provincial revenues, federal 
revenues are also significant. 
Forest industry activity in 
B.C. generated at least $2.3 
billion in federal revenues in
1993. 
CONCLUSION 
The forest industry 
continues to stand out as the 
driving economic farce in the 
province of British Columbia. 
In 1993, it supported 258,000 
total number of jobs 
supported by B.C.'s forest 
industry in 1993 is estimated 
at 258,000 or 16.5 per cent of 
the province's total 
workforce. 
Forest sector jobs plus 
non-forest sector jobs 
supported by the forest 
industry easily comprise the 
large, single component of 
provincial employment• This 
employment includes: 29,000 
indirect jobs in industries that 
supply the forest industry; 
92,000 induced jobs created 
by the spending of forest 
sector wages; 8,100 jobs 
created by forest industry 
capital expenditures; 8,400 
transport-dependent jobs; 
2,000 wholesale-dependent 
jobs; and 41,000 jobs created 
by the re-spending of 
provincial revenues derived 
from forestry industry 
activity. 
GROSS DOMESTIC 
PRODUCT 
The most commonly used 
measure of eeonomi~ 
performance is Gross 
Domestic Product - or GDP - 
defined as the total value of 
unduplicated production 
within a geographic area. 
GDP is based on the concept 
of value-added, ordifference 
between the value of total 
output and the cost of inputs 
used in production. 
Under this criterion, forest 
sector production contributed 
$7.1 billion to provincial 
GDP in 1993, or 8.8 per cent 
of the total. The total value of 
B.C.'s Gross Domestic 
Product in 1993 was $80.3 
billion. 
But an industry's 
economic impact cannot be 
gauged by its direct 
contribution to GDP alone. 
Some industries stimulate the 
economy substantially more 
Ihan others by drawing more 
heavily upon support 
industries, or by encouraging 
greater than average re- jobs or 16.5 per cent of 
spending due to high provincial employment. It 
employment and/or high generated 14.2 billion in 
provincial GDP, or 17.7 per average salaries. 
For all of these reasons, cent of  the total. And it 
and because the majority of contributed $2.9 billion to 
production is exported, 
British Columbia's forest 
industry generates significant 
spin-off benefits for the 
provil!cial economy. The 
provincial government 
coffers, or 18.6 per cent of all 
revenues exclusive of federal 
transfer payments and deficit 
financing. 
Citizens on Patrol 
We need your help. Call 1147.3729 for information I 
• I Auto  Pgr~ P luz  
:I..1.39 Main Street, Smithers • 847-5055 
It eamJlow In small  to 
moderate  s ize watorshed i  In 
the Skeena Region 
FRBC has approved funding for a multi-year project focusing on stream 
gauging small streams. The components of the project are: 
1. selection and description of watersheds 
2. installation of stream gauging equipment 
3. data collection 
4. data analysis 
Components 1, 2 and 3 will involve consultants and contractors. This note 
is with reference to component I for year 1. 
We are interested in awarding 2 contracts (1 for the KIspiox and Bulkley 
Forest District's and 1 for the Morice and Lakes Forest District's) to assist 
in the selection of watersheds. The selection criteria are: 
- watershed size.:5 to 25 square kilometres 
- road access to a suitable gauging location 
- amount of forestry activity - roads and clear cutting -
none to limited 
- aspect and exposure to storm paths - a range of 
exposures 
• relevant current and future forestry issues - planning for 
drainage structures or watershed areas with issues 
relating to drainage structure design in the forest 
district's ( a list of Issues will be made available) 
- limited extent of lakes, ponds or wetlands 
-proximity to long term stream gauging and 
meteorological stations 
Each proposal must Identify a sufficient number of watersheds so that 5 
watersheds in each district can be selected for continuous treamfiow 
monitoring. 
The selection process we plan to use is as follows: 
- consultant makes a preliminary selection of watersheds 
using the above criteria 
.hydrologists with Water Management of MoELP, MoF, and 
the Water survey of Canada review the preliminary list and 
maps with the consultant and make a second round of 
selections. 
- fieldwork Is undertaken by the consultant o determine 
the key site criteria: 
- good access, a stable cross section for monitoring, 
opportunities for flow measurement during high flows 
. either a bridge or site features that will allow a csbleway 
or other structure. 
- final reviews and selection - a final meeting will be held 
to discuss the outcome of the fieldwork. A joint field 
Investigation may be required. 
Following the final selection, the contractor will describe the watersheds 
using a series variables provided by the Prince Rupert Forest Region 
hydrologist (see below). 
Each forest district will supply access to relevant forest cover maps, 
alrphotos and TRIM maps. 
The Forest Sciences Section will provide regular contact. 
Regarding qualifications and competency, the co nsultant must have e 
background in hydrology, alrphoto interpretation, terrain classification and 
forest hydrology. 
Each contract has a target maximum value of $15,000. The deadline for 
proposals is February 7, 1997. The contracts will be awarded by February 
21, 1997. The target date for the preliminary selection of watersheds Is 
March 28, 1997. A final report containing watershed descriptions and maps 
is expected by September 30, 1997. 
If you are interested in one or both of these contracts, please send a short 
but complete proposal, including who will do the work, their background, 
how you intend on doing the work and what the final product will be to: 
David Wilford or David Maloney 
Forest Sciences Section 
Ministry of Forests 
Bag 5000 Smlthers, B.C.,VOJ 2N0 
Phone: 847-7428 (Wilford) 847-7429 (Maloney) Fax: 847-7217 
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Wood 
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Forest Renewal BC plans to 
Forest Renewal BC plans 
to increase its investment in
the Skeena Bulkley Region 
for the coming year, above 
and beyond last year's total of 
$35 million. 
"Last year we more than 
doubled our investment over 
the previous year, and this 
year, we plan a further 
increase," said Skeena 
Buikley Regional Director 
Alan Parkinson. 
Parkinson credits the of the SkeenaBulkley, we are 
annual increases to excellent working toward our mandate 
cooperation from forest of creating a sustainable 
sector partners including forest sector and stable forest 
forest companies, First communities," said 
Nations, government, labor, Parkinson. 
communi t ies  and In 1996/97, the Skeena 
environmental groups. Bulkley Region (which 
"Our partner groups have stretches from Burns Laketo 
taken the initiative and Prince Rupert and north to 
developed projects that meet the Yukon border) allocated a
Forest Renewal's criteria. In total of $35 million to 
cooperation with the people landbased programs uch as 
enhanced silviculture ($16.7 
million); watershed 
restoration ($8.2 million); 
inventory ($9.8 million); and 
recreation ($800,000). 
"That's approximately 11 
per cent of Forest Renewal 
BC's total expenditure across 
the province," said 
Parkinson. 
"We're happy to report hat 
the northwest is getting back 
in proportion to what it 
MORE THAN 500 jobs have been created in 1996/97' by Forest Renewal BC projects in the Skeena Bulkley Re- 
gion. Here, an employee of Copper Bay Contracting works at a gully cleaning as part of a watershed restoration 
project outside Terrace. 
tc e  
and vanity 
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Computerized Custom Design 
We are the cabinetprofess,'onals 
NORTHWEST 
KITCHEN CENTRE 
In the Tatlow Industrial Complex - Smithers • 847-5472 
produces in stumpage 
revenue." 
LANDBASED 
PROGRAMS 
The bulk of Forest 
Renewal funding goes to 
land-based programs such as 
those outlined below. 
Enhanced forestry 
Enhanced forestry is the 
single largest investment area 
in the Skeena Bulkley 
Region, and for good reason. 
Silviculture means extra care 
and attention over the 
lifetime of a tree, in the form 
of brushing, spacing and 
pruning, which eventually 
results in straighter, stronger 
and more valuable timber 
when harvested. Silviculture 
is also labour intensive and 
results in many job 
opportunities in the 
northwest. 
More than 37 enhanced 
silviculture projects are 
currently underway including 
district-wide projects in the 
Kalum, led by the District 
Forest Service; and in the 
Morice, led by Northwood 
Pulp and Timber of Houston. 
Watershed Restoration 
Watershed restoration 
involves rehabilitation of 
damaged or non-productive 
forest lands, includes road 
deactivation to prevent 
erosion; stabilization of 
hillsides and gullies; 
restoration of fish habitat; 
and in some cases re-seeding 
and replanting. Watershed 
restoration projects usually 
require three to five years to 
complete, due to the need for 
detailed assessments of the 
damage and the work 
required to restore the area. 
"Many of the projects 
we've funded over the past 
two years are now entering 
the works phase with 
significant employment 
opportunities," said Regional 
Director Alan Parkinson. 
"We look forward to 
significant job creation and 
opportunities for local 
contractors in the upcoming 
field season." 
Major watershed 
restoration projects entering 
the works phase in the 
coming field season include 
the Telkwa River watershed 
led by PIR of Smithers; the 
Nass watershed, led by the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council in 
cooperation with Repap BC - 
Terrace and Skeena 
Sawmills; and the Morice 
River watershed, led by the 
Wet'suwet'en i  cooperation 
with Northwood Pulp & 
Timber and Houston Forest 
Products. 
Together 
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increase ,!nvestment l 
Inventory p '  ' "  nor - province in this area. To Commumttesenvelope is the 
This work involves the 
quantifying and qualifying of 
various forest resources such 
as fish; wildlife; ecosystems; 
archaeological sites; water 
quality; and types of terrain. 
Accurate, up-to-date 
inventories enhance the 
ability of forest sector 
stakeholders to manage 
B.C.'s forests. Forest 
companies,  LRMP 
committees, First Nations, 
recreation planners and 
government regulatory 
agencies are among the 
diverse groups that require 
this information for informed 
resource management 
decisions. 
The north trails the rest of 
B.C. in this area as many 
inventories have nevei" been 
conducted or are badly 
outdated. 
To address this disparity, 
last year the Skeena Bulkley 
region funded 60 inventories 
with plans to 
increase investment 
in this area for the coming 
year. 
Recreation 
The Recreation program 
was new in 1996/97 and is 
anticipated to be of 
considerable interest o non- 
governmental groups and 
organizations interested in 
forest-based recreation 
opportunities. Last year, 
approximately $800,000 was 
invested in projects on Crown 
land that are accessible to the 
general public, with the bulk 
going to BC Parks for 
incremental projects. 
"We anticipate that we'll be 
able to increase our 
investments in this area for 
the coming year," said 
Parkinson. "In particular, 
we'd like to increase the 
number of community-led 
projects." 
Community-led projects 
underway include trail 
building by the Boy Scouts in 
Burns Lake; and a trail map 
of the Bulkley Valley being 
produced by the Smithers 
Chamber of Commerce; and 
the rehabilitation of a former 
grease trail in the Kispiox 
area spearheaded by the 
G i txsan-Wet ' suwet 'en  
Storytellers Foundation. 
Research 
A concerted effort will be 
made in 1997/98 to generate 
more research proposals from 
the north. In 1996/97, the 
bulk of Forest Renewal's $43 
million in research dollars 
went to researchers in 
southern B.C., primarily 
those at major universities. In 
order to increase the amount 
of funding flowing to 
northern researchers, the 
Skeena Bulkley region 
formed an advisory group to 
based research. This report 
has been submitted to the BC 
Science Council, the 
independent agency 
responsible for evaluating 
and approving Forest 
Renewal BC's research 
projects and is expected to 
increase the proportion of 
funding granted to the 
northern-based research 
community. 
Socio-economic Programs 
During 1996/97, the Skeena 
Bulkley Region began to lay 
the groundwork for programs 
, that address the 
socioeconomic component of 
its mandate - creating more 
jobs from each tree cut; 
investing in forest worker 
t~'aining; and strengthening 
forest communities that 
depend on the forest sector. 
The regional office 
anticipates considerable 
activity in these program 
areas in the coming year. 
Value-added 
The first of three areas is 
value-added manufacturing. 
Value-added, or secondary 
manufacturing is a widely- 
accepted as an economic 
development avenue as it gets 
more value and more jobs 
from each tree that is cut. 
However, the northwes! lags 
far behind the rest of the 
address this in 1996/97, the Community Business 
Skeena Bulkley Region Program, which in its first six 
launched a study to identify months of operation in 
the best opportunities for the 1996/97 provided more than 
development of value-added $600,000 worth of loans to 
manufacturing, small and medium-sized 
"We want to be .-1 catalyst forest sector businesses. 
for the development of Theseloans are available 
secondary manufacturing in through Community Futures 
this region," said Parkinson. organizations, Native 
"We anticipate that this study Development Corporations 
will provide a jumping off and selected Credit Unions 
point for several initiatives and can be used to offset 
with significant benefits in start-up costs or forworking 
terms of local employment." capital. I{ is anticipated tllat 
Workforce the program will continue to 
Workforce training grow as the awareness of it 
programs were incorporated increases in 1997/98. 
into many of the land-based Another new initiative 
projects approved last year. under the communities 
For example, the Haisla from envelope, is the Forest Sector 
Kitimaat Village were Specialist -- essentially a 
participants in a forestry resource for communities and 
skills training program First Nations, dedicated to 
administered by District coordinating forest-related 
Forest Service staff with community economic 
funding from Forest Renewal development projects to be 
BC. The result is a trained funded by Forest Renewal 
crew that can be employed on BC. This measure was 
future silviculture projects, introduced in 1996/97 to 
In addition, the Skeena address a fundamental 
Bulkley Region provided obstacle for communities, 
funding for the Northwest who were aware that funding 
Loggers Association to assess was available to them through 
local training needs, and the Forest Renewal BC, but 
regional office expects to didn't have the resources to 
training initiatives pursue the many new 
Communities opportunities available to 
A new initiative under the them. 
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Touch 
Wood 
1997 NORTHERN 
WOOD FORUM 
May 8- I 0, 1997 
Williams Lake, B.C. 
B.C.'s Forestry Capital 
Attend the NorthernWood Forum, a three-day event 
highlighting the value-added wood products industry 
and the growing number of business 
opportunities available. 
Conference 
Top-rated speakers, informative workshops and tours 
of value-added facilities will bring you up to date on 
the latest developments of the value-added industry. 
Register by calling (250) 392-3626 or  E-mail 
carcfdc@mail.netshop.ner- 
Cost $125 ($150 after April 12) 
Exhibition 
Industry exhibitors display and demonstrate the 
spectrum of value-added activity taking place in the 
province. Booths will include value-added producers 
and service providers. Woodcrafters products will be 
available for purchase. Plan to do some early 
Christmas shopping. 
Gallery 
Northern woodcrafters and students offer their 
latest products in the TOUCH WOOD GALI'ERY. 
Award winners'will be displayed in the gallery. 
(Application deadline for juried show is Mar. 14, 997) 
Student Competit ion "" 
Visit the many school projects and products vying for 
over $50,000 in prizes for the best value-added 
project. 
Location 
Cariboo Memorial Complex 
Twin Ice Arena 
Free Admission 
Thursday, May 8 12 pm- 8 pm 
Friday, May 9 I 0 am - 8 pm 
Saturday May 10 , 9am - 5 pm 
Lots of Door Prizes 
Information 
Contact NorthernWood Forum: 
E-Mail: carcfdc@mail,netshop, net 
Brought o you by the Central Interior 
Wood Processors Association In partnership with Forest Renewal 
BC,the forest industry, the Province of BC, education and the 
community of WIIllams Lake 
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Canadian Women in Timber... 
Who are they? What do they do? Nor  For .  T r im Ends  
Barb McCarthy is the ten branches in the province 
Chair of Canadian Women with members at-large 
in Timber. throughout BC and in 
Canadian Women in eastern Canada. 
Timber (CWIT) is a true Our education mandate 
grassroots organization - -  extends to our members as 
[Image] our members' we are continually 
families are the first to learning about our forests 
experience consequences through workshops, forums, 
of land use changes and cut courses, and other venues. 
withdrawals. CWIT is a CWIT comes with no 
non-profit, "baggage" - - that is, we are 
charitable, dynamic not constrained by 
organization with a goal of corporatedirections. We 
balanced forest land use and insist upon the truth and we 
a mandate to provide have no use for actions 
education. Although there anddecisions motivated only 
are other organizations with by "political correctness". 
a forest education mandate, We are dedicated to 
we believe we have a informing the public about 
unique and important the forests and 
perspective, forest industry by promoting 
We are all volunteers and Forest Awareness Through 
anyone can join. We have Education. A good deal 
of our effort is focused on 
educating children. We have 
found that.there is a lack of BC Sawmills are still re- duty free quota before 
bahmced forest information acting to their lumber paying a two-tiered export 
tn our schools. Forest quotas for shipments fee. BC's share of 59% is 
education is too important to customers in the United alloeated between primary 
to omit from our children's States. The quotas were and remanufaeturing 
knowledge-base. They are released on Halloween operations and new entrants 
the most important segment and for most mills it was in the industry. The 
of the population to educate anything but a treat. On American Home Builders' 
-- being the decision average, mills around Association suggests the 
makers of the future. We the province received a move could drive up the 
hope that our enthusiasm quota of 20% less than what, cost of an average US home 
about forests and the they shipped to the US by as mueh as $5,000. 
forest industry will rub off in 1994 and 1995. As a Congratulations to 
on teachers and students and result, prices for lumber woods people around the 
they will continue to pursue have jumped to record province! BC's 1st annual 
the topic, high levels and this has report on Enforcement and 
CWIT believes that a caused a major crisis for US Compliance of the Forest 
healthy forest and a viable homebuilders as con- Practices Code shows 
forest industry go hand slruetion costs have begun a better-than 90% tom- 
in hand. We believe that it's to increase dramatically, pliance rate during the 1st 
time the public are told Due to the low quotas, year the Code has been 
things as they are - straight, several mills in northern BC in place. During the year, 
to the point, factual and have already announced June 15, 1995-  June 15, 
truthful. What the public extended shutdown during 1996 over 31,000 in- 
does with the information is the Christmas period, spections of harvesting and 
up to them, but without the However, it is still too early road building sites were 
knowledge in the first to predict he fuli' impaet of carried out. Less than 2% of 
place, there is little hope for the quota allocation on the the inspections resulted in 
future generations to have industry. Canada and the confirmed contravention s 
healthy forests, healthy US signed a softwood oftheCode, whileabout 2% 
industry and good lifestyles, lumber deal ~.fich took more are still under 
Each branch of CWlT effect on April 01 this year. investigation. The Minister 
carries out the forest The 5 year agreement sees of Forests, David Zirnhelt 
education mandate in its BC, Alberta, Quebec and says the statistics show that 
own way. Prince George, Ontario sharing a 14.7 the majority of forest 
See Canadian Women billion board beet (MMfbm) companies are obviously 
In Timber page 22 
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SERVICES INC. 
3688 Broadway Avenue, Box 490, 
Smithers, B.C., Phone 847-3680 
FAX 847-2530 J 
committed to making the 
Code work. Despite the 
good report, industry 
leaders say they are 
committed to working 
towards a 100% compliance 
record. 
Forest Renewal BC is 
funding a new group aimed 
at informing more 
high school students about 
the career opportunities in 
BC's secondary wood pro- 
ducts manufacturing sector. 
The BC Wood Industry 
Education Society plans to 
use a variety of methods 
including CD-ROM tech- 
nology to get its 
message out. Eight pilot 
programs will begin in 
sehool districts around 
the province, including 
Prince George, this fall. 
The 1997 NFPA 
Convention is set for April 
3-4, 1997 in Prince George. 
Make plans to attend and 
book your hotel, motel or 
Bed & Breakfast rooms 
now! The first notice to past 
delegates about Convention 
'97 will be sent soon. If you 
require more information, 
please contact our office! 
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Reasearchers work to regenerate 
B.C.'s northern forests 
For a seedling being 
planted in an area most often 
described as "severe" and 
"harsh," prospects for 
survival aren't good. For the 
silviculturalist trying to create 
a successful regeneration plan 
for seedling, inadequate 
information on environmental 
and site conditions can render 
the task next to impossible. 
The area inquestion is the 
Engelmann Spruce-Subapline 
Fir (ESSF) biogeoclimatic 
zone, which includes most of 
the high elevation forests 
within the interior of B.C. In 
north-central British 
Columbia, ESSF zones are 
associated with the Hazelton, 
Skeena, Omineea, Rocky and 
Columbia Mountain Ranges, 
as well as some higher 
elevation portions of the 
Interior Plateau, most notably 
the Quesnel Highlands. 
As the name implies. The 
ESSF zone is dominated by 
stands of Engelmann spruce 
and subalpine fir. The trees 
survive in a continental 
climate characterized by 
long, cold, snowy winters and 
short, cool summers. The 
snow-free period, particularly 
higher elevations and on 
north aspects, can be as little 
as 110 days. Terrain is 
rugged, with steep-sided U- 
shaped valleys and jagged 
peaks. 
The ESSF zone presents a
challenge as a mountainous 
region because its climate 
and thermal regimes can vary 
dramatically. Local 
variations in site conditions 
are also caused by slope and 
slope position, elevation, 
aspect, soil characteristics 
and vegetation cover. 
Environmental factors 
affecting seedling survival 
include temperature (soil and 
air), frost, vegetative 
contributions to snow press 
and the stabilization of soils 
on steep slopes. 
Until the mid-1980s, 
logging in subalpine stands in 
the Prince George, Prince 
Rupert and Cariboo Forest 
Regions was sporadic, and no 
clear reforestation trends had 
been established. As forestry 
operations moved into 
suba ip ine  regions,  
reforestation became more 
difficult and often 
unsuccessful because site 
conditions were different 
from those at lower summer of 1992. He 
elevations. Although compiled this information in 
research on the ESSF zone Forest Regeneration in the 
had been carried out, there ESSF Zone of North-Central 
was no readily accessible British Columbia. The 
summary for practicing report highlights Ihe current 
silviculturalists, knowledge of environmental 
Craig Farnden, forester and conditions in this region, 
silviculturist for the Canadian their effects on tree survival 
Forest Service in Prince and growth, some of the 
George, had been a forest practices mat can be 
consultant for six years at the used to modify adverse 
time. "When I was preparing conditions, and the silvical 
preharvest prescriptions (for characteristics of affected 
subalpine forest areas) there tree species. 
was so much information lhat Each of these 
I needed, but didn't have," environmental conditions 
said Farnden. The missing interacts with the others 
data, such as air and soil affects the selection of 
temperatures, impacts of cutting and reforestation 
competing vegetation and methods. "The key is to be 
snow at elevations, was aware of the environment 
necessary to answer the when makinga prescription," 
question: What are the said Farnden. "By doing so, 
critical factors I should be when you treat for one 
considering? environmental factor you can 
So Farnden reviewed the ensure you won't be creating 
available literature on an adverse ffect on another." 
subalpine silviculture practice By identifying the 
and augmented it with environmental conditions in 
observations made during subalpine forests and the 
field tours of the high- changes in those conditions 
elevations operations of 16 when forests are harvested, 
licensees within the Prince practicing silviculturalists 
George, Prince Rupert will heip minimize problems 
Cariboo Forest Regions in the with regeneration. 
THIS SUMMER, A1 
FIREFIGHTER'S 
MOST HELPFUL 
TOO MAY BE A 
COMPUTER 
British Columbia forest 
fircfighters are going to have 
a new, electronic weapon on 
their side this fire season. The 
Wildfire Ignition Probability 
Predictor (WIPP) is a 
computer application 
developed by Canadian 
Forest Service researchers 
that enables fire managers to 
predict, on an hourly or daily 
basis, the ignition probability 
of a person-caused, self- 
sustaining wildfire in three 
kinds of typical B.C. forest. 
By simply punching into 
WIPP the time of day, forest 
type and a few figures 
obtained from a local fire 
weather station, a fire 
manager can assess the 
wildfire potential in a given 
area, position their fire crew 
accordingly, and save both 
time and money. "There are 
other fire danger rating and 
fire behaviour predication 
models," said Bruce Lawson, 
recently retired CFS head of 
the Victoria-based Fire 
Management Program, "but 
this one is specifically geared 
to predicting sustained 
ignition probability in several 
B.C. forest types." 
People cause about half of 
the forest fires in B.C., 
through careless use of 
matches, campfires, 
cigarettes, and such industrial 
activates as logging, road 
construction and land 
clearing. "We hope WIPP 
will help reduce these losses 
by telling us more accurately 
when and where the danger 
zones will be from day to 
day," Lawson said. 
Steel Toed 
Matterhorns 
Red Strap 
Jeans ....... 
139 99 
37  99 
, land! ~ 
• Ladies 
Jeansf¢ 
all size. 
Work 
Shirts 
3799 Work World Work Jeans., ..... 2 fo r39  99 
Levi 
Jeans 
2 for 
e V,,/ RK 
WORLD Air Miles Available 
In the Smithers Shopping Centre • 847-4344 and 
in Terrace at 4712 Keith Avenue. 635-8148 
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Touch Wood 
1997 Northern Wood 
Forum 
May 8-10, 1997 Williams 
Lake, B.C. 
Value-added wood 
products manufactured and 
crafted in Northern British 
Columbia will be the focus of 
displays and discussions at 
the 1997 Northern Wood 
Forum, May 8-10, 1997 in 
Williams Lake. 
Touch Wood is the theme 
of the Northern Wood 
Forum, reflecting an 
opportunity for delegates and 
visitors to become involved 
.in the value-added sector of 
the forest industry. 
Woodcrafters, high school 
students, educators, industry 
and the general public are 
invited to take part and learn 
more about he possibility of 
generating long-term 
employment and business 
opportunities. 
"By building on the highly 
successful 1996 Northern 
Wood Forum in Vanderhbof, 
the Williams Lake conference 
is expected to draw 500 
delegates and 10,000 
visitors," said Len Bosch, 
NWF host committee co- 
chair. "This year we will 
emphasize market supply and 
expanding sales," he said. 
The  multi-level event 
combines a conference, juried 
wood products show, 
workshops and competitions 
for value-added wood 
products. Woodcrafters and 
students will showcase their 
work and receive advice on 
market heir products. The 
conference will feature top- 
rated speakers with 
workshops on value-added 
topics, developing networks 
and partnerships, marketing, 
promotion, building a value- 
added wood products 
operation, future jobs and use 
of technology to enhance 
their access to supplies and 
markets. 
Woodcrafters are invited to 
display their crafts and 
present their work for juried 
competition awards totalling 
ten thousand ollars. Work 
will be assessed by a panel of 
merchandise specialist and 
exhibited for the public. The 
deadline for woodcrafters i
March 11. 1997. Artisans or 
value-added associated 
business will also be able to 
rent booth space at the forum 
for $125-$300, depending on 
their business ize. 
Youth have been invited to 
enter the competitions, 
presenting their perspective 
and creativity. Teams of 
students from 13 high schools 
in Northern B.C. were each 
given 500 board feet of local 
species wood mills. The 
students will create aproduct 
with a business and 
marketing plan for a value- 
added business. The top 
effort earns the team summer 
jobs, computer hardware and 
software and business advice 
valued in excess of $50,000, 
Leading sponsors for the 
forum are: Central Interior 
Wood Processors  
Association, working in 
participation with the 
Car iboo  Lumber  
Manufacturers Association; 
Forest Renewal B.C.; 
Ministry of Small Business; 
Tourism and Culture; Human 
Resources Development 
Canada; royal Bank; Slocan 
Group; Vanderhoof Specialty 
Salutes the Forest Industry 
Wood Products; Dezti Wood 
Ltd.; School District #27 and 
many major companies in the 
forest sector. 
Registration for the event is 
$150 with a discount for 
early-bird registration of Altogether a better approach 
$125 before April 11, 1997. 
The fee includes the 
conferenCemeals, workshops and all GROWING TOP QUALITY SEEDLINGS FOR THE I 
The conference involves a FOREST INDUSTRY SINCE 1985 I 
steering committee of over a I dozen members with scores I 
of volunteers detailed to take Our Products Include: I 
care of food, security, hosting .Quality Assurance Testing I 
delegates, transportation, .Cold Storage 
• __ . SUMMIT  NURSERY LTD.  I publicity, student .,Joint Trial Work ..... , . . . . . . .  I !! 
competitions, awards ,  . . . .  ~sKiiinorn Ha., lelKwa, ~.L;. I q-mid Consultauons [ communications and show Tel 846-5882 / Fax 846-5796 
management. 
For information or 
registration call Tanya 
Kaempf, Northern Wood 
Forum, at Community 
Futures in Williams Lake, 
250-392-3626. or write: 
Northern Wood Forum, 
#301, 172 N 2nd Ave., 
Williams Lake, V2GIZ6, or 
by e-mail at: 
carcfdc@mail.netshop.net. 
Watershed restoration projects enhance the productive capacity of forest lands and 
restore the forest environment. Forest Renewal BC has funded a watershed restora- 
"It tion prqiect in this pre',iously-logged watershed near Terrace (the Big Windsor). 
,  . TALS 
FABRICATINGq~ 
q 
NING LTD. 
We wi i lbehappy 
tO heip youwith l  
~; all jobs, please .... 
:Lgjye LiS I aca!l o r  
• .~./drop by.! •. " 
: ' . "  / ' . '  ' : . '~ ' ~1 
• Line boring, mobile units 
• Specialty welding, alum, 
stainless, cast iron 
• Hyd Cyl manufacturing & 
rebuilding 
• Depot for Prax Air Welding 
Supplies 
• Certified H.D. Mechanic 
GENERAL & CUSTOM "Journeyman machinists 
welders 
MACHINING &FABRICATION ~ ~ 1 
3458 Victoria Drive, 
Smithers 
847-3428 CERTIFIED 
1-800-531-3428 ,. 
FILTER  HALOGEN DIESELFUEL 
HEADLIGHTS TREATMENTS 
slOgS H6054 s8*a SPECIAL  
SPECIAL  PR IC lNGI  H4e56 PRIC ING 
BATTERY 
CHARGERS 
$4395~oo 
GRINDING 
DISCS 
$ I 75&Up 
CHOP SAW KREW ] 
BLADES SHOP TOWELS/I 
RAGS I 
$635&up $699&up[  
i~ ,Vamml lmmmm 
• R Auto  Part : ;  Plu:; 
• 8~2700 ~"~ 3429 lOth Street, Houston • 
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THE 0210 YAF I]ER = USER FRIEHDLY 
AI D EASY TO MOVE FROM JOB TO JOB 
Your loca l  author i zed  dea ler  ~___ / ~_~,~ 
for... ~ ~  -- --~,~ "  
~ ~ Equipment /1 / 
~ Feller Bunchers 
~> Transguesco •Forwarders ,~:_~:.%_. DEL-" DS 210 *~ 
Timberline Delimbers k SWING YARDIER 
~> Ranger Skidders 
'Here to serve you' 
'~ I , I  r 111 , I 
Your Dealer For.., 
Power and productivity for the long haul 
~PIO g(}2~ , 9C~0 ~ ~40 ~ 
"~ - .7  ,~_ ,~-~-, ~ 
• i • tOX lEm'~L i~ lSCAe[ ' l  
CRAWLEI t |  " " ~ " 
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DIAMOND SALES ADVANTAGES 
The D210 Swing yarder was designed for a need that no one else was covering. There was no smatl Swing 
yarder. Something that could compete with the fixed 40' high tower machines in weight and mobility, but 
offer swing or compete with bigger Swing yarders for distance capabilities. 
We picked a size range between everything else small towers between 30,000 (13,600 kg) to 50,000# 
(22,680 kg) and Swing yarders starting at 90,000# (40,820 kg). 
A user friendly machine, something simple to operate and simple to maintain was part of our design criteria. 
Components would be common stock items and vendor part numbers would be made available to end 
user. The Drum set, the main part of any yarder would have no interlock (Normally a high maintain item and 
also restrictive in the yarder capabilities). In its place we put Eaton water cooled brakes and Carlson air 
plate clutches (these are very reliable components). This atlows us to run many yarding configurations that 
interlocked machines cannot run. Our drums would have wide large diameter barrels for better slipping and 
added line life (some machines run 2 drums on the same shaft side by side). Two at our erums would be 
identical so we can rig the yarder in a running skyline configuration, which is how an interlocked yard is set 
up. 
Next was our power train, which drives from Ihe engine through a six speed transmission with a built in 
torque converter, then a drive shaft, directly into the drive pinion which eliminated the chained drive case. 
We etiminated the hydraulic pump drive case by mounting the pumps directly to the transmission. This 
accomplished two things: 
1. Less components to break down. 
2. Better H.P. utilization. 
Out gantry and tower ere hydraulically raised. We sue fairlead assemblies for each guyline making them 
true walk over design (#1 guyline does net have to be the closest to the yarder). They can be crossed as 
long as they don't rub on each other. Our running lines have separated fairleads so a line can be run off to 
the side and rub on boom rollers or lad the boom to one side. We have an equalizing backstay strap 
(pendant strap) so we do not lad the boom to one side and rack it during yarding. 
Our guylines are single part. Some machines have two part guylines so the crew must drag a block 
throughout he brush every time they move a guytine with this type ol machine and yarding this could be 6- 
8 times per day. Because of the b ock purchase more guyline loading is put on the stump then the yarder, 
making it easier to pull guy stumps. We have a high gantry which also helps on guystump loading. 
Our undercarriage is a full hydrostatic drive unit one 65 GPM pump per track with 24" pads were 10'6" wide. 
The ability to move our machine from job to job or road to road is another selling feature. In the woods the 
machine is moved with the gantry and tower up on a low bed we provide the boom supports for the tower, 
Many of the competition machines must have cdbbing brought along with the lowboy to support the tower 
or they remove the tower and gantry making two loads. Our cab stays with the machines keeping the cab 
clean as well as simplifying the lowboy move. 
High line speeds and pulls with a full range transmission match a loggers job to the machine, we have the 
ow gears for muscle and high gears for speed. In regards to the transmission, reverse gears are used for 
rigging or hang-ups In haul and out haul directions are accomplished through the pul ng c utches and 
water cooled brakes, not the transmission. 
SALES • PARTS, SERVICE 
2200 NADINA AVENUE, HOUSTON, B.C. * 845"2333 
1' 800"663"7763 * FAX 845"3154 
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Around the clock demand 
Ironically, the two regions 
most often accused of 
'deforestation' British 
Columbia and Brazil - have 
retained far more forest land 
than the rest of the world. 
Sixty-five per cent of B.C. is 
forested; 66 percent of Brazil 
is. 
British Columbia is home 
to about 60.6 million hectares 
of forest, or two Ihirds of the 
province's total land area. 
B.C.'s FOREST 
IN PROFILE 
British Columbia's forests 
are its natural resource, 
encompassing nearly two- 
thirds of the provincial and 
base. Forests managed for 
timber production comprise 
about 40 per cent of the total 
forest resource. 
Less than one per cent of 
B.Cgs working forest is 
harvested in any one year. In 
1993, 220,000 hectares of 
forest land was harvested for 
a timber yield of 79.2 million 
cubic metres. This represents 
0.9 per cent of the working 
forest by area and 0.9 per 
cent of the working forest by 
volume of mature timber. 
The vast majority of trees 
cut in B.C. each year (about 
92 per cent) are used to 
With every turn of the 
second hand on your wrist- 
watch, the world's population 
increases by three, that means 
our planet must support 
another 93 million people 
every year. 
This staggering growth had 
direct implications for the 
world's forests. The United 
Nations predicts global 
demand for forest products 
will increase at the rate of 86 
million cubic metres annually 
until 2010. By way of 
comparison, British 
Columbia harvest less than 
80 million cubic metres each 
year. 
In order to satisfy the 
United Nations' projections 
for future wood demand, the 
volume of timber extracted 
from the world's forest must 
increase at a rate greater than 
one B.C. harvest each year. 
FORESTS OF THE WORLD 
More than four billion 
hectares of forest and 
woodlands blanket he planet, 
with the largest 
concentrations in the former 
Soviet Union and the 
Americas. Excluding 
Antarctica, nearly one-third 
of the world's land mass is 
covered by the forest. 
manufacture solid wood 
building products like 
lumber, plywood and roofing. 
Another seven per cent goes 
directly into pulp and paper, 
and about one per cent is 
exported as raw logs. 
The primary source of fibre 
for B.C.'s pulp and paper 
mills is residue from solid 
wood manufacturing. In 
1993, B.C. sawmills hipped 
about 25 million cubic metres 
of wood chips to pulp and 
paper mills - the volume 
equivalent of 31 per cent of 
the annual timber harvest. 
ALL FORESTS ARE NOT 
CREATED EQUAL 
British Columbia has some 
of the most productive forest 
land in the world. 
A hectare of mature forest 
in B.C. yields eight times 
more merchantable timber 
than a hectare of mature 
forest in Brazil's Amazon rain 
forest. On average, about 400 
cubic metres is harvested per 
hectare in B.C. In Siberia, it's 
about 50 cubic metres per 
hectares; in Brazil just 8 
cubic metres per hectare. 
About 220,000 hectares of 
forest land is harvested each 
year in B.C. To produce an 
equivalent amount of wood in 
Siberia, about 1.76 million 
hectares would have to be 
harv8sted; in the Amazon, 
about 11 million hectares. 
AT WHAT COST? 
Wood isn't the only 
building product on the 
market, but it is one of the 
most environmentally- 
friendly choices a builder or 
architect can make. 
For instance, producing a
tonne of wood requires 126 
times less energy than 
producing a tonne of steel, 14 
times less than a tonne of 
glass and five time less than a 
tonne of cement. 
Replacing B.C.'s annual 
lumber production with an 
equivalent amount of 
aluminum or steel would 
result in a huge increase in 
energy consumption. It would 
reqmre new hydro-electric 
dams on some of the 
province's largest river 
systems, or new coal-fired 
and nuclear power plants. 
Any of these options would 
have  s ign i f i cant  
environmental consequences. 
Lumber production is also 
cleaner than its alternatives. 
Manufacturing steel studs 
results in 40 times more 
harmful effluent and three 
times more carbon dioxide 
emissions than manufacturing 
wooden two-by-fours. 
Aluminum 73,080 
kilowatts per tonne. 
Steel - 13,920 kilowatts per 
tonne. 
Cement - 2,900 kilowatts per 
tone, 
Brick - 2,320 kilowatts per 
tonne. 
Wood - 580 kilowatts per 
tonne. 
BOW FAR DOES A 
TRUCKLOAD GO? 
British Columbia produces 
far more lumber, plywood, 
pulp and paper than its 
citizens require. In fact, one 
24 tonne truckload of logs is 
harvested from BC's forest 
each year for every man, 
women and child in the 
province. 
That's because B.C.'s forest 
industry produces primarily 
for export. Nearly 82 per cent 
of B.C. Forest products are 
destined for foreign markets. 
A significant portion of the 
remaining 18 per cent is sold 
in Canadian markets outside 
B.C. 
Forest product exports 
represent more than 60 per 
cent of the province's export 
earnings. 
Most people recognize 
food, water and oxygen as the 
basic building blocks of 
human survival. But there's 
another, often overlooked 
element in the hierarchy of 
materials required to sustain 
civilization. It's wood. 
In fact, based on current 
levels of consumption, human 
populations require a greater 
volume of wood than food; 
wood for constructing homes 
and other buildings, wood for 
cooking and heating, wood 
for making furnishings, tools 
and equipment, and wood for 
manufacturing paper 
products. 
Each of the 5.6 billion 
people on the planet 
consumes an average of 
1,700 grams of wood every 
day. That compares to potato 
(223), wheat (227g), corn 
(210g), rice (200005g), milk 
(235g), meat (80g), oranges 
(31g) and tomato (21g). 
Wood consumption is even 
higher in Canada, where 28 
million people each consume 
1,700 grams of wood every 
eight hours. 
Average daily consumption 
per person. 
Milk: 235 g. Potato 233 g. 
Wood: !,700 g. Tomato: 21g. 
Wheat 227 g. 
A FINAL WORD 
Even as global demand for 
wood increases and the 
environmental consequences 
of alternatives become clear, 
B.C. is being pressured to 
decrease or even halt its 
timber production. 
But what would happen if 
B.C.'s forest sector stopped 
producing for export 
tomorrow? Aside from 
massive job loss, social 
dislocationand plummeting 
.govcrnmeut revenues, 
removing the source of one- 
third of the world's softwood 
lumber trade would have 
severe environmental 
implications. 
The law of supply and 
demand dictates that world 
prices for lumber, plywood, 
pulp, paper and other forest 
products would soar. Timber 
producing counlries with 
lower environmental 
standards than British 
Columbia would be 
motivated to increase their 
cut beyond sustainable levels. 
"Transferring wood demand 
to other regions of the 
world ..will definitely 
encourage massive felling of 
the remaining Siberian and 
Amazonian forests, it is not a 
globally acceptable 
environmental solution to 
advocate a lower level of 
harvest in B.C." 
Canadian 
Women in 
Timber from 
page 18 
Fraser Valley, Lower 
Mainland, Williams Lake 
and Shuswap all deliver 
programs through the public 
education system. 
Terrace offers a 
comprehensive three-day 
forest camp for grade five 
students that includes 
transportation, 
accommodation, food, 
speakers, and 
activities. Sunshine Coast 
provides education to the 
public with such methods as 
Reach for the Tree Top 
contest. This year they 
organized all the events for 
their National Forest Week. 
Members at-large are 
also active. The Parsons 
from Powell River take 
their portable sawmill to 
classrooms in BC on 
request. 
We also get involved in 
events, commissions, 
planning processes, 
and committees that are 
related to forest land use 
such as LRMP's 
and Aboriginal initiatives. 
We work with groups such 
as the NFPA, ILMA, 
SHARE BC, Forest 
Alliance, interpretive 
forests, universities and 
others. We hold an annual 
Forest Awareness Day in 
October, publish a quarterly 
newsletter, donate bursaries 
to students, take part in 
rallies, and sponsor and 
assist with woods tours. 
Four of our Board members 
have travelled to Europe 
on speaking tours 
correcting misinformation 
about BC's forest industry. 
What we may lack in 
massive numbers and funds, 
we make up for 
with dedication, 
determination, and gut- 
driven motivation. Canadian 
Women in Timber are out to 
make a difference! 
Come, see 
for yourself 
Forest tours are offered m 
many communities in 
Northern British Columbia. 
You are invited to come 
along and see for yourself 
how your forests are 
manages. These tours include 
both guided and self guided 
tour options - pick one to suit 
your schedulel 
The guided tours offer you 
a chance to meet the people 
who manage, harvest and 
renew the forest. You will see 
how we harvest imber and 
replant he forests. You will 
learn how wildlife, 
recreation, wilderness 
resources and range are 
managed. You can ask 
questions and we can get you 
views from you - out in tile 
woods - where it really 
counts, the self guided tours 
allow you the opportunity to 
explore the woods at your 
leisure. 
What To Bring 
You are going ona forestry 
tour, so dress accordingly. 
Wear casual clothes - long 
pants and sturdy foot wear. 
The weather can change, so 
be prepared. Bring a rain 
jacket, a sweater, sunglasses, 
sun lotion and insect 
repellent. Cameras and filed 
glasses are a good idea, 
Besides the scenery, you have 
a good chance of seeing and 
photographing some of our 
diverse wildlife. 
C Smithers Ambulance Service- 847-8808 ~) 
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We are a full service financial i ns t i tu t ion .  
E E 
We offer checking accounts, credit cards,ATM cards, 
FEW.ER CHARGES 
and all kinds of  loans and investments.  
We offer the same 
full array of financial 
services that you would 
expect from other financial 
stitutions with one big difference: We 
are a profit sharing, member owned institution. 
That does not only mean better ates, 
but also fewer service charges 
We belong to you." @ 
the  c red i t  un ion  advantage:  we are a prof i t  sharing, member  owned institution... 
we belong to you. 
Bulkley Valley Snow Valley Houston Burns Lake  Vanderhoof Terrace & District 
847.~3255 639-9391 845-7117 692-7761 567-4737 635-7282 
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Did You 
Know? 
Forest 
Facts 
// 
Historically speaking 
The first national park in 
Canada was established in
Banff, Alberta in 1885. 
Size and weight 
Tree seeds vary greatly in 
size and weight depending 
upon species• For instance, 
red oak average 276 seeds 
per kilogram, sugar maple 
15,500 seeds per kilogram, 
white ash 29,000 seeds per 
kilogram and black spruce 
891,000 seeds per kilogram. 
Trees breathe 
Trees breathe in carbon 
dioxide and give off oxygen, 
exactly the opposite of 
animals and humans. 
That's no rot 
White oak is more decay- 
resistant han red oak, and 
t 
was prized for wooden ship 
building. 
WOOD FACTS 
"Softwood" is not really 
soft. 
(NC)-Softwood is the term 
commonly used for 
coniferous trees. These are 
trees that bear cones and 
have needle-like leaves 
which generally remain 
green throughout winter. 
Softwoods include spruce, 
pine and others. 
Hardwood refers to 
t 
• deciduous or broad-leaved 
• trees, such as maple and 
oak. The leaves change 
colour in autumn and are 
usually shed before winter. 
Hardwoods tend to be 
denser and therefore harder 
than softwoods. 
There are more than 30 
species of softwoods in 
Canada. Most of Canada's 
commercial lumber and 
wood products come from 
softwoods, which are more 
plentiful. 
Whether you build with 
hardwood or softwood 
products, by choosing wood 
you get a quality material 
that is renewable. 
When a tree is harvested, 
every part serves a useful 
purpose. 
(NC)-Of each tree 
harvested, 95% goes into 
useful products, such as 
lumber, plywood, chips, and 
sawdust, or into fuel to co- 
generate power for the mill. 
Even the bark is used for 
fuel or landscaping 
products. The remaining 5% 
of the tree, the branches, are 
left behind in the forest o 
naturally biodegrade, 
enriching the soil. 
As our population increases, 
so does the demand for 
building materials. By 
building with wood, we 
choose aquality material 
that is renewable AND 
biodegradable. 
° Exporting locally made products overseas and 
across Canada. 
• Recycling waste products from sawmills into 
finished products like shelving while saving the 
environment of 300,000 Ibs of waste per day. 
• Providing employment to people in the 
community and keeping valuable dollars locally. 
HEAD OFFICE: 
P.O. Box 2890 
SMITHERS, B.C, 
CANADA 
V0J 2N0 
Phone (604) 847-4394 
Fax (604) 847-9687 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd. 
Your Northwest Truck 
Centre For Over 25 Years. 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd. 
4916 Hwy 16, Ter race  • 635-7187 
1 -800-313-7187 Dlr  5958 
0 °0"7 
The Harvester 
7 bars & 18 chains 
The Solid Harvester $1R0|  
13 bars & 30 chains 
SSNHIBS ~ RICHS SAW SHOP NOR-DAN EQUIPWd]VT 
Sndthers Vanderhonf Houston 
847-4884 567-5362 845-7776 
I]NOS' SALES ~ CAL SPORTS 
Burns Lake Ft, St. James 
692-7045 996-8636 
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t , , ,  , , q - , i t l f  a tree falls, arborists, engineers, and developed for maintaining those nvolved  planning wildlife tree habit t i  forest 
and 
,no 
A whack on the trunk with and provincial governments, said Guy. "While a minority experts reviewed and updated 
the butt end of and axe industry and public of people still feel that some of the scientific 
handle used to be the conservation organizations, growing big trees is all that material in the course 
preferred method for In turn, the WTC created, matters, I think the majority manual. 
determining a tree's with the help of Canada-B.C. feel that it's important to "The course offers a 
soundness. If the tree was Partnership Agreement on grow big trees, but also vaiuable standardized method 
dead it was felled. Recently, Fores t  Resource  protect the intrinsic forest f°r recognizing dangerous 
however, thinking has been Development (FRDAII) and values." trees," said CFS scientist Dr. 
changing, and the dead tree the Ministry of Forests' Participants begin the Erie Allen. "It will form the 
that was previously Silviculture Branch, the course by learning how to basis for the refinement of 
considered a hazard, is now Wildlife/Danger Tree identify wildlife trees, then assessment procedures for 
being looked at for it Assessor's Course- the first move on to basic ecology, hazard trees in urban and 
contribution to biodiversity, of its kindin North America. pathology and safety, Using recreational settingr.. CFS 
scientists plan to continue 
Aswell, forestersarelearning The coarse combines a nine-stage tree-decay working with the WTC, 
to select living wildlife information sessions and classification 'system pursuing research related to 
habitat, practical field experience in developed for the course, 
Wildlife trees provide maintaining a safe work assessors can determine tree soundness." 
structural complexity to environment, and selecting which trees are suitable to Future plans for the WTC 
forests, roosts, dens, perched and retaining wildlife trees leave standing. Because and the Wildlife/Danger T ee 
and feeding sites for more and future wildlife tree different species use wildlife Assessor's Course include 
than 90 species of animals habitat. TheWildlife/Danger trees at various stages of the working with B.C. Hydro 
native tO B.C. As they die Tree Assessor's Course offers tree's life and decay cycles, trying to figure out how to 
and decay, wildlife trees half-day information the course also teaches leave wildlife trees along 
supply coarse woody debris seminars and three-day assessors to avoid hydro lines, and with the 
and litter to the forest floor, qualifying courses. So far, fragmentation by leaving seismic (oil & gas) industry, 
recycling nutrients and almost 1,000 operational enough wildlife trees at preserving wildlife trees 
providing shelter and people, WCB workers, railers different stages in the cycle, along seismic exploration 
foraging substrate for various and those who assess the Fifteen Canadian Forest lines in the northeastern 
ground-dwelling organisms, soundness of trees have gone Service (CFS) research staff portion of British Columbia. 
To deal with the ongoing loss through the course, from the Pacific Forestry As well, a practical field 
of wildlife tree habitat Stewart Guy, a biologist Centre (PFC) in Victoria took guide to wildlife tree users, 
throughout B.C.,theWildlife and environmental educator the course and are now sponsored by FRDAII, is 
Tree Committee (WTC) was and one of the coordinators certified Wildlife/Danger available, The guide contains 
formed in 1985. The of the WTC, was the course Tree Assessors. Following the essential biology for 
committee consists of designer/developer. "I the course, a one-day species that use wildlife trees, 
members from the Workers' consider wildlife trees to be workshop was held at PFC and will be useful to 
Compensation Board, federal the sentinels ofbiodiversity," where pathologists and other foresters, biologists, 
design of forest harvesting operations, and 
la dscapes, working in conjunction with 
demand for the larger-scale coastal and 
course is high,', said Guy. interior forest management 
"And as more foresters get and biodiversity guidelines. 
into partial cutting and other "In regard to wildlife trees, 
silviculture systems with a the WTC has planted a seed 
requirement to manage of recognition that has now 
wildlife trees, the demand for become an integral part of 
the course will increase." forestry," said Guy. 
dealt with wildlife trees in "An awareness of the 
silviculture practices, now it's importance of wildlife trees 
tied in with harvesting and has been established fromthe 
B.C.'s Forest Practices Code. chief foresters right through 
This involvement included to those people cutting 
firewood." 
While the WTC originally 
new guidelines being 
1 
MAURICE KRAVITZ OF Copper Bay Contracting is 
one of many contractors finding work on projects 
funded by Forest Renewal BC. Kravitz says that For- 
est Renewal BC has contributed to year-round work 
for his road deactivation crew. 
"Managing rore  ts 
to be the Best" 
Repap British Columbia Inc. 
Prince Rupert 
Skeena Pulp Operations 
P.O. Box 1000 
Prince Rupert, B,C, 
V8J 3S2 
Hazeltons 
Carnaby Operations 
#10 North Boundary Rd. 
South Hazelton, B.C. 
VOJ 2RO 
Terrace 
Terrace Operations 
4900 Keith Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5L8 
Smithers 
Srnithers Operations 
P.O. Box 2237 
Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ 2NO 
TM 
;E I~VI (  
WRRE THE 
DOWNTIME BUG 
Try a little preventat ive medicine with a free 
undercarr iage inspection. 
WE UNDERSTAND UNDERCARRIAGE!  
New MasterTrax 
MasterTrax  Service...  John Deere ~ 
undercarr iage program. . ,  gives yo 
the service it deserves. 
Call for details. 
• FOR ALL  
MAKES 
• CAT 
• KOMATSU 
• CASE etc. 
• Competit ive 
Prices 
• Flexible f inancing 
opt ions 
• Quality product  
,-.k,..t.,.-k~.k,.-k.,-.t. 
MASTERTRAX 
I Inl 
COAST Q 
TRACTOR 
Keith Ave., Terrace I fl II I 635-7131 
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DID YOU KNOW? 
Trivia Tidbits at)otJt our Forest Resources 
What a headache 
e original active ingredient 
aspirin were first found in 
: tea made from willow 
rk. Late in the nineteenth 
~tury, the active 
~redients were isolated and 
nthes ized  in to  
.=tylsalicylic acid (ASA), 
:1 marketed under the name 
spirin." 
Nothing to seeze at 
single flower on a birch 
e can have over 5 million 
tins of pollen in it. 
Forest compass 
e chalky white material 
md on the bark of an 
)en tree is always most 
:iceable on the south side 
the tree. 
Get your fix 
ter leaves do not change 
'ore they fall in the 
umn. Alders fertilize the 
I through aprocess 
)wn as nitrogen-fixation. 
All wet 
,st leaves are 90 per cent 
ler. 
Under the skin 
e way of telling a white 
uce from a black spruce 
is the inner bark. Black 
spruce is olive green in 
colour and white spruce is 
pinkish. 
Staying close to shore 
The Arbutus is a broad- 
level, deciduous tree which 
sheds its bark instead of its 
leaves. It is seldom found 
growing more than 10 
kilometers from the Pacific 
Ocean. 
Give it a roll 
To tell the difference 
between a fir and a spruce 
tree - roll the needles 
between your finger and 
thumb. Spruce needles will 
roll, but fir needles are flat. 
Black moon 
Common folklore has it 
cutting alders in "the black 
moon of August" will ensure 
that there will be no 
sprouting the following 
summer. 
Thin skinned 
It would take a concrete wall 
five feet thick to equal the 
insulating quality of just 
four inches of wood. 
A lot of trees 
Canada's forests cover 453 
million hectares, almost 50 
percent of the country's land 
surface. 
Joyeux Noel 
Balsam fir is widely used as 
a Christmas tree because it
retains its leaves longer than 
spruce, and has a beautiful 
aroma. 
The ring of things 
The width of annual growth 
rings in trees reflects 
variations in climatic 
factors, competition with 
neighbours and health. 
Fir worm? 
Balsam fir is more 
vulnerable to the Spruce 
Budworm than white, red or 
black spruce. 
Mind the mast, laddie 
White pine trees in North 
America were first reserved 
exclusively for use as masts 
by the British Royal Navy. 
The tall straight rees so 
selected were blazed with a 
broad arrow to ensure they 
were retained for this 
purpose. It was a serious 
offense to fell them for any 
other purposes. 
Canada's first Faculty of 
Forestry was started in 
1907. 
Contrary conifers 
Eastern larch (tamarack) and 
Western larch are the only 
Canadian conifers which 
lose their needles in the 
winter. 
Magic potions 
In the world of natural 
medicines, the root of 
ground hemlock was one of 
seven special herbs which 
made up the Micmae magic 
healing potion. 
Forest competition 
The forests of Canada are 
largely composed of a total 
of 31 species of conifers and 
over one hundred species of 
deciduous trees. 
Forest youth group 
The Junior Forest Warden 
movement began in 1930 
when the Canadian Forestry 
Association in BC first 
organized this youth group. 
The first Chief Warden was 
Charles Wilkinson. 
Beavers got taste buds 
Beavers prefer poplar trees; 
however, when they are 
hungry, they will eat many 
other species, including 
hardwoods such as beech 
and oak. 
In the genes 
Common tree names may be 
traced to: tree habits, eg. 
trembling pine; botanists 
who identified them, eg. 
Douglas fir; products, eg. 
sugar maple; or 
geographical location, eg. 
Manitoba maple. 
Seven million toothpicks 
A cord of good dry 
hardwood is equivalent in 
heating value to as much as 
250 gallons of fuel oil or 
about one ton of anthracite 
oil. One cord of wood yields 
7,500,000 toothpicks, 
61,370 number 10 
envelopes, 4,384,000 
postage stamps or 89,870 
sheets of 8.5 x 11 bond 
paper. 
Mighty maple 
Of the 150 species of maple 
in the world, only ten grow 
in Canada, 
O 
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All About Forests 
All about forests 
What is slash burning? 
When forests are 
harvested, some tree pat~ts are 
not used and are left lying on 
and in the ground. This 
material is called "logging 
slash" or simply "slash." The 
use of prescribed fire-- that 
is, fire used to improve 
wildlife habitat -- is called 
"slashburning." 
Source-  Balancing act: 
environmental issues in 
forestry. 
When is slash burning 
done? 
Slashburning is normally 
done only after clearcutting. 
It is sometimes done in 
sheiterwood systems where 
the remaining trees have a 
thick fire-resistant bark, in 
Douglas-fir or western larch 
in B.C., and where there is 
little danger of damage to the 
trees' fine feeding roots, such 
as in dry climates or on dry 
sites where the forest floor is 
not thick and most of the 
roots are protected in the 
mineral soil. 
Source-  Balancing act: 
enwironmental issues in 
forestry 
How well is reforestation 
progressing in British 
Columbia? 
The rate of tree planting 
has increased to the point 
where over 200 million 
seedlings are planted each 
year. Sometime in 1989, the 
two-billionth seedling was 
planted; it took 50 years to 
plant the billionth seedling 
and only seven years to plant 
the second. (the three- 
billionth seedling was planted 
in Kamloops on June 4, 1993. 
Source: Forest Alliance of 
B.C.) 
Source All things 
considered:  forest 
management in British 
Columbia 
How much of B.C. was 
reforested in 19927 
British Columbia replanted 
199,270 hectares in 1991-92, 
196,043 hectares of this was 
on crown land; 3,277 
hectares was on private land. 
Source - B.C. Ministry of 
Forests. 
How important is the 
Canadian forest industry to 
jobs and the economy? 
In 1991, 249,500 
Canadians were directly 
employed in the forest sector. 
In 1990, the total value of the 
forest product shipments was 
$34.2 billion. Indirect 
employment is estimated to 
provide ,~ further 499,000 
Canadian jobs. About 
748,500 Canadians, or one in 
10 jobs in Canada, depends 
on a healthy forest industry. 
Across Canada, the industry 
provides the economic 
mainstay of communities. 
Source • British Columbia 
forest industry fact book: 
1992 
What is a clearcut? 
A clearcut can be defined 
as an area of forest that has 
been completely cleared of 
all trees other than seedlings 
and occasional saplings. 
When a forest is clearcut, all 
the trees that regrow in the 
area will be similar in age 
and size. Clearcutting is the 
harvesting practice most 
commonly used in the 
conversion from unmanaged 
to managed forests. It is also 
the most common method of 
harvesting in managed 
timber production forests in 
the world. However, 
ecologically speaking, a 
eleareut is not just defined by 
the removal of trees, but also 
by the loss of forest 
conditions are collectively 
referred to as the "forest 
micro-climate." It is this 
forest micro-climate that 
affects how well species live 
in the woods. And the 
microelimate is, in turn, 
affected not just by the szze 
ofa clearcut, but more so, by 
the shape 
Source - Balancing act: 
environmental issues in 
forestry. 
Does clearcutting destroy 
the forest ecosystem 
Clearcutting may destroy a
variety of foresl conditions 
for some period following the 
harvest, but these conditions 
are not lost forever. 
The time taken for their 
recovery will depend on 
whether the ecological 
mechanisms ofrecovery have 
been damaged. 
Just because a clearcut 
looks ugly says absolutely 
nothing about whether these 
mechanisms have been 
impaired. 
Judging by the ecological 
impact of clearcutting, 
therefore, requires an analysis 
of ecological processes and 
not just temporary, though 
highly viable, changes in the 
structure and visual 
appearance of the ecosystem. 
Source Balancing act: 
environmental issue in 
forestry. 
How important is the forest 
industry to tile British 
Columbia economy? 
On average, each 1,000 cubic 
metres of timber harvested in
British Columbia is 
associated with roughly 0.94 
direct jobs within the 
province, $76,000 of direct 
provincial gross domestic 
product, $157,000 value of 
shipments, $7,700 of 
stumpage revenue, $960 of 
royalty and other forest 
revenue to the province, 
$5,600 of corporate taxes, 
and $4,500 of personal 
income taxes payable by 
forest industry employees. 
Source The economic 
impacts of timber 
harvesting in British 
Columbia 
ATTENTION: 
We have now stationed a Weight Truck c/w 10,000 kg. test weights, in the Terrace area. 
Certified by dept. of weights and measures. To serve you better. 
Northern Scale Co. (1956) 
Exclusive Dealer for Western Scales 
1-800-696-8866 
Cellular: 1-250-624-1672 Fax: 250-635-4702 
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Salute to the Forest Industry 
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635-2066 
PETROCANADA 
5138 Keith Ave. Terrace 
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1-800-308-2066 
Forest Products for 
the world... 
Prosperity for the 
Northwest 
I 
I 
Skeena 
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